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Polls open
at 6 a.m.
•'416.

Voters are reminded that
polls will open at 6 a.m. Tuesday for the primary election in
Kentucky. Polls will be clii§e at
6 p.m.
Any questions about polling
can be directed to the Calloway
County Clerk's office at
753-3923.
The Ledger & Times encourages everyone to exercise their
constitutional right and vote
Tuesday.

Death rate
rising
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With a day and a half of the holiday weekend left, Kentucky
had already surpassed its 1997
highway death toll, Kentucky
State Police said Sunday.
As of 2:30 p.m. EDT Sunday,
nine people had died in fatal
accidents across the state. Last
year, eight people lost their
lives in accidents during the
Memorial Day weekend, which
ends at midnight Monday.
Alcohol was involved in four
fatal crashes this weekend, and
five victims were not wearing
seat belts, police said.
State police were trying to
encourage people to wear seat
belts to reduce the chance of
death or serious injury. Also
seat-belt and child-restraint
laws were being aggressively
enforced, while "thank-you tickets" were being given to motorists wearing seat belts. The
ticket makes the motorist eligible to win a two-year lease on
a 1998 Ford Ranger.

General
returns home
FAIRVIEW, Ky. (AP) — As a
teen-ager, Joseph Ralston had
a part-time job mowing the
grass at Jefferson Davis State
Park.
Now a four-star Air Force
general and vice chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen.
Ralston was honored during
the Memorial Day weekend in
the western Kentucky community where he grew up.
Fairview celebrated Ralston,
54, as a native son during
Armed Forces Appreciation
Day, even though he was born
in Lyon County and moved to
Fairview when he was 3.
He wore a broad smile as he
greeted old friends, shook
hands with new acquaintances
and took extra time talking to
young people.
Although he had to be back
in Washington by dark, he
paused for photographs, signed
autographs and visited military
displays and booths set up in
the park.

GOP pushing
for answers on
satellite deal
WASHINGTON (AP) — Saying this could be the most significant scandal of the Clinton administration, Republicans are pushing for answers as to why a major
Democratic donor, whose company was under a Justice Department investigation, got a waiver
for a satellite deal with the
Chinese.
The donor, Loral Space and
Communications chief executive
Bernard Schwartz, on Sunday
strongly denied trying to buy influence or pass -sensitive technology to the Chinese. White House
National Security Adviser Sandy
Berger agreed that politics played
no part in the administration
decisions.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
interviewed by CNN's "Late
Edition," acknowledged there
was "clearly no hard evidence at
this stage" to prove Clinton was
swayed by campaign donations or
economic interests to make risky
national policy decisions.
But he said Clinton had set "a
very very bad precedent" by
agreeing to the satellite licenses
earlier this year when the Justice
Department was investigating

possible illegal transfers of missile technology in 1996.
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., said
on "Fox News Sunday" that
"these transfers are made at a
time exactly when these enormous contributions were being
made and at a time when these
decisions were being considered.
That doesn't necessarily raise an
inference of bribery, but it raises
a very substantial question."
Rep. Christopher Cox, R Calif., named by Gingrich to
head an eight-member House investigation, promised to cooperate with Democrats on what he
said would be a discrete bipartisan investigation.
"It won't be political theater
in the, form of splashy congressional hearings," he said on
NBC's "Meet the Press," an apparent reference to the divisive
campaign finance hearings led by
Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind.
Cox said that with the recent
revelations that a Chinese military officer may have funneled
money to the Democratic Party
through fund-raiser Johnny

Tobacco farmers
face uncertainty
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — As
burley farmers prepare to set
their transplants into fields, normal worries about how the crop
will fare are compounded this
year by uncertainty about the future of the federal price-support
system.
For the first time, a U.S. lawmaker from Kentucky — Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell —
is supporting an effort to end the
program, which controls production to prevent an oversupply of
tobacco and guarantees farmers a
minimum price.
"I'm tired of being in the
headlines every day and not
knowing what's coming tomorrow," said Owen County farmer
David Chappell.
Last week, farmers hoped to

learn more about their fate, but
tobacco legislation in the U.S.
Senate bogged down.
Legislation sponsored by Sen.
Richard Lugar, R-Ind., and supported by McConnell, includes an
$18 billion plan to buy out tobacco farmers and help tobaccodependent communities adjust.
Speculation among farmers and
agricultural experts about what
the end of the price-support system will mean for rural Kentucky
and its 60,000 tobacco farms
ranges from economic devastation to farmers and their communities finding ways to adapt.
Kentucky farmers generally earn
$700 million to nearly $1 billion
from tobacco each year.
M See Page 2
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STUMPING WITH A FRIEND: Dr. Jack Rose, former superintendent of the Calloway County school system,
greets state Rep. Freed Curd Saturday at a rally for U.S. Senate candidate Scotty Baesler (background) in
front of the Calloway County courthouse.

Veterans groups dwindling
By JENNIFER HOLLAND
Associated Press Writer

during the Persian Gulf War.
The American Legion had abDES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — out 2.9 million members at the
They survived war in the trenches Cod of 1'67 L'oili1)ar. .1 to thc. 7 7
of Europe, the mountains of million in 1946, said Steve ThoKorea and the jungles of mas, a spokesman for the LegVietnam. Now former American ion's national headquarters in
servicemen face a new battle — Indianapolis.
"I thirk that maybe as an orthe survival of veterans groups.
"Our problem is our rate of at- ganization that we have kind of
trition is so high. We buried 13 stepped back or not challenged
members last month from rAy pur young people to be a part of
post; we've buried 72 so far this our organization, and we're makyear," said Willard Livingston, a ing a very, very strong effort to
member of Veterans of Foreign change that this year," said Ivan
Torkelson, Iowa commander of
War Post 1308 in Alton, Ill.
As the number of older mem- the American Legion.
At the 15,000 American Legbers who fought in World Wars I
and II and Korea dwindle, youn- ion posts and the 10,600 VFW
ger veterans haven't filled the posts around the world, veterans
vacancies.
cater to their communities' needs
"The younger guys just have by sponsoring scholarships, creattoo many things to do," said Li- ing youth programs, volunteering
vingston, 77. "But I don't know or providing color guards at
of any incentives to put in front events.
of the young persons to get them
The VFW, which has 2.1 milto join."
lion members, watched its memThe tradition of joining the bership grow consecutively for
American Legion, the nation's 37 years until 1994, said
Steve
largest veterans organization, has Van Buskirk, director
of the
sagged over the last 50 years with VFW Foundation in Kansas
City,
a brief surge in the early 1990s Mo.

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer

Today...Becoming partly
sunny with a chance of thunderstorms. High in the mid
80s. Chance of rain 40 percent. Southwest wind around
10 mph.
Tonight...Partly cloudy with
a 40 percent chance of thunderstorms. Patchy fog possible
overnight. Low in the mid 60s.
Light southwest wind.
Tuesday...A chance of
morning showers then partly
sunny. High 80 to 85. Chance
of rain 30 peirent.
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Audrey Farg110111 12,(left) and Mary Karns, 13, pedal along South 12th Street recently. The gide, both of
whom say they don't always weer a helmet while bicycling, are In an age group(as 5 to 14) which
Wined)
, &Monte tot one4hird of ell bicycle-relaied deed».
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Dick Reed, commander of the
VFW post in Knoxville, said he
asks his six children arid their
friends to help set up Hags in the
cemetery on Memorial Day.
"If it wouldn't he for that,
you'd have four people show
up," said Reed, a 48-year-old
Vietnam veteran. "Every hod \
thinks it's pretty, hut nohod>
wants to help."
The numbers have dwindled so
much, that often times at funerals
of veterans, gun salutes are from
recordings rather than from fellow servicemen.
"You deserve at least a live
See Page 2

Helmets play vital role in riders' safety

WEATHER
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The difficulty in recruiting new
members ''is not a veteran,
thing, it's 3 generational thing."
he
"It's pretty unkcrsal vaicificr
it be any organization you belong
to," said Paul Heckman. adjutant
of the American Legion posi in
Marshalltown. "It's not just the
American Legions or the VI:Ws.
People just aren't willing to take
the effort to belong to
something."

,

Sgt. Melody Jones is an avid
bicyclist and motorcycle owner
who practices lessons about
wearing helmets that she
preaches to children.
"I found out firsthand about
helmets. I know how good they
are," said Jones, who stresses
bicycle safety as part of her duties as the Murray Police Department's D.A.R.E./public affairs
officer.
Jones, who also supervises the
department's seven-member bike
patrol, tells children about a fall
she took a year ago during a
mountain bike race in Land Between the Lakes. The backward
tumble ended with her striking
the back of her helmet on a tree.
"If it hadn't been for that helmet, I know I'd probably been
laying there for a long time before somebody found me," Jones
said. "It sounded like a small
cannon going off when my head
hit that tree.
"Probably the number one
thing I stress ... is wear your helmet, regardless of age," she
added. "I don't care how many
wheels it has."
With sehools now out for the
summer, more and more youth

will depend on bicycles to get around although Murray's ordinances prohibit riding them on
"any sidewalk or pavement of the
city."
Studies show a high percentage
— 96 percent in 1996 -- of the
800 to 9130 people killed annually
in bicycle crashes were not wearing helmets, according to the
Brain Injury Association in Alexandria, Va.
Various studies say helmets reduce head injuries by 85 percent
for bicyclists and brain injuries
by 88 and 67 percent for bicyclists and motorcyclists,
respectively.
Jones said she tells younger
children to ride only where parents allow and that shc urges parents to make sure their children
have hclinets.
"But you've got to go by what
the parents do," she said.
That is even more true following this year's State General Assembly, which didn't get the
chance to pass a law requiring
some bicyclists to wear helmets
and also amended the state's motorcycle helmet law.
House Bill 254, which would
have required bicyclists or pas-
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•Tobacco...
FROM PAGE 1
Under McConnell and Lugar's
plan, tobacco-quota owners
would be paid S8 a pound in
three equal payments over three
years. Farmers who lease tobacco
quotas would receive $4 a pound
in three equal payments over
three years. A quota is a federal
license to grow a specific amount
of tobacco. The average farmer
growing three to four acres of tobacco would receive about
$80,000.
Chappell, who typically grows
about 180,000 pounds of tobacco
a year, said he, expects to keep
raising the crop, for a little less
money.
Opinions on how steep the
drop in price would be vary.
Chappell said he thinks the
price will fall to about $1 a
pound, compared with the $1.89
average for the 1997 crop. He
said he thinks that will enable
him to earn around $1,200 an
acre, still well above the return
on crops such as soybeans, which
bring about $102 an acre, or corn,
which is about $75 an acre.
Chappell said he thinks cigarette companies and leaf dealers will deal with small farmers
through larger farmers, who will
contract for an amount of tobacco
and then grow some themselves
and have smaller farmers grow
some as well.
Will Snell, a University of
Kentucky tobacco economist and
an authority on burley tobacco,
said he believes at least half of
Kentucky's tobacco farms would
face questions of "whether they

11,

▪ Helmets...
will be able to maintain tobacco
or even existence" if the pricesupport program ended.
"There certainly would be
some dramatic changes," he said.
Larry Butler, who raises tobacco on several farms where
Jefferson, Bullitt and Spencer
counties meet, agrees with Chappell that savvy farmers who are
willing to create larger tobacco
operations will be able to stay in
business. But he still doesn't like
McConnell's proposal.
He said he's worried that,
without the tobacco program, his
neighbors' farms will become
subdivisions, and he doesn't want
to broker tobacco.
However, Butler said if the
price-support program ends, he
likely will boost production and
may even look at mechanizing
his farm. An absence of controls
will mean he can raise tobacco in
one spot rather than in small,
scattered plots, which he said will
save money.
Contracts with the companies
could preserve predictability,
though prices could vary widely
with world price levels affected
by conditions in other countries.
But snell, Kentucky Agriculture
Commissioner Billy, Ray Smith
and others worry that tobacco
companies will want to contract
only with the largest farms, and
small farmers will have difficulty
selling their tobacco. Smith
guessed that anybody who grows
fewer than 25 acres of tobacco —
which includes all but about
1,000 of Kentucky's 60,000
growers — "is going to be under
pressure."

FROM PAGE 1
sengers on a bicycle under the
age of 14 to wear helmets, died
on the House of Representatives'
floor.
Some legislators ridiculed the
bill by attaching amendments —
one would have required bicyclist's to wear knee pads — that
almost guaranteed its failure, said
Louisville Rep. Mary Lou Marzian, the bill's primary sponsor.
"A lot of legislators thought
we were trying to tell people
what to do," Marzian said, noting
the similar arguments against the
1994 seatbelt law.
"I felt it was a really simple
safety measure," she said. "I'll
bring it back again."
Gov. Paul Patton signed into
law House Bill 106, which, effective July 1, requires motorcyclists
to wear helmets if they:
.Or a passenger are under the
age of 21..
*Have only an motorcycle instruction permit.
.Have had motorcycle or combination motorcycle-motor vehicle operator's license for less

The following are Ups for properly wearing bicycle helmets and
the rules for safe riding. A study by the National SAFE KIDS Campaign in Washington, D.C., shows 80 percent of bicycle-related fatalities in children ages 14 and under happen because they don't
follow the rules of bicycling.
• Keep the chin strap snugly fastened at all times, with only
enough room for two fingers to fit between it and your chin.
• Keep the helmet on top of the head at a level position.
• Obey all traffic laws if you must ride on a road. Bicycles are
considered legal vehicle of the road, so bicycles should be driven
like a motor vehicle would be.
• Ride just to the right of — and WITH, not against — motorized traffic when a lane is wide enough. If a lane is too narrow to
safely share, ride in the center or just to the right of center of the
lane.
• Learn and use proper hand signals when turning.
• when riding on a sidewalk, pedestrians get the right-of-way.
• Frequently check the bicycle to make sure nothing is worn or
broken. If it is, have a parent or trained repairman fix it.

than one year.
•Have no proof of health insurance when registering a
motorcycle.
Marzian, a nurse who was
asked by the Kosair Children's
Hospital in Louisville to sponsor

the bicycle helmet bill, voted
against the motorcycle helmet
bill.
Marzian, noting that there is no
protection offered on a motorcycle, quoted statistics from the
Brain Injury Association of Ken-

•GOP...
FROM PAGE 1
Chung, "I'm concerned that we
may have stumbled onto a rather
significant intelligence problem"
that his panel may not have time
to fully investigate.
Sen. Richard Shelby, R-Ala.,
chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, said on ABC

that "these are the most serious
allegations that I've heard on any
administration in the last eight,
10, 12 years, maybe longer."
But both the White House and
Schwartz insisted there was no
improper activity.
Schwartz, on ABC's "This
Week with Sam Donaldson and

14,
DA minutes
just $34.95
a month.

98(
Nokia 918

Phone

Cokie Roberts," said Loral experts did nothing more than confirm Chinese findings about the
cause of a 1996 explosion of a
Chinese rocket carrying a Loral
satellite. The Justice investigation
centers on whether Loral provided the Chinese with secrets
that could be used to improve the
accuracy of their ballistic
missiles.
"All we did was look at their
report and say that the report,
with respect to what went wrong,
was accurate,'' Schwartz said.
He added that he was unaware
of debate within the administration at the time Clinton decided
in February to grant the satellite
license waiver. Justice opposed
the waiver on grounds it could
harm their investigation, while
the State Department, with concurrence of the Pentagon, supported it.
Such waivers have been necessary since the United States
clamped down on the export of
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lucky about the financial savings
of motorcycle helmets.
The agency determined a
22-year-old rider injured and requiring a lifetime of medical care
would cost $5 million to $7 million, she said.
Jones, who said she is a longtime motorcycle owner, doesn't
have to decide whether she will
wear a helmet when she hops on
her Yamaha Route 66.
"1 wouldn't dream of getting
on that thing without a helmet,"
she said.
But as a frequent rider of twowheelers, Jones said she understands people feeling like they're
"over-regulated."
"I myself, being a rider and
wearing a helmet, wouldn't have
a problem with being told to wear
a helmet," Jones said. But "people don't like to be told what to
do for their own safety."
Still, Jones preaches the gospel
of protective headgear.
"For S15, you can save yourself a lot of headache and heartache by simply putting your child
or yourself in a helmet," Jones
said.
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satellite technology following
China's 1989 suppression of the
Tiananmen Square democracy
movement. President Bush
granted nine waivers and Clinton
11, and Schwartz said he believed
Loral's latest request was routine.
Schwartz has donated nearly
$1 million to the Democratic
Party since 1995, but said he
never tried to buy influence.
"1 have never spoken to the
president of the United States about my business. i never once
raised any issue that would be favorable to us and I've never
sought favor, nor gotten favor,"
he said.
Berger, who supported the
waiver, also said on CBS' "Face
the Nation" that he did not know
at the time of the decision that
Schwartz was a major donor to
the Democrats and said he was
"convinced that national security
was not compromised by any decision that we made."
In Beijing, a Chinese aerospace
executive, Liu Zhixiong, said Friday that in April 1996 China Aerospace Corp. asked Loral and
Hughes Space Communications
to join an independent review
board examining the reasons behind the failed launch earlier that
year.
But he said his company,
China Great Wall, never saw the
report because the State Department seized it before it was
released.

Veterans...
FROM PAGE 1
firing squad vs. a cassette," Reed
said.
He acknowledged that the
numbers have been hurt by the
lack of participation by other
Vietnam vets.
"A lot of them have got a chip
on their shoulder. It's stupid," he
said. "A lot of them feel like
they were mistreated when they
came back."
Torkelson said he has made an
extra effort this year to start new
programs and new activities in
Iowa and calls it "the new
American Legion."
Members have brought programs to schools to teach children
more than "don't let the flag
touch the ground," he said.
"We're giving them a good
history of the flag and why the
flag is important to them, the sacrifices the flag's meant," said
Torkelson, who served in the Korean War.
Thomas said they also have
created a task force that will address how to better train recruiters and how to revitalize current
posts.
Van Buskirk said VFWs also
have moved away from the traditional night of "cheap beer and '
bingo" to family-oriented events.
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AROUND THE WORLD
Hijackers forced to land
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) — Five men hijacked a Pakistani
passenger plane Sunday demanding to go to India, but an air force
fighter jet intercepted the aircraft and forced it to land before it left
the country.
The Pakistan International Airlines plane with 38 passengers and
crew members on board was on its way from the remote southwestern Baluchistan province to the southern port city of Karachi when it
was hijacked, officials at Karachi International Airpon said.
A Pakistan Air Force fighter jet took off shortly after the hijacking and forced the plane to land in Hyderabad, about 90 miles from
Karachi, government officials said on condition of anonymity. Airport officials had said earlier the plane was forced to land when it
ran out of fuel.

Gingrich, negotiator at odds
JERUSALEM (AP) — In a burgeoning controversy, U.S. House
Speaker Newt Gingrich demanded Sunday that a senior Palestinian
official be kept out of meetings with a visiting U.S. congressional
delegation.
That drew a sharply worded response from chief Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erekat, the official Gingrich wants to exclude. He said it
wasn't up to Gingrich to decide.
In making his demand, Gingrich cited remarks last week by Erekat, who had warned that a planned visit by Gingrich to the proposed site of a U.S. Embassy building in Jerusalem could provoke
violence.

Sphinx restoration complete
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — After 10 painstaking years and $2.5 million, the ancient Egyptian symbol of royalty — the Sphinx — is
smiling again.
On Monday, Egypt will officially mark the restoration of the giant
limestone sculpture with the body of a lion and the head of a man.
President Hosni Mubarak will attend, an orchestra will play and a
light show will highlight the work.
Zahi Hawas, the chief government archaeologist for the Sphinx
and Great Pyramids. Hawas said Sunday the renovation required
12,244 white limestone blocks — some weighing up to 1,320 pounds
— to shore up the animal's paws, legs and stomach.
But the Sphinx — believed to show the face of its builder, Pharaoh Chcphren — does not look like new. It's still missing its beard,
parts of which are in the British and Egyptian museums, and the
nose that was lost in the 14th century.

Bakers set world record
FORL1, Italy (AP) — It worked out to one pizza every six seconds: a bid by four Italian bakers to set a new world record that
produced 6,940 pies in 12 hours.
Italian television said Friday night's feat might even secure Dovilio Nardi, Michele Accetta, Nicola and Franco Grittani a place in
the Guinness Book of World Records, although the latest edition
doesn't list a pizza-making speed record.
The four put on a show,joking and clowning as they transformed
a ton of flour, 300 quarts of water, 1,540 pounds of tomatoes and a
ton of mozzarella cheese into steaming pizzas from noon to
midnight.

AROUND THE NATION

MONDAY MAY 25. 1998

Angry teachers boycott graduation
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Teachers at Hopkinsville High
School boycotted graduation exercises after the school board, at
the last minute, granted diplomas
to three seniors who apparently
had failing grades.
—The teachers are upset and so
am 1," Principal Charles Digby
said. 'The school board did something I have never seen before.
They changed the teachers'
grades and allowed the three students to walk in graduation."
Digby said he was notified Friday morning of an emergency
meeting of the school board at 4
p.m. Graduation was scheduled to
begin at 6 p.m.
The board wamted to consider
complaints from three families
whose children would not be allowed to graduate.

Prior to the meeting, Digby
had reviewed the complaints and
determined that the teachers were
correct in giving the students failing grades. He refused to change
the grades.
Digby said math teacher
Tammy Scouten and English
teacher Jackie Heid addressed the
school board and explained the
grades affecting the three
students.

Based on the strength of the evidence presented by the students,
parents and school administration, we determined the decision
to be appropriate and just," he
said.
It has been traditional at Hopkinsville High School for faculty
to walk in the graduation procession with graduating seniors. In
protest, they broke the custom
Friday night.

However, after discussing the
complaints with the teachers, the
school board then met privately.
Digby said he learned after the
meeting that the school board
was overriding the school's
decision.
Paul Morton, hoard chairman,
said later that the board "felt
legal and moral obligations to
hear these cases and take action.

Teachers learned of the school
board's decision as they were
preparing to don their caps and
gowns and join the students in
the line leading to the gym for
the processional. They quickly
reached a consensus to boycott
the ceremony.
Most of the teachers stood in
the back of the gym or sat in
bleachers with the students' fami-

lies during the ceremony. Tv.o
rows of chairs reserved for the
teachers on the gym floor with
the students remained empty.
Digby and his two assistant
principals, Angela Johnson and
Gary Satterfield, conducted the
graduation ceremory and presented diplomas. However, like
Digby, Johnson and Satterfield
were upset with the school
board's decision and supported the teacher protest.
Based on the school board's
action, Digby said he believes
that every senior at HHS and
Christian County High School
who failed to earn a diploma this
year should now go before the
school board and request a
degree.
Digby said, "I think it was out
of place for the school board to
do that."

Kinkel's dad tried to control son
SPRINGFIELD, Ore. (AP) —
The guns that a boy allegedly
used to kill his parents and shoot
22 classmates were bought by a
father trying to redirect his son's
fascination with weapons into a
supervised hobby, friends said
Sunday.
Kip Kinkel's parents knew of
his bomb-making fetish for at
least a year before Thursday's
shooting in a crowded school
cafeteria in which two students
were killed, friends said.
The 9 mm Glock pistol and
.22-caliber rifle Kinkel allegedly
used in the shootings were
bought by his father, Bill Kinkel,
said Rod Ruhoff.
"Bill felt that the boy was obsessed enough with guns that he
would have a gun, one way or
another," said Ruhoff, a friend of
the father. "The way Bill could
control the situation is if he
owned the gun and had control
over it."
The parents told friends they
tried to discipline Kip, 15, and
got him into anger-management
counseling for a while. A dis-

traught Bill Kinkel even sought
the advice of a stranger after
learning the man was an expert in
antisocial behavior and juvenile
delinquency.
Dan Close, who met Bill
Kinkel six months ago at the San
Diego airport, recalled the father
saying at the time that the boy
was "totally obsessed" by guns
and would become uncontrollably
angry when denied anything.
"I told Bill that raising kids is
the toughest thing we'll ever
do," Close said. "And Bill said,
'If we survive."
Bill and Faith Kinkel were believed to have been shot to death
Wednesday afternoon by their
son. Kip is accused of driving
their sport utility vehicle to Thurston High School the next day,
opening fire in a crowded
cafeteria and killing two students.
Two other students remain in
critical condition.
The boy has been charged as
an adult under Oregon law with
four counts of aggravated murder.
As this blue-collar town continued to mourn its loss and re-

cover from the shock Sunday,
Kinkel was on suicide watch at a
juvenile detention facility, monitored by closed-circuit television.
It was about a year ago when
the Kinkels discovered he was
downloading bomb-making instructions from the Internet and
building bombs, said Kim Scott,
a best friend of Kip's sister,
Kristin.
Police found five sophisticated

bombs and 15 other inactive explosive devices in the Kinkel
house.
"Somehow, we didn't think it
was ever going to turn out to be
this serious," Scott said. "Obviously we were wrong."
Kip ended his anger management counseling sessions
by convincing his parents they
were no longer needed, she said.

Kenny
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Vigil held for victims

Sisters charged with murder
MOUNT CLEMENS, Mich. (AP) — Two sisters were accused
Saturday of killing a social worker who had arranged to have the
older sister's children taken from their filthy home.
Josephine Verellen, 28, and Jacqueline Verellen, 22, cried and
hugged each other as they were ordered held without bond on a firstdegree murder charge in the death of Lisa Putman, 28.
Ms. Putman, who worked for Macomb County's Child Protective
Services, went to the sisters' wood-frame house Wednesday to explain how Josephine could get her children back, said Sherifrs Sgt.
John Michalke.
Josephine's 7- and 8-year-old children had been taken and placed
in foster care because agents said her home in Washington was unsafe and unsanitary.
Ms. Putman's car was found abandoned several miles from the
sisters' house. Her body was found in a field in neighboring Oakland
County. An autopsy showed she die4of blunt force trauma and
asphyxiation.
Michalke said that the women eventually admitted to police that
Ms. Putman had been attacked.

Judges have treatment option
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP) — South Dakota on July 1 becomes
the first state to allow judges to order pregnant women who drink
into alcoholism treatment.
Legislators passed three laws in March to try to cut the number of
cases of fetal alcohol syndrome, a lifelong condition that leaves its
victims mentally and physically disabled.
"They should throw those women in jail and make them get four
or five months of treatment. No question about it," says Dr. Lucy
Reifel, who adopted a baby suffering from the syndrome.
Reifel, a physician on the Rosebud Sioux Indian Reservation, took
in Casey White Hat after convincing his birth mother that he would
be better off living with sober parents.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
community still trying to survive
the aftershock of school violence
held a prayer vigil and memorial
Saturday night for all those killed
in school shootings since last fall,
the latest in Springfield, Ore., on
Thursday.
"We not only want to remember all 14 victims, but all the students in the schools and their
communities. They are victims
too," said Sabrina Steger, whose
daughter, Kayce, was killed with
two other girls in the Dec. 1
Heath High School shootings.
"So much has been given to
Paducah from across the country.
Now it is our time to reach out to
other communities," she said.
Ms. Steger said cards, letters,
e-mail messages, donations and

telephone calls came from
throughout the country following
the Heath shooting.
"Paducah has a tradition of
loving and caring about all people," Ms. Steger said. "Tonight
is an example of that love. We
want to pray for the healing to
begin — physical and emotional
healing."
The vigil at Bible Baptist
Heartland Worship Center was
organized by the KNJ Foundation, established recently by the
parents of the three Heath girls:
Kaycc, Nicole Hadley and Jessica
James.
The informal service featured
several speakers. The altar was
lighted with 14 candles, each
bearing the name of a school
shooting victim.
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TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
We all identify a Jailer with his keys. Throughout my
campaign I have made the jailer's key a symbol of my
campaign for Calloway County Jailer. However,the key
is not just a gimmick for my campaign. The three keys
to a better Calloway County Jail are:
0--xr

1 To serve as a full-time Jailer with no outside
business interest, insuring the personal administration of all daily jail activities
0--sr

* Picas(' Vow *

2 To Implement the highest level of security for
Inmates,jail employees,and our community

HARRY ALLISON

Co---11r

3 To actively seek and obtain any available
Federal and State grants to financially support the new Detention Center, and at the
same time offer programs to rehabilitate
Inmates before they re-enter the community

Constable
District #3
#3 On The Ballot

What Did You Learn In School Today?

flit•Ait)
/ViAtioti

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

More and more parents are finding that their kids can have a fun,safe and
productive summer by learning martial arts. Our summer school program will
teach your children to work toward goals,increase their self confidence and
build their self-esteem while learning to defend themselves.
And best of all, kids love it! Everybody gets involved in every class and it's a
great outlet for their energy.Summer classes are forming now Call and enroll
your kids today.

These are the keys to a more professional, secuit,
efficient jail in Calloway County.
My family and I would like to thank the voters of
Calloway County for all their support and encouragement during the past weeks. I ask for your vote to turn
the keys over to me as your next Jailer on Tuesday,
May 26.

Your "Key" To Commitment & Dedication

VOTE

KENNY COLLINS
Paid for by Emmy Clallima 1st law, Orbs Clelmsa. Twriffsiv
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COMMENTARY

A Memorial Day
tribute to heroes
By Anthony G. Jordan
Memorial Day is a time of remembrance and of thanksgiving.
"Remembrance" because we pay our respects to the one-million
American men and women who laid down their lives in time of war.
"Thanksgiving" because we thank our Creator that such people once
lived, and that their legacy is the unparalleled freedom we enjoy in this
great country and much of the world.
Too often on Memorial Day we think only of our military patriots as
having sacrificed for our freedoms, but there are millions of other
unsung Americans who supported their efforts.
And today,there are those who never wore the uniform of our country,
but they, too, continue the fight to preserve the values we all cherish.
Some of them will probably lead the effort to decorate graves and handle
the myriad details of memorial services. Let's remember to say "thanks"
to them, too.
Throughout the history of civilization, men and women of good will
have honored their war dead.They have paid homage to those who went
into Harms Way when their country called. If we expect future
generations to answer the call of duty,,this is a tradition that we must
preserve. And it is fitting that we do so.
All of us, veterans or not, have a duty to do what we can do to pass on
to the next generation the blessings of liberty and an appreciation for the
values of patriotism, honesty, charity, civility, and diligence that
provides the firm foundation for our freedoms.
On Memorial Day, we will celebrate the lives of our great patriots in

many ways— family gatherings, memorial services, private moments at
a graveside where a single rose or tiny American flag has been offered in
remembrance.
But as we remember those who paid the price to make our country
— and, indeed much of the world — the place it is today, let us also
remember that there is only one symbol that embodies all that they
believed as Americans —and that is our flag.

I don't have to tell you what our flag means not only to us but also to
freedom-loving people everywhere. Yet, there are those who don't
understand. Some elitist members of the media, ACLU officials, and
general malcontents thrive on sewing strife and discord as they try to
make us believe our flag represents the freedom to destroy it.
A five-to-four Supreme Court'decision set this belief into law in,1989,
contrary to more than 200 years of tradition and jurisprudence, and
contrary to the wishes of the American people.
Strange that the very heroes we honor today are the people who would
least understand such twisted logic, for it was they who laid down their
lives on the field of battle to stop the enemy from burning their flags.
They were more willing to suffer death than such disgrace at the hands of
a foe.
Still, those who would relish such abhorrent conduct,evoke the names
of these silent patriots as advocates for this perversion.

But we can change that and we can change the state of the law. We can
restore to the American people the freedom to protect their flag by urging
our Senators to vote for the flag protection amendment, S.IR 40.
And we can show our support for this amendment by showing our
colors on this Memorial Day.
And not on Memorial Day only, but by flying our flag proudly from
our homes,our churches and our places of business until the U.S. Senate
passes the flag protection amendment.
Let's fly our flags to remind the world that it was not the media that
gave us freedom of the press. It was our patriots.
It was not the ACLU that gave us freedom of speech. It was the blood
of men and women of all races, creeds and religions who honored our
flag as a banner of opportunity and freedom, and saw it as an ally against
the forces of oppression.

And it was not the demonstraters burning our flag that gave us peace.
It was the men and women who served and sacrificed under that flag.
It is their memory that we honor on this day. Let us do so through
prayer, reflection, thanksgiving — and, by "Showing Your Colors,
America!"

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and
telephone number, included in case verification is necessary
(telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must mg be
more than 500 words. We reserve the right to condense or reject
any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray
Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071. They may
also be faxed to (502) 753-1927.

•

Voting important Tuesday
For months, candidates have
been hitting the streets, going
door to door to drum up support.
Voters have been inundated
with cards, calls, visits and even
neat little gizmos as part of the
campaign.
And now, with only one day
left, it is showtime. May 26 is
just one day away. Will the incumbents be returned to office?
Will we see some new faces?
It's all up to you — the voters.
But let me point out one very
important issue. If you don't get
out and vote, then you have lost
your right to gripe and complain
later on when something doesn't
go your way.
Your one vote carries with it a
great deal of power. With that
vote, you are pledging your faith
in our democratic form of government. You have done your
part by buying into a system
where you do have a voice, carried out through a trip to the
polls.
I received some inquiries last
week regarding some of the
elected offices. I thought it would
be appropriate to share some information that might be helpful
as you make your final decisions.
Financial information (current
salaries) was obtained from the
county treasurer's office and a
list of duties was provided by the
clerk's office. The recommended
qualities are based on my observations. Note that these are not
all the duties, only a sampling.
•The county judge/executive
receives a salary of $48,735.60 in
addition to an expense account of
$3,600.
This person is responsible for
overseeing the county government. He has the power to ap-

WILLFUL "11101. GI ITS

point people to various boards,
and must serve on several himself
by virtue of his position.
He also performs marriage
ceremonies and administers oaths
of office.
Important qualities for the
job: good communication skills,
business experience (budgets
and personnel), ability to see
long-range impact of plans, effective leader and diverse
knowledge base regarding
county issues.
*The county attorney prosecutes all violations of criminal
and penal law within district
court, which includes juvenile
violations.
This person serves as the legal
counsel for the county government, attending fiscal court meetings and providing legal advice
as needed.
The county attorney receives a
salary of $13,573.20 from the
county and about $35,000 from
the state.
Important qualities for the
job: good communication skills,
honesty, determination, excellent organizational skills and
abililty to stand by difficult
decisions.
*Magistrates are members of
the fiscal court representing the

four districts in the county. They
are each paid $11,134.80, in addition to a $3,600 expense
account.
As members of the fiscal court,
they decide how the county
spends its money, buy and sell
county property and supervise the
fiscal affairs of the county.
There are a number of duties
that fall under their jurisdiction
ranging from the provision of
streets and roads to the promotion
of economic development.
Important qualities for the
job: good communication skills,
ability to make decisions while
weighing future impact, knowledge of county issues including
how to fix a road and interest
in county's progress.
*The coroner is paid $7,503.12
and is allowed some expenses as
billed.
His primary duty is to determine the cause of death. He is
also responsible for performing
an investigation if the death
meets one of 19 criteria referred
to as a "coroner's case."
He has the right to call for an
autopsy or inquest. He is also responsible for attempting to contact the next of kin for unclaimed
bodies.
Important qualities for the
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job: medical experience (EMT,
paramedic, etc.), good communication skills, rapport with law
enforcement agencies and local
funeral homes and good investigative techniques.
•The jailer is paid $48,735.60,
as well as an expense account of
$3,600.
This person is responsible for
the operation of the jail.
Important qualities for the
job: good communication skills,
good rapport with law enforcement agencies, management experience in both personnel and
finance areas, law enforcement
background helpful.
• • • •
Although it may be the eve before Election Day, some voters
still have not made up their
minds about who they should
select to represent them.
Here's a hint that will make
the decision a little easier: if you
have not been satisfied with the
way the county has been operated
in the past few years, eliminate
the incumbents.
Then, eliminate those who are
running simply for the heck of it
and who have no business whatsoever in office. Then, start
thinking about what the remaining candidates have said —
whether at the various forums or
in their ads.
Select the ones who closely
mirror your beliefs and who you
believe will best lead this county
into the next century.
And at that point, you should
be ready to make your final
decision.
Just don't forget Tuesday to go
to the polls and exercise your
right to choose the next set of
leaders for Calloway County.
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KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The State Journal, Frankfort — It certainly comes as no surprise that violent crimes committed by juveniles are increasing in
Kentucky, and not only in its inner cities. Still, it comes as a shock
to learn that the increase in the number of Kentucky juveniles
charged with violent crimes.was faster than any other state in the
nation between 1985 and 1995.
In fact, the increase in arrests over that 10-year-period amounted
to 378 percent.
And the study period ended three years ago, the last year in which
the FBI had full statistics on juveniles arrested for serious crimes
like murder, rape, robbery and aggravated assault. We suspect the
statistics will show an even greater increase since 1995.
The study, by the Baltimore-based Annie E. Casey Foundation, is
called Kids Count and it rates the 50 states and District of Columbia
on child well-being issues...
The increase was the reason Gov. Paul Patton proposed and the
1998 General Assembly enacted a crime bill that expands the state's
juvenile detention centers and gives the state added responsibilities

for detaining juveniles charged with serious, violent crimes.
Those new measures, however needed they clearly are, address the
problem only after a juvenile has committed a serious crime. The
bill also provides for early-intervention efforts and crime prevention
programs that arc the only real hope of stopping violent juvenile
crimes before they are committed. That's the only way the increase
in these crimes will be reversed before a whole new generation of
adult criminals is created.
On the overall issue of child well-being, it is ironic that despite
Kentucky and much of the south's booming economies, children still
fare worse than in most of the other states...
Clearly...poverty...itself is a substantial factor in the skyrocketing
serious juvenile crime rate.
These are issues that cannot be easily overcome or solved by
simply passing a new law, but they must be addressed at both state
and local levels if those new juvenile detention centers ordered by
the legislature ever are to stand empty and unused.

McConnell shakes up race
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The campaign for U.S. Senate
suddenly has a potentially pivotal
figure who isn't even a candidate.
Sen. Mitch McConnell last
week lobbed a bomb into the race
by signing on to a Republican bill
that would phase out tobacco
quotas and price supports in three
years.
In so doing, NIcConnell repudiated his Democratic counterpart, Sen. Wendell Ford, who has
a bill to keep the program but
give growers the option of a
quota buyout.
McConnell's move stunned
people who were accustomed to
seeing Kentucky's congressional
delegation, regardless of anything
else that divided it, maintain a
united, bipartisan front when it
came to tobacco. McConnell's
defection, they said, was an ominous breach.
Beyond that, it had two immediate political effects.
It handed a club to the top
Democratic candidates hoping to
succeed the retiring Ford. They
wasted no time swinging it.
At the same time, U.S. Rep.
Jim Bunning hastened to swear
fealty to the tobacco program.
Bunning figures to be the Republican nominee for Ford's scat.
Any club swung at McConnell
from now until the general election will be aimed at him, too.
Getting the drop was U.S. Rep.
Scotty Baesler, who passed the
news of McConnell's announce-

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
An Associated News Analysis
ment to reporters waiting for taping of a candidate forum at Kentucky Educational Television in
Louisville.
If the tobacco program goes,
"it's a billion-dollar saving for
the (cigarette) manufacturers, every year," Baesler fumed. He
was referring to the difference
between a supported price for tobacco and a free, totally open
market price.
As soon as ,the forum ended,
Baesler held a news conference
and picked up where he left off.
If Ford's bill fails to pass,
"it's McConnell's fault," Bacsler said. "What McConnell's
done is undermine Ford's efforts
in the Senate."
Baesler's main opponents in
the Senate primary, Charlie Owen
and Lt. Gov. Steve Henry, issued
me-too statements before the end
of the day. But Bacsler probably
spoke with greater authority.
He has filed a House bill that
is similar to Ford's bill. Ironically, Bunning is one of his cosponsors.
In his own statement, Bunning

carefully avoided criticizing
McConnell. He said he had great
respect for both McConnell and
Ford, "and when they disagree
on an issue this important to Kentucky, it means we need to take a
long, hard look at it and to keep a
close eye on any developments."
"But as it stands, I am firmly
committed to doing everything
humanly possible to preserve the
tobacco program," Bunning said.
He mentioned his cosponsorship of the Baesler bill.
And he said "as long as there is
any chance of Congress passing
settlement legislation along these
lines — legislation which would
provide stability and preserve the
tobacco program — I'm going to
keep working for it."
Not everyone was placated.
An embittered Rod Kucgcl, a
Daviess County farmer who is
president of the Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative Association, predicted immediate "repercussions for Bunning in the race
in the fall."
He also said McConnell's
"willingness to deliver on a plat-

ter the tobacco farmer to Big Tobacco" could stem the GOP's
rising tide in Kentucky.
McConnell sees it differently,
of course. He says he is facing
cold, hard facts, however unpleasant they may be.
The tobacco program, quite
simply, is doomed, McConnell
said. That it still breathes at all is
due largely to Ford's dogged
advocacy.
"Senator Ford has done an excellent job of trying to hold back
the inevitable. He deserves a lot
of credit for trying to keep the
administration in line, and for
keeping a number of Democrats
in line," McConnell said.
But Ford will walk out of the
Senate Jan. 1, he said. "Where
will our folks be then?"
Having decided that the tobacco program cannot be saved,
McConnell said he signed on to
Sen. Richard Lugar's bill because
timing was critical. One factor
was the prospect of a one-time
pot of money resulting from a
quantum increase in the tax on
cigarettes.
"Nobody can tell you that
there will be any money available
for our growers if this program is
lost later," McConnell said.
"This is the one time where
we can get them significant help
from the government. I think it
would be a tragedy to see the
program end at a different time
where there was no money
available."
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DEATHS
Robert E. Weaks, 83, Trout Lane, Hardin, died at 9 p.m.
Friday,
May 22, 1998 at his home.
Funeeal arrangements will be announced by J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home of Murray.

Mrs. Stella Ragsdale, 98, Murray, died at 1:45 p.m., Saturday, May
/3, 1998 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was born Dec. 18, 1899 in Calloway C'ounty
A member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, she a, retired from
Murray State University Food Services.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Earl Hale and Lula Holland Hale; her husband, Gardner Ragsdale; and two sons, Joe Tai.
Ragsdale and Paul Ragsdale.
Survivors include one son, Ralph Ragsdale and wife Maureen,
Almo; two daughters-in-law, Sadie Ragsdale, Murray, and Eva Ragsdale, Winter Haven, Fla.; one sister, Frances Castleman, Murray; five
grandchildren, nine great-grandchildren and one great-greatgrandchild.
Services will be at 2 p.m., Monday (today) at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with John Dale officiating. Burial will follow in Friendship
Cemetery in Calloway County.

Mrs. Irene Turner
Mrs. Irene Turner, 87, Westview Nursing Home, died at 9:14 a.m.,
Saturday, May 23, 1998 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born April 9, 1911, she was a member of Northside Baptist Church.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Arthur Dunn and Lula
Hendricks Dunn; her husband, C.B. Turner; one son, Vernon Hale
Whitney; three sisters and one brother.
Survivors include three daughters, Velar Olah, Garden City, Mich.,
Robbie Miller and husband Irvan, Murray, Mickey Burkeen and husband Rev. Eugene Burkeen, Hazel; one step-daughter, Ernestine
Hicks, Garden City, Mich.; four step-sons, Oval Turner and wife Fannie Mae, Murray, Frank Turner and wife Rosie, Crown Point, Mich.,
M.J. Turner, Orlando, Fla., and Dale Turner and wife Pauline, Westland, Mich.; one brother, Woodrow Dunn, Big Sandy, Tenn.; 10
grandchildren and 16 great-grandchildren.
Services will be Monday (today) at 2 p.m. at Miller Funeral Home
in Murray. The Revs. Deward Hurst, Brett Miles and Robert McKinney will officiate.
Burial will follow in Stewart Cemetery.
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Sherman Lynn Beach
Sherman Lynn Beach, 62, Kirksey, died at 3 a.m., May 20, 1998 at
Western Baptist Hospital.
He was a construction worker.
He was preceded in death by his mother, Ruby Odelle Beach; his
wife, Pat Beach; one sister, Betty Kilpatrick; one brother, Donald
Wayne Beach; and one grandson.
Survivors include his father, Olen Beach, Benton; five sons, Lynn
Beach, Michigan, Ralph Beach, Kirksey, Robert Lee Beach, Rickey
Beach and Ronnie Beach, all of Arizona; one daughter, Diann Beach,
Arizona; two step-sons, Jeff Stephens and Larry Joe Stephens, both of
Arizona; one sister, Margaret Robinson, Dearborn, Mich.; 12 grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
There will be no visitation or services. A private family service will
be held at a later date. Milner & Orr Funeral Home in Paducah is in
charge of local arrangements.
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Mrs. Helen Brown
Mrs. Helen Brown, 75, Princeton, died at 8 a.m., Saturday, May 23,
1998 at Christian Health Center Nursing Home.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Fred Hopper and Elizabeth Sigler Hopper.
Survivors include her husband, Jack W. Brown; one son, F. Wylie
Brown and wife Nikki, Atlanta, Ga.; two daughters, Becki Reed and
husband Charles, Murray, and Susan Mullane and husband Fred, Coral
Springs, Fla.; six grandchildren and one sister, Catherine Hopper, San
Diego: Calif.
Visitation will be from 4 to 9 p.m. Monday and until the funeral
hour Tuesday at Morgan's Funeral Home in Princeton.
Services will be at 11 a.m. Tuesday with the Rev. Dorothy M. Kipp
officiating, assisted by the Rev. J. Bill Jones.
Burial will follow in Eddy Creek Church Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of gifts to the Memorial Fund of the Central Presbyterian Church, P.O. Box 112, Princeton,
KY 42445.

"The last time we spoke to
him by telephone, he was having
delusions, so we knew something
was wrong. But nobody at the jail
would listen to us."
Jail administrator Ray Sabbatine refused to comment Friday,
citing the pending lawsuit.
Herbert Moore acknowledges
his grandson had health problems
before he went to jail, caused primarily by an addiction to prescription drugs.
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ELECT A MAN OF ACTION
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Magistrate
Dist. #4

AMOS

ELECT

LARRY
ELKINS
Calloway County
Judge Executive
"It is apparent that many rural roads
in Calloway County are not as well
maintained as those in our neighboring
counties. I will propose the fiscal court
develope a long-range plan that would
eventually eliminate gravel surfaces."
Paid for by Larry Elkins

Prod for by Tun Martning Bob Manning. ifel.1111Ter

McCARTY
State Representative
"Ws The SMART Thing To Do"

#4 On The Ballot

P.M iror By Arms McCarty

As Your Magistrate I Will:
*Expect Accountability On *Communicate With The Residents
Expenditures
*Follow Through On Commitments
'Set Goals
*Be available - 759-2473

HEARING AID SALE

MAGISTRATE DISTRICT 1

'100 OFF RETAIL

Plaid for by Grog Flerufrsck

With Complimentary
"Battery Club"

Midwest
INtReR

• 30 Day Trial
• Free Hearing Test
Offer Ends June 15, 1998

CALL

Vicki L. Oliver
HEARING AID SPECIALIST

eil

.Free U.S. Robotics 28.8 external
modem with 6 month contract
"No Start-up fee ($30.00 value)
'Free tech support

Call 1-800-651-1599 for an authorized dealer near you.

.

Terms Will send modem while suppltes last or till May 31, 1998 Offer valid for sew subscribe•s.
may

HEARING REHABILITATION

206 South 4th, Murray, PH. 753-8055

Local access in Paducah, Murray, Mayfield, Hopkinsville, Clarksville, Benton

PLEASE RE-ELECT

DWANE JONES
CORONER
#2 ON THE BALLOT — #1 IN EXPERIENCE
Paid For By Dwane Jones
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'Connect at fast 56K speedlKflex)
ISDN (64-128Kbps) available in
certain areas

'Free software
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Donald Edward Tinsley, 59, of Murray, died at 1:35 p.m., Saturday,
May 23, 1998 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Ewell Tinsley and Ruby
Miller Tinsley; one brother, Issac Tinsley; and one sister, Ilene Evans.
Survivors include one daughter, Debbie Ferguson, Puryear, Tenn.;
two sons, Donnie and Tony Tinsley, Murray; one sister, Mattie
Jo
Cook, Mayfield; and six grandchildren.
Services will be at 4 p.m. Monday (today) at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. William B. Miller officiating. Burial will
be at
Bazzell Cemetery in Coldwater.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home has charge of arrangements.

Dead inmate's family
files suit against jail

Market Is
Closed

Agent

Donald E. Tinsley

Charlie Dycus, 77, Kuttawa, died Saturday, May 23, 1998, at 12:43
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Dycus was retired from Iron Workers Local 782 out of Paducah
and from Ashland Oil Bulk Plant, Kuttawa, where he was employed in
maintenance.
A World War II Navy veteran, he was a member of Macedonia
Baptist Church in Lyon County and a member of Suwanee Lodge No.
190 Free and Accepted Masons.
He was the son of the late Tom Dycus and Polly Hayes Dycus.
Three brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Jarrett Dycus, to whom
he had been married for 54 years; one daughter, Mrs. Jill Asher, Murray; one son, Bob Dycus, Kuttawa; two sisters, Mrs. Polly Ann Reinhart, Clay, and Mrs. Frances Murphy, Paducah; two brothers, Jim Dycus and Eddie Dycus, Eddyville; four grandsons; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Lakeland Funeral Home
Chapel at Eddyville. The Rev. Wayne Knoth officiated. Burial was in
Macedonia Cemetery in Lyon County.
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Mrs. Stella Ragsdale

Robert E. Weaks

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The family of an inmate who
died while being held in the Fayette County jail has filed a lawsuit against the jail and its medical suppliers for negligent care.
According to autopsy documents from the Fayette County
coroner's office, Robert D.
Moore Jr., 28, died May 24,
1997, of accelerated cardiovascular disease. Relatives said Moore
had a history of serious drug
addiction.
Moore was detoxifying in the
jail's infirmary when a healthcare worker noticed he was unresponsive to a knock on the cell's
window. Infirmary employees
performed artificial respiration on
Moore but could not save him.
He was rushed to Columbia Hospital but doctors there pronounced him dead less than an
hour later.
Denise M. Davidson, Moore's
aunt, filed the lawsuit Thursday
in Fayette Circuit Court. Named
in the suit, which asks for unspecified damages, are the jail,
Correctional Medical Services
Inc. and several administrators
and employees.
Herbert Moore Jr., Robert
Moore's grandfather who helped
to raise him in Perry County following the deaths of his parents,
said the jail's detoxification effort consYsted of leaving Moore
in a cell and letting him undergo
withdrawal unassisted
"They just murdered him.
That's the only way to describe
it," Herbert Moore said. "They
just locked him up and forgot about him.
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Ladies will play golf
at club; winners given
The ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday. May 27.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
Those not listed in the lineup, but
desiging to play may come and
be paired at the tee. If a person is
unable to play, call 753-9430.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee IA — Jo Crass, Michelle
On;
Tee IB — Louise Lamb, Beth
Belote, Nancy Haverstock, Rebecca Irvan;
Tee 3 — Betty Jo Purdom,
Betty Lowry, Venda Ward, Evelyn Jones;
Tee 4 — Sue Outland, Marym
Bogard, Frances Hulse, Inus Orr;
Tee 5 — Lisa Carver, Betty
Stewart, Sally Crass, Jennifer
Crouse;
Tee 6 — Toni Hopson, Peggy
Shoemaker, Jenny Sue Smock,
Rainey Apperson;
Tee 7 — Ann Brown, Edith
Garrison, Marilyn Adkins, Billie
Cohoon;
Tee 8 — Betty Scott, Martha

Sue Ryan, Norma Frank, Carolyn
Sanning;
Tee 9 — Faira Alexander, Rebecca Landolt;
Tee 10 — Anna Mary Adams,
Rowena Cullom, Barbara Gray,
Claudia Berry.
The Murray lady golfers
played their first Madelyn Lamb
Spring Tournament on May 20.
Betty Jo Purdom, medalist, was
the winner of the traveling
trophy.
Other winners were as follows:
Championship flight — Mrs.
Purdom, first, Lisa Carver,
second;
First flight — Sue Outland,
first, Betty Stewart, second;
Second flight — Peggy Shoemaker, first, Toni Hopson,
second;
Third flight — Marilyn Adkins, first, Rebecca Landolt,
second;
Fourth flight — Carolyn Sanfling, first, Claudia Berry, second;
Low putts — Freda Steely and
Frances Hulse tied.

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
— Over 25 Years In Business

iLabp'4)115
Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddtngs •Proms •Banquets •Birthdays •Anniversanes
304 Main St.
4kgbirast
Murray, KY 42071
116 N. Market
(502) 753-1300
Paris, TN 38242
(502) 759-4713
Boo* Limousine
(901) 642-5300
Services For
Toll Free
Toll Free
Your Wedding!
1-888-367-6757
1-888-958-9879

s BAR-B-11

TJ
'

Monday-Friday 10:30 a m -8 30 p.m. • Sat 11 a m -3•30 p.m.
Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0045

"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Great Weekly Special
Lg Hamburger $349
Fries &
Medium Drink

/49
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Hospital retirees will meet
Louis Charette, left, senior at Murray High School and son of Dr. and
Mrs. Ray Charette, won first place in printing at the state level In the
Arts and Crafts contest, sponsored by Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs. He received a $25 award. Troy Fields, right, junior at Murray
High and son of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Fields, won second place In ceramics at state. The students were sponsored locally by the Murray Woman's Club. Pictured center Is Candace Criswell, MHS art teacher.

Wedding on May 30
Plans for the wedding of Traci
Elizabeth Walker and Michael
Ronald Corbin have been
finalized.
The worship and praise ceremony will be celebrated at 2 p.m.
on Saturday, May 30, 1998, at
Hardin Baptist Church, Hardin.
Joetta Kelly will be wedding
coordinator.
Performing the double ring
ceremony will be the Rev. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor of Hardin
church, and Dr. Greg Earwood,
pastor of Faith Baptist Church,
Georgetown, and former pastor of
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Instrumentalists will be Lisa
Ray and Margaret Wilkins with
Nell and Angela Earwood, Keith
Inman, and Rob Riley as
vocalists.
Serving as matron of honor
will be Leigh Rains, sister of
Miss Walker. Bridesmaids will be
Karen Corbin, sister of .Mr. Corbin, and Jennifer Glover.
The best man will be Craig
Conrad with Rob Riley and Brent
Boyd as groomsmen.

CHARLIE
ADAMS

7.6•/
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CUBS (Calloway United Benevolent Services) will have its quarterly meeting Wednesday, May 27, at noon at Glendale Road Church
of Christ. Agenda items include medical care for the working poor,
meeting needs of The elderly and needy homebound, and family
mentoring program. All interested persons are invited to attend.

* 131e.ie Heel *

Fast Service
Convenient Location
Handy Drive-Up Window
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CUBS meeting on Wednesday

SPEEZPHALL,
Begins at 6:30 p.m.
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Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday Evening 7pm
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Plays 12
Cards starting
Games
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00
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Jamie Walker, brother of the
bride-elect, Jason Corbin, brother
of the groom-elect, Johnny Rains,
brother-in-law of the bride-elect,
and Brian Vance will serve as
ushers.
A reception will follow in the
church Family Life Center.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Tommy and Marilyn Wilson
Walker of Murray (Almo/Dexter
community).
She is the granddaughter of
Mrs. Evelyn Ahart Wilson Chilcutt, Murray, and the late H.W.
(Stub) Wilson of Murray, and
Thomas 0. and Minnie Lee Churchill Walker of Brentwood, Tenn.
Miss Walker is the greatgranddaughter of the late Rev.
Loyd D. and Rcba Rose Wilson,
the late J.D. and Grace Wallace
Ahart, the late Ronald W. and
Rebecca Wear Churchill, and the
late Robert and Virginia Taylor
Walker.
The groom-elect is the son of
Dwight and Mildred Corbin of
Puryear, Tenn. He is the grandson of Finis and Elsie Stewart
Killebrew of Paris, Tenn., Marjorie Jackson of Buchanan, Tenn.,
the late Brooks (A.B.) Jackson,
and the late Harold and Lorena
Corbin of Johannesburg, Mich.

Magistrate
District #3
QualWied To Work For You
In Planning For A Better
County In The Future!
Fold kr by awls Mims

SPARTANBURG, S.C. — Andrea M. Jackson was recognized
at Converse College's Awards
Day Program on May 2.
Jackson was the recipient of
the Pi Kappa Lambda Award and
was also recognized as a Converse Scholar.
A sophomore at Converse,
Jackson is majoring in Music
Theory. She is the daughter of
Donald L. Jackson of Murray.

CIpt.mitig in

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Tuesday, May 26, at 5 p.m. for dinner at Sandra D's
Diner on Highway 94 East. Persons are asked to note the change in
time. For more information call Nancy McClure or Lottie Brandon.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, May 26,
at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. Plans for the Jamboree at
Kenlake State Park, Aurora, on May 30, will be discussed. The SOS
is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for
single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Marlene, 753-2350.

Free fingerprinting available
"Thumbs Up for Safety" will be the theme of Briggs and Stratton
kick off "Safety Week" on Sunday, May 31, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
company cafeteria. Free fingerprinting for kids will be available.
The public is invited to attend.

Swim registration continues
Registration for American Red Cross swim lessons continues at
the Red Cross office in the Weaks Community Center. The swim
classes will be held in June and July at the Murray-Calloway County
Park Pool. Each session will include eight lessons, Monday through
Thursday, for two weeks. Morning and evening sessions will be offered. Classes will begin June 1. For more information call the Red
Cross office at 753-1421.

Swim Team plans activities
Murray-Calloway Swim Team will have late sign up today and
Tuesday! May 25 and 26, from 7 to 8 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Park Swimming Pool. The first practice will be tonight
(Monday) from 7 to 8 p.m. or 8 to 9 p.m. at the park pool. For more
information call 759-1160 or 759-2406.

Taylor reunion is scheduled
The Taylor reunion will be held May 29 to 31 at Hazel Community Center. A welcome supper will be at 5 p.m. on Friday, May 29.
Visiting will be all day on Saturday, May 30, with a potluck meal to
be served at 6:30 p.m. On Sunday, May 31, a brunch will be served
from 8 to 11 a.m. For more information call Betty Hill, 753-1381;
June Dunn, 492-8210; Brenda Erwin, 492-8410; or Elisha Taylor,
498-8461.

CCC reunion on June 6
The annual reunion of the members of the formsr CCC (Civilian
Conservation Corps) Camp 1517 will be held Saturday, June 6, from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Lake Barkley Lodge State Park. All former
members of any CCC camps are invited to the attend. The CCC
camp was located in the south part of Murray prior to World War II.
For information call Brona P. Vick, camp reunion chairman, at
1-901-642-7762.

Soccer camps are scheduled
Calloway County Boys' and Girls' Soccer Teams will present
thier second annual soccer camp, open to childuileaving grades K
through 6 on June 1 to 5 from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at Calloway County
High School. The camp will be hosted by Boys' Coach Andrew
Pagel and Girls' Coach Mark Kennedy II. For information call Kennedy at 753-8562 or Pagel at 1-502-395-1722.

Tennis camps scheduled
Calloway County High School will offer tennis camps this summer. Student camps will be for first to sixth graders July 13-17
and
seventh to 12th graders July 20-24. Adult camps will be July 13, 14
and 16. Persons should sign up for these camps by July 6 by
calling
Sue Outland at 753-8682 or Calloway County Board of Education
at
753-3033.

June '98

WIN, LOSE or DRAW...

To the Citizens of Calloway County

THANK YOU
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Glendale Place
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Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

-A great place to call home"

Ages 0-5

• UTILITIES PAID
• TRANSPORTATION
• HOUSEKEEPING
• 24 HOUR STAFF

Call Glendale Place

Phil Hazle
Candidate for Jailer

(502) 759-1555
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A ('hristian Retirement Community
For The Active Senior Adult
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for your kindness during the campaign...
may the best qualified candidates be elected!
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Monday, May 25
Murray Lodger & Times will publish
an early edition Office closed
Calloway County Public Library
dosed today for Memorial Day.
Memorial day tribute at noon at Murray Memorial Gardens
Adult Great Books Discussion Group
changed to June 1
Audio biography presentation
cancelled at Calloway Public Library
Hazel Center closed today for senior
citizens activities.
Weak, Center closed today for senior
citizens' activities
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m
Info/753-0082.
West View Nursing Home Bluegrass
Hour/2 p.m.
AA closed special interest study
meeting/8 p m./American Legion
Building.
LBL events include Wetlands
Weekend/Nature Station. Info/
1-800-LBL-7077.
Tuesday, April 28
Election day! Polls open 6 a.m. to 6
p.m.
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
AARP/11:45 a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Murray Elemer.tary School Sitebased Decision Making Council/6
p.m./counselor's office.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos and Story Hour
cancelled today.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Courtsquare/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
1230-3 p.m.
Health Enhancement Weight Group/
1:30 p.m./Log Cabin Restaurant.
Ladies Night Out at Murray Country
Club/6 p.m. Reservations, 753-6113.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./Hardin
Library.

Tuesday, May 26
Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/7
p m
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.
Eva Wall Mission Group/1 30
p.m./Memorial Baptist Church.
Nuts & Bolts Prayer group of Memorial Baptist Church/7 pm /Simmons'
home.
Christians Responding to Current
Issues/1:30 p.m./Conference Room,
First Baptist Church.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky $34
meeting/6:30 p.m./Clinic Budding. Info/
Marcia, 753-0854.

fec(

Dexter/senior activities/9 30 a.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m -2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Alzheimer's Disease Support group
meeting/4:30 p.m./board room of
MCCH. Info/762-1103 Or 753-5561.
West View Nursing Home Coffee
hour/10 a.m.; Bingo/10:30 a.m.; Popcorn and Cokes/2 p.m.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
m./American Legion Hall.
at United Methodist Church
uilters/9:30 a.m.; Back to the Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Book
Discussion/noon.
Murray State University administrative
offices' new summer hours/7:30 a.m.-4
p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curtis Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Mr. and Mrs. Keeling in 1998

Mr. and Mrs. Keeling in 1948

Anniversary reception scheduled on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny L. Keeling of Benton will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, May .11.
A reception, hosted by their children, will be at New Zion Missionary Baptist Church,
Wadesboro Road South, Benton.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m.
The couple requests that guests not brin, guts
Mr. and Mrs. Keeling were married May 29, 1948, at Benton by the Rev. Harry Eugene Williams.
Their attendants were Robert Rowland and
Dorothy Vinson.
Mrs. Keeling, the former Wanda Jones, is the daughter of the late Hervy Jones and Attie Henson
Jones. Mr. Keeling, son it the late Aral
Keeling and Ilona Fowler Keeling, is retired from Air ProdUcts, Calvert City.
They are the parents of four children: Margaret Ann Keeling, deceased; Mrs. Sharon Gossum
and husband, David, Benton; MN. Kathy
Adams and husband, Frankie, Dexter; and Keith Keeling and wife, Pat, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Keeling have seven grandchildren and one stepgrandchild.

Special memorial service will be on Tuesday
The TENN-KEN Lake Chapter
of the Refired Officers Association will have a memorial service
at its monthly meeting on Tuesday, May 26, at 1i a.m. at Tom's
Pizza and Steak House, Highway

79N, Paris, Tenn.

four chaplains on the Army
Transport Ship Dorchester during
World War 11.

Three retired military chaplains
will participate in the program.
The theme will be "Four Brave
Chaplains" based on the narrative
of the sacrificial deaths of the

Active duty and retired military chaplains arc invited to at-

tend along with TROA members
and visitors.
For further information con
tacte LCOL Ted Hitt, USAF,
RET at 1-901-232-8555 or James
Davis, 435-4572.

Summer school will be at MHS
Murray High School will be
offering summer school starting
Monday. June 1, and continuing
through Friday, June 26.

Norinne Winter, left, presented a progran on "Appetite For Life" about
Julia Child at the April meeting of the Magazine Club held at the home
of Linda Scott, standing. Lula Bell Hodges, right, gave the devotion.
The club will meet Thursday, May 28, at 2 p.m. with Toni Hopson as
hostess.

Classes will be from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m.

58-69 is required for students attending summer school.
For more information call the
school at 753-5202. Class size
will be limited.

Courses in math, English and
science (based upon enrollm-bnt)
will be taught.

Students must meet selection
criteria. A course average of

kmerican Heart
Assueiatifin

A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing

Oaks'ladies will play bridge, golf
Ladies of the Oaks Country
Club have scheduled events for
Wednesday, May 27.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Mary Elinor Outland,
753-2929, as hostess.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
Winners of a golf scramble

played May 20 were as follows:
First team — Nancy Rogers,
Bronda Parker, Lib Dalton, Linda
Pate;

Mary Alice Garner, Doris Rose.
Winners of golf play on May
13 were Shirley LaNlastus,
championship flight; Dot Finch,
first flight; Sue Wells and Glenda
Paschall, tied, second flight; Lib
Dalton, third flight.

Second team — Sue Lamb,
Kitty Steele, Mary Alice Smith;
Third team — Shirley 'Wade,

Kenlake ladies schedule golfplay
Kenlake lady golfers will play
golf on Wednesday, May 27, at
8:30 a.m. at the Kenlake State
Park, Aurora.
Anyone interested in playing
with this group call Hazel Hill at

1-502-354-6535 or 474-2211 and
ask for Pro Shop.
The event of day on May 20
was Playing for Points with
Louise Parker and Ina Horton as
winners.

Others participating were Helen Roberts, Helen Hubbs, Tina
Andrews, Susan Thetford, Dotty
Elliott, Evelyn Blivin, Mary Madajczyk, Freda Elkins, Betty Hunt
and Marsha Morris.

Don't Wait!
Don't Delay!
Get the Cash
you need
TODAY!

F
REE!
100%
'We will
OPP
cash
and
charge your cheek
Hurry/ Offeryou no
fee.
good for
nmited time
a
only.

No predetermined limit!
We will give you cash for your
personal check and hold until
next payday. Social Security
customers are welcome.

Fox named as scholarship winner
Amy Fox recently received a
$500 scholarship from the Tennessee Grocers Association for
her outstanding academic
achievements.
Fox was recognized by TGA at
the organization's annual conven-

tion, April 19, at Opryland Hotel
and Convention Center, Nashville Tenn.

sistance Corporation.

753-1020

Fox, a graduate of Henry
County High School, Paris,
Tenn., will be a junior this fall
majoring in agriculture at Murray
State University.

The ceremony was conducted
by Ron Gambill, executive director of the Tennessee Student As-

Located in the Olympic Plaza
No Fee/100% Off Applies To First Time New Customers Only

BIRTHS
Scott baby giFl
Mr. and Mrs. Joey Scott of
Kirkscy are the parents of a
daughter, Adyson Layne Scott,
born on Sunday. May 10, 1998,
at 10:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven

pounds 10 ounces and measured
20Y. inches. The mother is the
former
Dawson.

ehanda

Grandparents are Stan and
Paulette Scott, Jackie and Richela
Carson, and Floyd and Terri

Our Spring Special- 9-fa1s Been Extended
For The Entire Month of May 1!
Dawson.
Great-grandparents are Garlene
and Richard Towery, Floyd and
Freida Dawson, Mavis Stone, and
James F. Scott. A great-greatgrandmother is Ruth 0. Foster.
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Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

54 Utterback Road
Murray. Kentucky 42071
(502) 759-8700
Trip to Paducah in the Hickory
Woods van -Granville Crockett.
Laurine Elkins, Jaillet Miller Activities Director, Willie Hill,
Pauline Waggener & Ruth
Heath.

• No Diet Pills
• Medically Approved
• Grocery Store Foods
•

There will NOT be a
better time to start
your weight loss program!!
Alberta Underhill of
Murray, KY has lost
54 lbs. & over 47 inches!!
• 3 lb./wk. Guarantee
• Improved Health
• One-On-One Counseling

A proven weight control program with a

MURRAY, KY

10

year record of success:

HI-ENERGY

767-0780
0

BA
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National cemeteries almost full
I Am Excited

WASHINGTON (AP) —
World War II veteran Jay
Thompson spent much of his
adult life serving his country. In
return, all he wants is some respect and a place to be buried
among his comrades in Arkansas.
But with space running out at
national cemeteries, Thompson
doubts there'll be room for him at
the Little Rock National Cemetery. The 130-year-old burial
ground probably will be turning
people away by 2001.
"What does that mean? That I
need to die within the next three
years?" asked Thompson, 79. "I
deserve better than that."
National cemeteries are running out of space throughout the
country, to the chagrin of veterans of World War II and the Korean War. More than half the 115
sites run by the Department of
Veterans Affairs are closed to
new interments, although most
will allow a spouse to be buried
in the same plot with a veteran
already buried there.
In 1995, veteran deaths totaled
513,000. Last year, they climbed
to 535,000. They are expected to
peak in 2008 at 620,000, before
dropping back to 615,000 in
2010.

About The Future
of Calloway County!
I WANT TO BE
YOUR NEXT
COUNTY JUDGE
EXECUTIVE.
In the past, our county government officials have not
aggressively pursued:
•Receiving funds for our park
and more facilities for our
children.
*Making enough trips to Frankfort for getting grants and extra
funding for roads and money to
maintain our present facilities.

We must TAKE BETTER CARE ofthe property and facilities our
taxes have already purchased.
The city and county must work together to keep our downtown
business healthy and productive. We need to help create more and
betterjabsfor our children.Ihave the energy and desire to pursue
all ofthisfor the taxpayers ofMurray ad Calloway County. Thank
you for your help and-all the encouragement I have received.

PLEASE VOTE #4 ON THE BALLOT

BILLS
DEBT

CASH!
CONSOLIDATE NOW!
Get the cash you need
in as little as14working days'

$10,000 - $110/M0

JIM KELLY

10
$50,000 - $550/M0
Homeowners Only

\MOM% 1DE

COUNTY JUDGE EXECUTIVE

1 -800-819-7010
Paid for by Jim Kelly

Or Visit Our Webs,tel
www.nationwidelending.com
• AC'ur_Il

HELP KEEP MURRAY SAFE

rnay",,a',

FORM NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH

Citizens of District 4
Experience

Qualifications

"Lifetime Resident of Calloway County
"Sunday School Director-Hazel Baptist
Church

"Director - Murray-Calloway County United Way 1987-1993. Treasurer and
Vice-President 1990. President 1991

"Alumnus of CCHS & MSU
-Past Member-Executive Board-Calloway County Democratic Party, active as:
-Campaign Council for State Rep. Freed
Curd - 1979 & since
-Representative to the Kentucky Democratic Conventions - 1984 & 1988
-Youth Chairman - Calloway County
Wendell Ford Re-Election Campaign
1986
-Member of Central Exective Committee
Kentucky Democratic Party 1988-1992
-Calloway County Campaign Chairman Bob Babbage State Auditor - 1987
.-Co-Chairman Calloway County - Wallace Wilkinson Gubernatorial Campaign
1987

The newest facility, the Tahoma National Cemetery, opened
last October just outside Seattle.
Projected to make 150-200 burials a month, it made 468 in its
first month.
"That figure should be taken
as proof of the need for the
cemetery," said the director,
Sandra Noguez.- "They were telling their families, 'Hold me until
that cemAtery opens."
The VA has been pushing its
state cemetery grants program, in
which Washington provides half
the funding to open new state-run
sites. Fewer than half the states
are taking advantage ,of the
20-year-old program, however,
because of the problem of finding
of us could have happened to all
startup money, the General Acof us. That's the string that ties
counting Office, Congress' invesus all together, and it doesn't extigative branch, reported recently.
ist in any other segment of sociWhen veterans don't have acety," Pinson said.
cess to a national cemetery within
The VA is using a three-part
a "reasonable distance" of where
plan to deal with the space probthey live — or within 75 miles —
lem in its cemeteries.
many will choose a private burial
"Our strategy is to build new
ground, the GAO report said.
ones, to expand existing ones
It's easier for family that way,
where we can and to promote the
National Cemetery Service head
state cemeteries grant program,"
Arndt agreed.
said Rick Arndt, director of the
When his veteran father passed
department's National Cemetery
away several years ago, the closService. "All of these things help
est national cemetery his home in
give us more burial space for our
Ann Arbor, Mich., was two hours
veterans and their family, away by car.
members."
"Which seems reasonable, but
About 370,000 gravesites are
it_ikits`not really considered by
available in national cemeteries, the family, because they wanted
Arndt said. New facilities could
something closer," Arndt said.
stretch that number to 1.6 mil- "On Memorial Day or Veteran's
lion. In addition to Dallas, the
Day or a birthday or Easter, or
government is building three cewhenever family and friends
meteries in cities with heavy powant to go out and visit the
pulations of veterans: Chicago. cemetery of loved ones, that beCleveland and Saratoga, N.Y.
comes a consideration."
National cemeteries offer free
burials, headstones and perpetual
care to honorably discharged veterans and their dependents. Most
veterans choose to be buried
there for emotional reasons rather
than practical ones.
"When yAti're a veteran,
you're united in your efforts in
the military, especially in a wartime situation. It's altogether fitting that you'd be united at your
final resting place," said Cloyde
Pinson Sr., a retired Air Force officer who helped persuade the
government -to build a new national cemetery in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area.
"The worst to happen to any

VERCELLI, Italy (AP) — On
the eve of becoming the longestserving pontiff this century, Pope
John Paul II .alternated goodnatured banter Saturday with
calls for more morality among
public Officials.
John Paul came to Vercelli in
northwest Italy to beatify a World
War II military chaplain, the Rev.
Secondo Polio, who was killed by
enemy fire while trying to comfort a wounded soldier. Beatification is the last formal step before
sainthood in the Roman Catholic
Church.
The pope, who recently turned
78 and whose health problems
sometimes force him to struggle
through long ceremonies, looked
relatively strong at the end of the
2 1/2 hour ceremony under a hot
sun.
On Sunday, by Vatican calculations, John Paul will surpass the

"Director - United Way of Kentucky
1992-1993
.1*31,446ent - Commissioner Murray
Water'District #3

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

•1995-1996- Member Calloway County
Property Tax Appeals Board

r 715,3 S. 12th St. it71.4

•1998- Member - Calloway County High
School Consolidated Planning Committee (reaction planning to KIRIS testing
and scores)
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John Paul II nears
record for papal term

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

•1998- Director and Finance Committee
Member Oaks Country Club

Su

Holland Motor Sales
-

753-4461
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19 years, seven months and seven
days served by Pius XII, who
died in 1958.
As John Paul left the crowd of
15,000, he lingered to joke with
young people. After they kept shouting out his name, he joked:
"It was worth coming to Vercelli
to not forget what my name is!"
John Paul struck a more serious tone earlier, urging public officials to display courage and
morality in carrying out their
duties.
In a speech at Vercelli's 13thcentury basilica, in front of
Italy's justice minister and other
VIPs, John Paul stressed the importance for public officials to
keep "alive in souls the sense of
moral values."
"More than a little courage is,
in fact, required of public administrators to put the common good
over every form of special interest, to look after the needs of the
weakest," he said.
On Friday, John Paul delivered
a sharp attack on Italy's 20-year-
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old law legalizing abortion.
The pope was scheduled to
beatify three other Italians on
Sunday.
During his trip, John Paul is
scheduled to view the Shroud of
Turin. The linen, which many believe was Jesus' burial cloth, has
drawn more than 1 million visitors in its first public showing in
20 years,

a on
son. •
ease vote for my
granddaddy!

We stand at the threshold of change:"It's been nearly thirty years since we lost our chance at 1-24, now Calloway County has its'
best opportunity since, for true economic growth. With the completion of the four-lane highway bisecting Calloway County from
Aurora to Mayfield, and with the planned expansion of Highway 641 South to four lanes from Murray to Paris(which we MUST pursue)
in four to eight years we could literally find ourselves setting as the "gateway" to Western Kentucky.
With ease of transportation, economic opportunities present themselves. It is incumbent on YOUR fiscal court to seize the moment,
and work diligently in the next term to assure our community's continuing prosperity through economic development grants,
establishment of enterprise zones, and the creation of commercial/industrial and technology parks, to attract new employers and
higher paying jobs.
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However, it is imperative that your fiscal court ALSO work to balance future economic opportunities, while protecting the rights of
individual homeowners and family farms from infringement by unwanted corporate neighbors. We must work to support Sheriff Scott
and his department, particularly in the area of juvenile crime, while Working to ease your tax burden through procurement of, often
overlooked, available state and federal grants and aid
While extremely important, being a magistrate at the end of the twentieth century means MUCH more than keeping your roads safe
and passable. It means prudent consideration and governing of all facets of our county's infrastructure and operations. I know and
understand the demands of being YOUR magistrate. I am Qualified, I arn.Sincere, and I am Responsible. I would be pleased to be
your candidate in this Novembers general election." Chuck Williams - #6 on the Ballot.

I AM QUALIFIED. I AM RESPONSIBLE. I AM SINCERE. PLEASE ELECT...

CHMAGI
UCSTRA
LL
K TEWI
IA
MS
- DISTRICT #4
"Progressive Thinking for a Progressive Calloway County"

ANTED'
Your
Vote To
Re-Elect

HO

MAGNI'
I am I
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e
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Magistrate
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District #2
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Your continued support & vote
will be greatly appreciated.
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Paid for by Chuck Wohams
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Suicidal mom on trial for girl's death
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TORRANCE, Calif.(AP) — A
suicidal mother leaps from a window with her small daughter. The
child dies: the mother lives on in
a shattered body and is tried for
murder.
At her trial in a courtroom in
this Los Angeles suburb, Farinoosh "Roya" Dalili lies prone
in a hospital bed facing her jury,
a box of tissues at hand to wipe
her copious tears.
Mrs. Dalili's body was broken
in so many places by her fall
from a 10-story window that
some 200 pins hold her splintered
bones together. She's allowed to
listen to testimony lying down
because she cannot sit for long
periods without pain.
It's the stuff of a classical
Greek tragedy, and her Iranian
family and members of the immigrant community stand by as the
chorus, alleging she was an
abused spouse whose victimization is continuing in the courts.
Prosecutors, who see no evidence of abuse, say she must pay
for the death of her 3-year-old
daughter, Nagen Natalie Dalili.
So does her estranged husband,
Nader Dalili, who's divorcing her
and suing her for wrongful death.
"She's responsible for what
happened," Deputy District Attorney Alex Karkanen said.
"She's lost a daughter but she
did it."
On March 3, 1997, Mrs. Dalili
went to the Torrance Marriott
Hotel and requested a room on a
high floor.
The prosecution contends the
31-year-old woman held her
daughter in her arms as she
leaped from the window. Mrs.

Dafili's lawyer, Alex Kessel, said
that theory is pure speculation
and probably wrong.
Kessel will present evider
.ice
beginning Tuesday that Mrs. Dalili and her little girl were so
emotionally attached that the
child probably saw her mother
jump and followed her out the
window,
Karkanen said he, too, believes
the mother and child were close
but says Kessel's theory is not
supported by physical evidence.
"Based on our psychological
reports, they were so close she
wanted them to be together in
death," he said. "It's our feeling
that's not her choice to make."
Kessel points out that Mrs. Dalili tried suicide twice before.
Once she slashed her wrists; the
second time she tried to grab a
doctor's needle and inject air into
her veins.
Her husband testified that she
had seemed "a little bit depressed" in the weeks before his
daughter's death.
Dr. Ronald Markman, a forensic psychiatrist who testified for
the defense, said someone as focused on suicide as Mrs. Dalili
would not have thought about the
fate of her daughter.
"I think the daughter's presence essentially is irrelevant to
her state of mind," Markman
said. "Her only concern was her
own demise. That's what she was
looking for."
Nagen was dead on arrival at a
nearby hospital.
Her mother, who landed 10,
feet away from her child, had internal injuries and shattered feet,

hips, pelvis, knees, an ankle and
an elbow.
Mrs. Dalili wept in court as the
prosecutor displayed pictures of
her dead child.
Kessel will seek to show how
Mrs. Dalili was driven to despair
by her husband's verbal, physical
and sexual abuse, which escalated
when her baby turned out to be a
girl — Nader Dalili wanted a
boy.
Kessel also said Mrs. Dalili,
who left Iran when she was 15,
had a college degree in French
literature but her husband
wouldn't let her hold a job.
The prosecutor said he has
found no credible evidence of
domestic abuse.
Negotiations for a plea bargain
broke down after prosecutors'
best offer was manslaughter with
11 years in state prison. They
also suggested her commitment
to a psychiatric hospital, which
the defense rejected.
If there is a murder conviction,
the degree is up to the jury.
The chance of a first-degree
murder conviction is remote, according to Loyola University
Law School Dean Laurie
Levenson.
"Unless you have the World's
coldest jurors, it's doubtful," she
said. "But you can't give parents
license to hurt a child. I think jurors are upset anytime a child is a
victim and they want someone
held responsible. But it's certainly not your typical first degree murder case.''
Even the prosecutor seems
troubled by the prospect of a
harsh sentence.
"1 don't think any normal per-

tal in Urbana and their conditions
were unknown. The 23 others
were treated and released.
Church members gathered af-

terward in 3 prayer
"that anger would
we would not ask
would move on,"

Opefi
Mon.-Fri. 7-5;

Great Selection!

circle to pray
not rule, that
why, that we
Rogers said.

Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray 433-1111
Owner: °wrote! Boyd
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PLEASE ELECT...

A Vote For

"Proven Leadership"

Eddie
Workman
Magistrate District 4
#7

On The Ballot

Precincts
Murray Se, Murray #9, Calloway,
Lynn Grove, Coldwater, Kirksey, Jackson
I PLEDGE 'FO:
• Work in a cooperative manner with all
• Support District 4 equally
magistrates
• Operate the county government within
• Seek state and federal grants
its budget without higher taxes
• Help run fiscal court efficiently
• Be available at all times
• Help bring in new industry
My 35+ years experiences gained in my farming operation
will help in operating and
maintaining equipment with the county garage. My
experience on boards and
committees will help in working with the other magistrates. I am
currently a member of
the Farm Bureau Board of Directors. I have also served my
community on the ASCS and
ACA Committees and also on the Southern States and
Fair Board of Directors.
I ask for your consideration as your next magistrate of
District #4 on May 26th.
Thank you,
Eddie Workman
Paid for by Eddie Workman

Citizens of Calloway County:

Paramedic - Ambulance - 2 years

2Red Cross CPR/First Aid Instructor - 4 years
EChief Medical Advisor for Law Enforcement Explorer Post 333 - 2 years
[]Mass Casualty Rescue - 12 years
[ZJceneral Search and Replace - 12 years

Let my experience in life and death issues bring a new
professionalism and concern to the office of Coroner. I respectfully
ask that you grant me the opportunity to serve you.

Check The Training. Check The Experience.
Check The Vision.
GALL 153-42/5

yr

SLIMMER
DAY
C.AKF'

Check
TEEN
ADVENTUF-6

PF-o&F-tkm

YMCA
We build strong kids,
strong families, strong communities.

BE HERE - HAVE FN

GLENN ALLEN JONES
on May 26.
#3 On The Ballot; #1 In Qualifications.
Paid for by Glenn Allen Jones

Connecting You To The World!
We will be working on the system
in the areas below the line.

MURRAY

CABLECONAIM
YOUR LOCAL CONNECTION TO THE WORLD

We're upgrading our cable system to a
fiber optic broadband network.
This system will provide you rith
enhanced signal reliability, imp ved
picture quality and new choices.

FIBER SPLICING
HAS BEGUN!

ROGERS

MAGISTRATE DISTRICT 1

r.,
•
Noll lii

I am 1 of 4 candidates
who attended the forum.

'v i'hllIi1, 11-yial 120.t.

District #3
'For a Representative of the People"
Paid kr by Baby Ismilime.14

ElHazardous Material Technician - 5 years

(kWh approvsd asda)

VOTE

I'll Work For YOU
I'll Do What YOU
Want!

TRATE

riCertified Volunteer Fire Fighter - 6 years

SUBSCRIBE

The Only Candidate to
attend the Fiscal Court
meetings since 1991.

8
4401

* Emergency Services

90 Days Same As Cash

(
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* Medical Professional
I]EMT - Ambulance - 5 years

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!

Re-Elect

I have not been able to personally contact each of you during my campaign.
However,I'd like to
take this opportunity to ask for your consideration on May 26. I feel that I am
well-qualified to
perform the important duties of the office of Calloway County Coroner.
Please spend a moment
examining my training and background.

Worshipers hurt when
explosion rips church
DANVILLE, Ill. (AP) — An
explosion ripped through a
chutch Sunday morning and injured about 32 members of the
congregation, eight of them
seriously.
The blast tore a hole in the side
of the First Assembly of God
Church during a service attended
by about 300 people.
The Rev. Dennis Rogers said
the explosion was near the youth
section and that many of the injured are teen-agers. The lights
went out and smoke filled the
building.
"I couldn't see," Rogers said.
"The place was completely darkened by smoke. I told the people
to move as quickly and quietly as
you can out of the building."
The cause of the blast was not
immediately known.
A woman who lives across the
street from the church says she
heard the blast from her upstairs
bedroom. "Honest to God, I
thought it was a bomb in my garage," said Tasia Demos. "Then I
saw police. I saw ambulances."
Agents from the federal Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms were called in from Chicago
and Springfield, said special
agent Jerry Singer.
He said the explosion was being investigated as "an isolated
incident."
He noted that a bomb explosion on Dec. 30 damaged a
church in Oakwood, about 15
miles from Danville, and killed a
church volunteer. That blast is
still under investigation.
Danville, a blue-collar town of
about 34,000, is on the eastcentral edge of Illinois 120 miles
south of Chicago.
Six of the people injured Sunday were admitted to Provcna
United Samaritans Medical Center in Danville, where they were
listed in fair or stable condition.
Three others were sent to a hospi-

sun jumps off the 10th floor of a
hotel," Karkanen said. "It comes
down to the question: what are
we going to do if we convict her? .
The answer is we're human. We
don't know. It will require a lot
of soul searching on the part of
the district attorney's office."
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The ,,,uth side of
town will experience
temporary outages
from
6:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
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This area (below the Hee) Includes
'Node V,'IV, 1° a I"

will not need to enter your
home.

•We

•Service will not be interrupted on
weekends or holidays.
•ALL SERVICE WILL BE RESTORED EACH DAY BEFORE
4:30 P.M.

can 753-5005
if you have any questions or concerns
or visit our website at...
http://campus.murraystate.edukablecomm
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Geophysicist studies Ohio fault

TO THE
VOTERS

BOWLING GREEN, Ohio
(AP) — Geophysicist Robert
Vincent is looking to space for a
better understanding of what will
happen well below the Earth's
surface in Ohio.
The Bowling Green State University professor is studying the
Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts
Over the years. the Welcome Wagon°
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people. New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and local businesses.
For you, it's a new day. Why not start it
by making a new fnend? We'd love to
hear from you.

The election will be over Tuesday night at 6:00 p.m. and
Wednesday morning I will start picking up my signs from
your yards and our highways! But, if I happen to miss
picking up a sign from your property, please call me and I
will promptly come and get it.

Bowling Green Fault Zone and
what will happen to Ohio the
next time the New Madrid Fault
Zone breaks loose as in did early
in the 1800s.
The Bowling Green fault runs
from southeastern Michigan
through Wood County down into
southern Hancock County in
Ohio, more than 400 miles north
of the New Madrid fault.

SAVE LIVES

GIVE BLOOD

Gary Ahart
Magistrate
District No. 1
Experience in:

9/{iffomW5ok.

During the past few months while campaigning I have
tried to meet each and every voter to ask you to consider
and vote for me,Ronald Wisehart for Jailer. But because of
my present duties at the jail as Administrative Supervisor,
I have not been able to take off and campaign as much as I
would have liked. With this in mind, I want to take this
opportunity to ask those ofyou who I have not had a chance
to meet, and those who I have met, to vote for me on
Tuesday.

Earthquakes that began in New
Madrid, Mo., more than 100
years ago turned the Mississippi's
flow backward and threw people
from horses hundreds of miles
away.
Vincent said Ohio is far
enough away that it's not in any
great danger, but residents will
probably know it when the New
Madrid has another major tremor.

• Road building
• A lifetime of running equipment
Paid for by Gary Abut

Hostess Call
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Ingeborg King 492-8348

Let's pave the way to a new future.

My name is Gary Ahart. I am running for magistrate in district one. I am 41 years old
and I have lived in district one all my life. I decided to run for magistrate because I feel
there is a need for road improvements in Calloway County. For the past 10 years I have
been in the sawmill business and the past four years building roads and doing dirt work. I
feel like it is very important for a magistrate to know how to build roads and run
equipment in order to help make decisions.
Being in business has given me the ability to manage finances and use money more
wisely. When money comes out of your own pocket you learn in a hurry how to get more
for your dollar.
My primary goal will be to improve the roads by getting grant money to help do this.
We sent in a little less than 3 million dollars from our county clerk office last year and
only got back just under $750,000. Frankfort awards grants for all different kinds of
help, we just have to prove we need them.
Any major changes in our county, such as annexing, zoning, major hog farms, etc., I
will stand for the people of Calloway County to have the right to vote on these issues and
never have such things forced on them. We need good common sense used in our county
government.

I would also like to thank the many citizens, friends and
family who have gone out of their way to help me with my
campaign. Your support has been overwhelming and I
could not have made it this far without you.
Thank you,

6,71.4t1J tALEILAJRonald Wisehart

MAKE THE 'WISE" CHOICE

Vote

Ronald Wisehart

Please Vote

GA.3RY AHAR

For Jailer On May 26
Paid for by Ronald Wisehart

On The Ballot On May 26
Thank You
Paid for by Gary Arun

KEEP MURRAY CLEAN

1998 Toyota Camry LE

"I expect whenever it goes,
we'll get shaken pretty good,"
Vincent told The (Toledo) Blade
for a story Sunday.
"It's nothing I would be very
worried about," he said. "It's
not like being at the fault or like
being in California."
While many researchers actually study the New Madrid fault
— which runs 156 miles from
Memphis, Tenn., to Paducah, Ky.
— Vincent studies images made
by satellites that record light reflected from the Earth. Sensors
identify minerals in the ground,
allowing Vincent to work towards predicting earthquakes, finding hidden oil and gas reserves,
and rewriting geologic history.
"It's the future of geology,"
he said.
Vincent and graduate student
Jennifer Valentine map potential
cracks in the Earth in northwest
Ohio. After the faults are
mapped, Ms. Valentine doublechecks the satellite information
by looking for signs of faults on
the ground with an instrument
that reads slight increases in
gamma radiation.
Not everyone is convinced that
a quake along the New Madrid
fault would affect Ohio.
"I think that's arm waving,"
said Donald J. Stierman, a geophysicist at the University of
Toledo. "It's too far. The faults
there are disconnected. There's
no continuity. There are some
people who connect the dots, but
you can't connect the dots."
Earthquakes do. hit Ohio, but
rarely cause significant damage.
Most of the 120 quakes with
Ohio epicenters in the last 200
years caused little or no damage,
according to the Division of Geological Survey of the Ohio Department of Natural Resources.
Vincent plans to use more traditional research methods, such as
watching how energy waves from
distant quakes act when they
reach the Bowling Green Fault
Zone, to gain a greater understanding of the fault zone. But he
remains convinced of the value of
remote sensing.
"I can't believe society has
been so slow on the uptake on
this technology," he said.
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APR
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$20,398.00
2,738.00
$17,660.00

Peppers Discount
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$11,802°°
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Interest Rates as
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1.9% APR
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CHEVROLET

(S)TOYOTA
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Distiller teaches of bourbon's history

es,

of the distillery and the product
made there for nearly two
centuries.
"This is a very historic site
and a very special place for me,"
says 63-year-old guide Sherman
Dozier, whose great-grandfather,
James Goins, was the property's
master distiller from 1880 until
1905. "My family lived and
worked here until 1905. So for
me, learning the colorful history
of this place and relating it to
others is a labor of love."
Tucked back in the rolling hills
of Woodford County on the
banks of the rushing limestone
waters of Glenn's Creek, the original distillery was built in 1812
by Elijah Pepper. Pepper moved
to Versailles from Virginia in
1797 and began distilling corn
into whiskey at a site behind the
Woodford County Courthouse.
Pepper moved the operation to
Glenn's Creek because of the
plentiful supply of iron-free,
calcium-rich water, which continues to produce not only fine
whiskey but also the powerful
thoroughbred racehorses for
which the region is known
throughout the world.
In fact, the drive to the distillery winds through more than a
dozen sprawling horse farms.
"It's the only place you can
see Kentucky's two most famous

VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP) — It
takes Bill Creason all of about 10
seconds to describe the romantic
lure of the old Labrot and Graham Distillery.
"We're the oldest, the smallest
and the slowest distillery in Kentucky ... and we're proud of all
three," Creason says with a grin
as he launches into his sermon.
At $25 to $30 a bottle for the
premium bourbon whiskey produced at the historic site, there's
no mistake: Creason's primary
job is to sell bourbon.
He sees another objective,
however, as increasingly important to the success of the operation: the history of bourbon itself.
"Even people who have grown
up and lived in Kentucky their
whole lives don't really know
much about bourbon history and
the process of making it," said
Creason, who is Labrot and Graham's general manager. "What
we're trying to do here is change
people's perception of bourbon.
Not just our bourbon, but bourbon in general.
"If we can get people interested — truly interested — in
what we're doing here, we're also
doing the entire industry a favor
as well."
The distillery offers free smallgroup tours of the plant by guides
rich in knowledge of the history
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products maturing side by side."
said Peggy Stevens, the distillery's guest services manager.
Early whiskey from Kentucky
was called bourbon because it
was originally shipped from the
Maysville port in what was then
Bourbon County. It was so prized
that a 50-cent bushel of corn
could produce eight dollars worth
of whiskey.
In the mid-I800s, scottish scientist Dr. James Crow became
the chief distiller for Elijah Pepper's son, Oscar. He perfected the
sour mash process and produced
many of the scientific measuring
instruments and quality control
guidelines that exist today.'
It's stories like these that Dozier thoughtfully relates to visitors, along with tales of the famous — and infamous — who often savored a taste of Kentucky's
finest.
"Kentucky Sen. Henry Clay
never left for Washington without
a barrel or two of Crow's finest
to, as he put it, 'help lubricate the
wheels of government,'" Dozier
says with a chuckle, adding that
Daniel Webster, Walt Whitman,
Andrew Jackson and Mark Twain
also were counted among Labrot
and Graham's devotees.
The property got its current
name in 1878, when the distillery
was purchased by French wine

Bolivia hit by aftershocks
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AIQUILE, Bolivia (AP) — In
an area of central Bolivia devastated by fatal earthquakes a day
earlier, a tremor Saturday toppled
damaged adobe homes and sent
thousands of panicked mountain
villagers rushing to open plazas
and soccer fields for safety.
There were no fatalities in Saturday's quake, which had a preliminary magnitude of 4.5, according to the San Calixto Observatory. But Gen. Jose Antonio
Gil said the death toll from Friday's temblor had climbed to at
beast 84, after soldiers had found
more bodies in the rubble.
Some 200 people were injured,
and a fleet of small planes used
an improvised landing strip to
transport the wounded to hospitals. Most were taken to the city
of Cochabamba, 150 miles to the
northwest.
Friday's quake in this South
American nation leveled homes,
buried victims in debris and left
thousands homeless. In Aiquilc
alone, more than 2,000 people
camped next to the remnants of
their destroyed, homes or under
sheets of plastic knitted together
with wood retrieved from the
debris.
Sitting on a bench in the main
plaza of this town, her face covered by a bloodstained bandage,
Albina Nova, 76, said she lost her
home and virtually everything
she owned.
"I have nowhere to go," she
said, crying.
Defense Minister Fernando
Kiefer said nearly half of the
1,193 houses inspected by officials had been totally destroyed
and another 33 percent will probably have to be demolished.

has
on

"Many people want to leave
their towns, especially Aiquilc
and Totora," Kiefer said. "All
those wanting to be evacuated
will be evacuated."
The 5.9 quake at dawn Friday
was followed in the next 12 hours
by more than 100 aftershocks.
More than 30,000 people, mostly
Quechua Indian farmers, live in
the region.
As international aid began to
pour in, Kiefer said food supplies
and medical care were adequate,
but lack of electric power and
water remained a problem.
Radio stations in several Bolivian cities, however, broadcast
requests for donations of medical
supplies, beds and wheel chairs.

The government, calling for a
three-day nationwide mourning
period and declaring the area a
catastrophe, set up a $5.5 million
emergency fund.
Private aid organizations in the
United States also were preparing
shipments of food and medicines,
the Bolivian government said.
Five U.S. military advisers who
were in Bolivia on a training mission also joined the rescue
operations.
Neighboring Chile sent police
officers with dogs trained to
search for bodies.
A team of French engineers
specializing in disaster aid were
working in Paraguay and rushed
to the devastated area, 330 miles
southeast of La Paz.
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merchant Leopold Labrot and
Frankfort banker James Graham.
It continued under that name until
1941, when it was purchased by
Louisville-based Brown-Forman,
the world's leading producer of
whiskey.
In the late 1960s, BrownForman sold the plant, which lay
dormant for more than two decades. But Brown-Forman repurchased the distillery and embarked on a $7.5 million refurbishing in 1994.
"The person the plant was sold
to intended to make ethyl alcohol
during the fuel crisis of the early
70s," Creason said. "For whatever reason, it never happened
and the place sat empty for 25

years. When we went through the
place before we bought it, all the
old Brown-Forman signs were
still up and there were still old
delivery tickets on some of the
desks.
"It was really worn down, but
it was like walking into a time
capsule. Even through the disarray, you could feel the history
and beauty in the place."
So far, Woodford Reserve is
available in about 16 states and
four foreign countries. But Creason says those numbers are expected to increase by the fall.
And as much as he thinks it's
the process of making bourbon
that lures visitors to the site the
first time, Creason believes it's

the rich history that brings them
back.
"We've had two objectives:
get into the premium bourbon
market and educate people about
bourbon," he said. "So far, I
think we'%e been very successful
at both.
"We've really tried hard to
stay away from making this a
paid advertisement for our
brands. If you look at the exhibits, we work in all the other
competitive brands. If we can get
more people interested in bourbon, that's going to be good for
everybody. And we're going to
get our share because they
learned it when they came to visit
us."

THE CAMPAIGN IS
FINALLY OVER!!!
I am Lovella McConnell and I am running for
Magistrate in District #2. I wish to thank the many
campaign workers who have helped me. Many of
them were not in my district but care about the
future of Calloway County.
We have knocked on hundreds of doors but did
not get to talk to everyone in the district. For this
reason I am stating my platform and qualifications.
My husband, Jerry and I own and operate
McConnell Ins. Agency, Inc. We attend Hardin
Baptist Church. I grew up in Marshall Co. and
have lived in Calloway County for over 20 years.
PLATFORM:
1.

To be available and promote open,competent county government for all the residents of the
county.

2. Work with other members of the Fiscal Court and members of the community to establish a
long range road plan that would gradually replace chip Sr seal with asphalt. To insure equal
distribution of road funds based on population density and utilization, not on favoritism.(By
now many of you have received your "election year" chip 8z seal).
3. Stop the waste of our tax dollars. Establish and maintain accountability in all branches of
county government.
4. Assist in securing all available funds from Frankfort and Washington for roads, waste
management and juvenile programs.
5. Use all surplus funds to pay off the jail bonds so we can get rid of the jail tax.
6. Establish and maintain a good working relationship with the City of Murray to increase
industry and income in Calloway County.
7. Encourage Calloway County Schools to tape and televise the Fiscal Court meetings for
viewing by those who are unable to attend the meetings.

www.amhrt.org

8. Publish in local newspaper Fiscal Court Meeting Agenda three days prior to meeting dates.

QUALIFICATIONS:

Vote For

Currently: Secretary-Treasurer and business manager of one of the largest life and health
insurance agencies in Kentucky with 58 licensed agents and over 3,500 policyholders. My duties
include: sales, payroll generation, premium accounting of over three million dollars annually,
commission accounting and general office administration.

JAMES "MARK"
RAMSEY
for the Right Reasons
Experience - Hardworking
Honest - Dependable

Right Choice

Past experience: Office Manager for two successful local physicians. Licensed Practical Nurse.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court must be run like a successful business for this county to move
forward and continue to grow. Today,this is not the case. It is for this reason I ask for your vote
and support.

Magistrate District #1
Your vote will be appreciated!

Poll Om by Jbeis "Ilsib' MAIMS

Paid by Lzvella McConnell, candidate, Marilyn Walker, Treasurer
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Calloway County Coroner
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16 Years Experience As Deputy Coroner!
#4 On The Ballot
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Mathis

Amos will support farmers because agriculture has
been a part of his life and he'll stand up for tobacco
because he has grown tobacco.
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Holland Tire Co.
East Main • 753-5606

Open Saturdays Until Noon
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General • Monarch
Laramie • Firestone
BF Goodrich

While Amos McCarty is our state representative, he
will contribute $1.000 of his pay as a legislator to a
Murray State Scholarship for a local student.
Committed to hold regular town meetings. Amos
will listen to his constituents.
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And Amos McCarty is the only candidate for state
representative who has pledged to sponsor legislation to
cut taxes.
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JIMMY GREER
Honest - Hardworking - Dependable

Magistrate - District #4
Your vote will be appreciated!
Paid for by Jimmy Greer
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KSP pays $100,000 settlement to woman
said state police settled with
Heather Boggs to save the considerable expense of a trial.
McGarvey said the state would
have had to pay three attorneys
S100 an hour each for a series of
10- and 12-hour days; pay overtime for troopers filling in for the
20 or more troopers who would
be called to testify; and pay salaries, travel and hotel expenses for
the witnesses.
The agreement says that the
state police are not admitting any
wrongdoing but instead are attempting to "prevent the disruption of law enforcement services
throughout the state."
Boggs, who now is a Louisville police officer, has said previously that she settled the case

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky State Police have
paid $100,000 to a woman in order to settle a lawsuit in which
she claimed she was forced out of
the state police academy because
she is a woman.
The settlement was first announced in January, but the
amount was not immediately
made public. The Courier-Journal
of Louisville acquired a copy of
the settlement under the Kentucky Open Records Act.
Attorneys on both sides refused to comment Friday, saying
that the settlement contained a
provision prohibiting them from
discussing the case.
John T. McGarvey, who represented the state police in the suit,

to move on with her life.
In her lawsuit, filed in U.S.
District Court in Frankfort.
Boggs claimed that the state
forced her to leave and used her
size as an excuse. She alleged

that they really wanted her out
because she is a woman.
The department, however,
maintained that Boggs — who later graduated in the top third of
her training class for the Louis-

ville Police Department — voluntarily dropped out of the Kentucky State Police Academy after
realizing that at 5 feet 1, she was
unable to handle the department's
larger standard-issue guns and

Cruisers.

Although Boggs passed firearms tests at the academy, the
state police were prepared to
show a videotape of Boggs struggling to handle the gun.

Lost man survives eight days in woods
MINNEAPOLIS- (AP) — A
lost man survived on lily pad
roots for eight days in the dense
woods near Canada before a couple driving by found him along a
road late Saturday.
John C. Johnson, 69, of Pembina, N.D., was taken to a hospital in Roseau, Minn., an hour
south of the remote Northwest

Angle.
"He looked like he was in
stable condition, and he walked
to the bed. The first thing he said
was he wanted some clean
clothes," said nurse Muriel
Fevold.
Authorities had looked for him
on the ground and from the air
since he got lost while gathering

logs with a son-in-law for his
summer home on the angle.
His daughter, Jolene Windt of
Kokomo, Ind., also believed her
father would be found.
"My dad is not your typical
69-year-old. He can hoof it with
the best of them, strong-willed
and stubborn. I knew he would
not give up," Windt said in a

telephone interview.
"He told me he probably ate
12 lily pad roots during the eight
days," she said.
He endured heavy rainstorms
and temperatures as low as 40 degrees at night, clad only in blue
jeans, a short-sleeved shirt, baseball cap, red suspenders and running shoes.

Get This New 1997 Kawasaki
250 For Nearly Half Price!
-11\
Yes, these beautiful machines normally sold for $4,495.00
but due to a special purchase you can buy one for only
$2,895.00. Plus get a FREE set of Motorola radios valued at
$319.00.
Call 753-8078 to reserve yours or
to get a low rate financing only at...

Kawasaki

Town 6 County

Sae restrictions No Pede-Ins. Unlit 3 pro customer I no dealers Neese.
(Reviewing For Approved Credit OnN9
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POOLS
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YOUTH SPORT'S
SWIMMING
PsgTS AND C,KAFTS
FIELDTP-IPS
STORY TIME,
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Why Pay More For Less?
Make The Right Choice!
With A One-Piece Fiberglass Pool
from

Location:
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753-4295
-

S-N-S POOLS
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Fun;doSale

Hwy. 121 • Stella, KY • 753-9925

ALL

SALES •SERVICE • SUPPLIES

GARDEN & PATIO
Candles
Acrylicware
and
Plus Lots More-All On Sale

Now Talcutg hes.ervotions For
Weddings. Company i'arties. class/
Family Reunions, PT i7.4.1 re Parties.
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AT 13
IT'S A
STIHL!

MARTIAL ARTS
Teaches Kids. A

Lot...

-Respect For Adults
•Pridt\ In Everything You Do
•Inner\ Strength To Say "NO" When
Confronted With Unhealthy Peer
Pressure
'‘Igh

Summer Special
• 1.8ci • 30cc
• Lifetime Electronic Ignon
For Easy Slats
• Large Easy-Access kw Filer
• 2 Yew Consumer Waffanly

STINE.
Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.
j241i

Ground & In-Ground
• Guards% Chemicals
• Hayward Products
• Specialize In Concrete
Marbillzed Pools
• Cumstomized Pools

• Above

White Wicker Furniture
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Deadline for Financial Assistance is May 15th

you expect from a
Stihl built power tool.

U.

CALL
13IA12-Ne

INSTALLATION & SERVICE!

The Stihl FS36 trimmer, rated 01
by a leading consumer magazine,
has all the power and durability
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753-2571
753-4110
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Tigershark
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Bring this coupon in to receive
The Waves 10% off Tigershark rental
Pontoon Rentals $145 per day
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
USS Independence and its battle
group went through the Strait of
Hormuz early Sunday, leaving
only one U.S. aircraft carrier in
the Persian Gulf, Pentagon and
White House officials said.
The ship's redeployment to its
home port in Japan, they said,
was a normal ship rotation and
would not reduce the U.S. military's capability to carry out its
mission to enforce a no-fly zone
in southern Iraq and ensure Iraqi
compliance with U.N. arms
inspections.
"This does not represent a
change in our willingness, our
ability to carry out any mission in
the region," White House National Security Spokesman P.J.
Crowley told The Associated
Press. "If the situation were to
worsen, we can quickly flow
more forces into the region as we
need to."
The Independence, at the scheduled end of its six-month deployment at sea, will remain in
the area for at least several days
and could be redirected to the
Gulf if the need arises, a Pentagon official said on condition of
anonymity.
"There's nothing to preclude
us, in case of emergency, from
turning it around and sending it
back in," the official said.
Another Defense Department
official said the USS Eisenhower,
scheduled to leave the U.S. East
Coast for the Mediterranean next
month, also could be sent to the
Gulf if the situation with Iraq
heats and another carrier is
required.
Eliot Cohen, a Johns Hopkins
professor who directed a Pentagon effectiveness study of the
1991 air war against Iraq, agreed
that redeployment of one carrier
group is unlikely to affect the balance of power in the Gulf.
"Usually there's a gap, but
right now all you want to do is to
be able to prevent someone from
doing something nasty and
quick," Cohen said. "If you
want to launch a major strike,
that's something else. But land-

based forces in the region are
capable of that anyway."
The United States has maintained two carriers in the Gulf
since November to bolster its
threats against Iraq during repeated crises over U.N. weapons
inspections. Some regional U.S.
allies, including Saudi Arabia, refused to let the United States
mount air strikes from bases on
their territory.
Departure of the Independence
— with the USS Bunker Hill, a
cruiser; the guided missile destroyer USS John S. McCain; the
USS Tucson, a submarine; and
two supply ships — leaves 17

American warships and 18 logistics ships in the region, including
the remaining carrier, the USS
Stennis. Without the Independence's 75 aircraft, U.S. air
power in the Gulf is down to 280
planes.
U.S. forces participate in a
multinational force policing
flight-interdiction zones in southern and northern Iraq. Navy
planes fly only over the south.
The Clinton administration
also has maintained a strong military presence in the region to discourage Iraq from breaking a deal
with U.N. weapons inspectors.

Black Top Sealer

• No

52
• Resists gas & oil spills
extends pavement life
• Coal tar emulsion
• For driveways parking lot -

AG-1SE Econ Spot Sprayer
• 15 gal tank
• 1 GPM pump
• 8 tt hose &plastic handgun

Kills fleas & other soil surface insects

Final

Cost

C99

11
3

*Limit $6 per household

County Judge Executive

Insect & Grub
Control 1102

Qualified • Experienced
I'll Be There For You.
Pala Itir kg Gawp Wanks

50 lbs.

•-)

Nuggets Dog Food

4D

• For any age dog
• All-natural ingredients

• Contains 5% Damon

24
Termite Kill II
CO2.01147

Get Money-in-Minutessm TODAY. Up to $300
the Fast New MoneyPlace Way!
As /. Bring driver's license or other picture I.D.

with Dursban.
• Contains EPA approved
Dursbane which effectively
controls termites, carpenter ants
& other wood-infesting insects

2. Most recent paycheck stub.
3. Latest bank statement & personal check.
FREE!
High-Fashion
Eye-Fashion

SUNGLASSES

1
2gal.
< /

Registered trademark of Dow Blanco

Wit h your first
Casit-advance
front The
Motte Place

5.5 Hp Rear Tine Tiller w/Reverse
• Bnggs & Stratton engine
• Counter rotating tines with
18 in. tilling width
0
0111111110ap
• Handle adjusts side to side.
up & down
.
• 16 in. wheels, cast iron frame II 'rr .

...at the big, bold, bright-as-gold MonegPlare Sign.

3-A So.12th St, Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
1203 S. Ury
Murray, KY
• Mayfield, KY
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
(502) 759-8900 (502) 251-9500 (502) 575-9900 (901) 885-7500

.ap.
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Bronco' Equine
99,
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Send a Proven
and Experienced Leader
to Represent
You in Frankfort!
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Fly Spray & Wipe-On ...
deer & face flies

STATESMAN
A9995
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• Controls stable, horse.
• Contains natural. Soothing al:,t.
• Non-irntating, water-based
formula

.

46 in. cut 20 Hp Lawn Tractor
• Features Briggs & Stratton twin cylinder.
full pressure lubrication engine
• Three blade, full-floating, high-vacuum deck
lkey rectums subantunon at some incisions

w Ciades
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.102.36174
5
99
Indoor Fogger
Triple Pack

110 gal. Tube-Top
Stock Tank

• Kills roaches, fleas,
other unwanted
insects
•3-pack treats 18,000 Cu- ft.
• Protects against reinfestation for 4 weeks
• Non-staining

• 22 ga. galvanized steel side wall
• 29 ga. double-locked soldered
seam bottom with drain plug

STATESMAN
rely Sprayers
Sprayer
gal 41599
I'Cl2+CCIS

• Brass wand with
adiustable nozzle
• Funnel top reduces
s4:1111a9e

2 gal.

4099
Sprayer a0,02.4X1711

• Same features

as 1 gal plus
pressure release valve
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Cow Life
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Cattle Rub
• Rot-proof and extremely strong
• DuPont Orlon, polyester & acrylic

joined with an internal polypropylene
rope with a breaking strength
of 2700 lbs
• No moving parts, no valve or reservoirs
• 4 in. diameter x 10 ft. length

Buckingham
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
PAID FOR BY BUCKINGHAM FOR REPRESENTATIVE. MARGARET POLLY,
TREASURER
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• MHS boys win region; girls second
Hammonds wins three;
state meet this week
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
For the ninth time in the past
12 years, the Murray High School
boys and girls track teams have
earned first or second place finishes in the First Region Track
and Field Championships.
In the Class 2A regional meet
at Fort Campbell, Calloway
County's boys finished eighth out
of 12 schools with 15 points
while the Lady Lakers came in
sixth with 19 points in the
10-team field. No one qualified
for the state championships for
Calloway.
The MHS boys squad captured
the First Region title while the
Lady Tigers finished runner-up to
St Mary in the two-day meet,
held at Murray State University's
Roy Stewart Stadium last Thursday and Saturday.
"I'm real proud of both of our
teams," said MHS coach Jimmy
Harrell. "Our boys were state
runners-up last year. Everybody
thought we'd be down this year,
but we came out and did a great
job.
"Our girls had been the region
champions nine out of the last 11
years, but St. Mary got us this
year. But I was proud of our
girls. We'll be represented well at
the state meet," he added.
Final Standings in the boys
Class A meet were: Murray 162,
Mayfield 109, Ballard Memorial,
Providence, Fulton County, Dawson Springs, Hickman County
and Christian Fellowship.
St. Mary won the championship with a score of 180 followed
by Murray with 129. The remainder of the field included: Fulton
County 55, Providence 52, Ballard Memorial 31, Mayfield 15,
Dawson Springs 11 and Hickman

County 3.
On the boys side, Murray's
Bobby Smith led all competitors
by capturing two first place finishes and a second. The squad's
400 meter relay team also captured a first place finsh.
Smith, a freshman, bested
teammate Markise Foster in both
the long jump and triple jump for
his two first place finishes. He
grabbed second in the 100 meter
dash, behind Ballard Memorial's
Rico Mayes.
Following Smith for the boys
was Markenney Hammonds and
Josh Hogsed.
"Bobby competed extremely
well," said Harrell."He will be in
four events at the state meet, and
he's capable of a top four finish
in all of them."
Hammonds took first place in
both the 100 and 300 hurdles
while Hogsed won the 200 and
400 dashes.
"Markenney and Josh are both
seniors," Harrell noted. "Markenney's been there before. He's one
of our leaders.
"This will be Josh's first trip to
the state (meet), but I think he'll
do real well ... If we can make it
to Saturday, we'll be doing
okay."
Other top finishers for the
Murray boys included: Billy
McCarthy, fifth, shot put; discus;
Troy Fields, third, 400 meter
dash; Brandon Jones, second, 300
hurdles; Murray, second, 3200
meter relay; Will Vince, fifth,
800 run; Kevin Cunningham,
sixth, 200 dash; Coleman Maddox, fourth, 3200 run; Murray
first 1600 relay.
Murray's girls captured first
place finishes in the 400 and 800
• See Page 3B
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Utah advances
to NBA Finals
By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writer

Noe

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Josh Hogsed (middle) won the 400-meter dash Saturday in the
Class A regional meet at Murray State's Roy Stewart Stadium.

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP)
— No wild cheers. No jubilation. No celebration. Hardly
more than a smile and a
handshake.
Just another workmanlike
victory for the Utah Jazz.
So what if Sunday's 96-92
win swept the Los Angeles Lakers out of the Western Conference finals? Showmanship is
not Utah's style. Winning is.

"I love the attitude in this
locker room right now," Karl
Malone said. "It's laid back,
how we've been all year. We
just walked off the court,
showed some class."
It was Utah's first sweep of a
seven-game series.
"I think the whole nation is
surprised by the sweep," Malone said. "We just took it one
game at a time and had the
killer instinct. When you've got
somebody punch-drunk, knock
them out, and we did that."
Malone scored 32 points, including 14-of-15 free throws,
and grabbed 14 rebounds as the
Jazz earned a second consecu-

Giants nip Cardinals in 17
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Wnter
ST. LOUIS (AP) — One dramatic moment from Mark
McGwire was plenty for the San
Francisco Giants. The next time
he came to the plate, they took
the hat out of his hands.
After McGwire hit a tying
home run in the 12th, the Giants
took the unusual step of intentionally walking him with two
outs and none on in the 14th. San
Francisco went on to win 9-6 in
17 innings Sunday, the longest
game in the majors this season.
"Walk McGwire with nobody
on, that's a legend," Giants
pitcher Orel Hcrshiscr said while
strolling through the clubhouse.
"Jim Poole and Dusty Baker will
be trivia, and McGwire will be
the legend. Sorry, Dusty."

McGwire hits 24th
Barry Bonds hit a two-out,
two-run homer in the Giants
ninth that tied it at 4. Jeff Kent
put San Francisco ahead 6-4 with
a two-run homer in the 12th, setting up another magic moment
from McGwire.
With the Cardinals down to
their last strike, McGwire hit his
major league-leading 24th homer
off Robb Nen. In the 10th, Nen
struck out McGwire with the
bases loaded.
In the 14th, after Poole retired
Ron Gant and Dclino DeShields,
Giants manager Dusty Baker ordered McGwire's third intentional pass of the game.
'Your first. instinct is like,

1.11

Murray's Kenney Hammonds (left) takes the baton from Thurman Foster as the Tigers won the 400-meter relay in the Class A
regional at Roy
Stewart Stadium Saturday. Hammonds also took first in two hurdle events as the Murray boys won the team title.

Jazz sweep Lakers Sunday
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'No!" Poole said. "Then you
realize it's him and you say, 'Oh
well, I guess so.'
"He's going pretty good right
now."
It nearly backfired after Ray
Lankford followed with a single,
but Poole struck oitt Willie
McGee to end the theeat.
McGwire didn't want to discuss the subject, or his home run.
"I'm too tired to talk," he
said. "Thanks, man."
The Giants took advantage of a
two-base throwing error by Kent
Mcrckcr in the 17th. The longest
previous game this year was 16
innings between Pittsburgh and
San Diego on April 25.

10- •-.tutef..oteneamwerqr-

The game lasted 5 hours, 45
minutes, topping the previous
Ing of 4:54 when Minnesota
played at Tampa Bay on April
13.
"People, if they came to see
excitement, they saw it," Baker
said. "They saw about
everything."
Mercker 1-1) threw 105
pitches in eight innings Friday
night, a game the Cardinals won
4-3 in 12 innings. He walked J.T.
Snow, who v.as 0-for-7, to open
the 17th and Charlie Hayes
singled.
The runners advanced on Stan
Javiver's bunt single and Mereker, after fumbling the ball, threw
it wildly past first to allow both
runners to s(ore. Javier went to
second on the play and scored on
• See Page 3B

tive trip to the NBA Finals.
This time, Utah will have the
homecourt advantage, whether
the opponent is Chicago or
Indiana.
"No one else probably did,
but we expected to be back,"
Malone said. "We didn't break
out the champagne or anything
like that, because we haven't
done anything yet."
John Stockton, Malone's
quiet partner in Utah for 13 sea'sons, sank six free throws in the
final 1:24. His last two with
10.5 seconds remaining put
Utah up 94-90. The cool Jazz
were 30-of-33 from the foul
line — 10-of-11 in the fourth

quarter — as they fought off the
Lakers' last gasp.
Utah's only miss from the .
foul line in the final period was
by Greg Foster after his dunk
put Utah up 96-92 with 2.5 seconds left.
Now the old men of Utah
won't have to play again until
next Sunday at the earliest as
they await the outcome of the
Eastern Conference finals.
At least the Lakers, swept for
the first time since Detroit did it
in the 1989 NBA Finals, exited
swinging. Except for a poor
Game 1, Shaquille O'Neal was
• See Page 3B

Calloway girls, MHS boys
open play today in regionals
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County and Murray will both see action today in the
First Region softball and baseball tournaments, respectively.
Calloway County (6-12) will take on Ballard Memorial (18-6)
today at 2 in the regional softball tournament at Graves County
High School in the third game of a quadrupleheader.
Meanwhile, Murray will open play in the regional baseball tour-nameni The Tigers (18-10) will face Lone Oak (20-6) at 5 at
Brooks Stadium in Paducah.
In other first round softball games today, Marshall County (17-9)
will take on Lone Oak (21-13), Fulton City (13-6) will meet Graves
County (10-16) and Reidland (32-2) will face Fulton County
(1-12).
In the other first round baseball tournament game, Graves
County (16-16) will meet Hickman County (6-18).
The regional semifinals will be Tuesday at noon and 2 p.m. with
the championship Wednesday at 4:30.
The baseball tournament continues its first round games Tuesday
with Fulton City (10-8) facing Reidland (21-11) at 5, followed by
Marshall County (23-5) against Mayfield (14-15) at 7. The semifinals are Thursday at 5 and 7 p.m. with the championship Friday
night at 7.
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relays and second place finishes
in the 1600 and 3200 relays during the team events.
Erika Trenholm captured one
of the Lady Tigers' two first
place wins in individual competition by topping the field in the
high jump. Shannon Beddome
finished fourth.
Annie Hutson grabbed the
other first place finish in the 100
meter hurdles.
Jeanne Maddox ended the day
with two second place finishes, in
the discuss and triple jump
respectively.
Kayla Olive earned a second
place finish in the shot put while
Rikki Hill earned third. Hill also
placed fifth in the discus.
Chelesa Thompson took fourth
in the long jump while Anita
Smith and Hutson finished fourth
and fifth in the 100 meter dash.
Whitney Alexander took sixth
in the 1600 meter run and Beddome placed second in the 400
meter run while Lane Dennison
and Hutson captured second and
fourth in the 300 hurdles. Thompson took fourth in the 200 meter
dash.
"I was proud of what our girls
were able to do," Harrell noted.

BRIEFS
MHS summer basketball camp May 26-29
The 1998 Murray High summer basketball camp will be May 26 29 at MNS
Grades P3-4th will be from 8 to 9.30 a m and grades 5 7 from 10 11 30 am
Grades are for this past school year
The cost of the camp is $30 for the first child, $25 for the second child and
$20 for each additional child per family Each camper will receive a T shirt
Registration will be held 30 minutes before the first day of each session
For more information, call coach Stan Waller at 753-5202

•Giants...
FROM PAGE 2B

MARK YOUNG/Leoger & Times pnotos
Murray's Bobby Smith (left photo, runner at right) took first in two events and
second in another while
Shannon Beddome was second in the 400-meter dash.

"They've finished no lower than
runner-up (in the region) for the
last 12 years. We've done a really good job this year."
According to Harrell, a successful finish in the regional meet
and experience in bigger track

and field events will help Murray
in state competition.
"Everything's a little different
when you go up there," said Harrell. "But one thing that helps us
out is that we've competed in big
meets before. We've faced top-

notch competition. That's why
we run in big meets ... Hopefully,
we'll do well enough to get our
kids at the top of each heat."
The state track meet is scheduled for Friday and Saturday in
Lexington.

FROM PAGE 2B
magnificent in defeat. And Sunday was no exception.
He scored 38 points, despite
foul trouble, 11 of them in the
last 3Y2 minutes in a final rally
that almost caught the Jazz.
"I'm very frustrated,"
O'Neal said. "I've got to go
home and live with it. You must
learn to fail before you
succeed."
It was a classic victory of
brains over brawn, experience
over youth.
"I said when the series
started that the team that played
with the most intelligence had
the best chance of winning,"
Utah coach Jerry Sloan. "We

played with a great deal of
intelligence."
It is a lesson the young Lakers had to learn, said coach Del
Harris, whose job could be on
the line despite what otherwise
would be considered a highly
successful season.
"To be really successful, you
have to go through some failure," he said, repeating what
has become a Laker mantra.
"The true winner is the guy
who gets knocked down, then
gets back up."
Down 70-57 after Utah's
Chris Morris hit a 3-pointer to
start the fourth quarter, the Lakers seemed finished for sure.
The Forum crowd fell eerily
silent.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for an your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

414

a single by Rich Aurelia.
"I felt fine physically," Mercker said.
Poole (1-1), the fifth San Francisco pitcher, allowed two hits in
four scoreless innings. Steve
Reed finished for his fiist save.
The Cardinals stranded 21.
They left the bases loaded four
times, including the ninth and
10th, and left two on in the 11th,
13th and 14th.
McGwire's home run kept

alive the Cardinals' club-reL:orti
streak of homering in 16 consecutive games. lie also tied Ken
Griffey Jr.'s major league record
for most home runs by the end oi
May.
The Giants forced extra innings in the series opener on Friday when Bill Mueller hit a twoout, two-run pinch homer in a
game St. Louis won 4-3 in 12 innings. Bonds did it again when
he connected off Juan Acevedo
for his 11th home run.

Nobody can protect your

III Jazz...

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Slats Farvn Insurance Companies
NOM Moss: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Tines COT
East Dravisbn
W
L Pet. GB
New York
33 10
767
Boston
617 6
29 18
Toronto
25 24
510 11
Tampa Bay
2226
458 13'A
449 14
Baltimore
22 27
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
27 21
Cleveland
563 —
IAnnesota
21
27
438 6
Dation
19 26
422 6,4
Chicago
19 27
413 7
17 31
Kansas City
354 10
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
31
17
Texas
646 —
Anaheim
25 23 .521 6
Seattle
22 27
449 WA
Oakland
20 28
417 11
Sunday's Gomm
Toronto 5, Ciaveiand 0
NY Yank•es 14, 130100,1 4
Detroit 8. Chicago Whole Sox 4
Kansas City I. Texas 3
BilbfrlDell 2, Oakland 1
Seattle 3. Tampa Bay 1
Mnnesola 9, Anahmm 1
Monde'', Games
Detroit (Castillo 2-1) at Cliweland (Nair 5-2).
1206 pm
Toronto (Horgan 6-3) at Boston (Martinez 5-0).
12 05 pm
Tanya Bay (Fluidal 0-0) at OakWnd (Owlet 0-3),
305 pm
N V Yankees (lrabu 3-0) at Cacago White Sox
(Navarro 4-4). 6 05 p in
Kansas City (Botcher 2-6) at Anaheim (lin 7-2),
7 05 p m
lannesota (Morgan 1.1) at Texas (Ohm 2-4),
735 pm
Balbrays (Rodriguez 0-1) at Saints (Sivral 2-3).
05 pm
Tuesday's Games
Tampa Bay at Oakland. 2.15 pm
Babmore V Sun*. 535 pm
Drararort at Cleveland. 606 pm
Immo al Boston, 605 p in
N Y Yankees at Chicago WNW Son, 705 pm
Only games schmlulad

But O'Neal, Jones and, in his
first strong play of the series,
Nick Van Exel, mustered one
last surge.
O'Neal even made 7-of-10
free throws during one stretch.
His second three-point play in
the quarter cut Utah's lead to
90-87 with a minute to play.
But the law of averages caught
up with him. He missed two
free throws with 27,6 seconds
to play that could halikut the
Lakers' deficit to one.
Instead, Malone was fouled,
made two free throws and the
Jazz were up 92-87 with 26.3
seconds to go.
Kobe Bryant's three-point
play cut Utah's lead to 92-90
with 22.7 seconds to play.
With the kind of unemotional
calm that is Utah's trademark,
Stockton sank his two free
throws to make it 94-90. Van
Exel's lavup with seven sec-

onds left cut it to 94-92, but the
Lakers couldn't find anyone to
foul and the Jazz gut the ball to
Foster for a dunk. Bryant fouled
him, but by then it is too late.
"They made a run at us, but
we continued to execute and get
the ball where we wanted to,"
Sloan said.
Just as they did all series.
Harris thought some of the
calls down the stretch were bad
ones, a final bit of complaining
for a Laker team that did a lot
of it against the clever Jazz.
Sunday's game unfolded in a
pattern that had become routine.
With Harris dressed fittingly
in a black suit, the Lakers fell
behind early, then played a
game of catch-up they could
never win.
Malone's methodical 18
points helped • Utah build a
47-38 halftime lead.
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National League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
36 14 .720 —
Atlanta
565 8
26 20
Ng* York
22 25 .468 12'S
Pisladelphia
375* 17
Montreal
18 30
17 33
340 19
Florida
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
31
633 —
18
Hanson
3
571
28 21
Chicago
.521
23
25
Louis
St
479 77,
lwaukee
23 25
8
471
Pittsburgh
24 27
Cincinnati
23 27
460 84
West Division
W
L Pm GB
19
31
620
San Diego
San Francisco
28 22
560 3
490
Los Angelo.
24 25
29
21
420 10
Colorado
15 34
306 154
Anzona
Sunday's Games
Florida 4, Pinsburgh 3
Atlanta 2, Chicago Cubs 1
Colorado 3, Cincinnati 1
Montreal 5, Philadelphia 4
N Y data S. Milwaukee 3
San Francisco 9, St. Louis 6. 17 innings
Anzona 8, Los Angoles 5
Houston 5. San Diego 2
Monday's Games
San Francisco Marshiest 1-3) at Cincinnati (Harnisch 4-0). 12 15 pm
Colorado(Thomson 2-5) al St Lams(Busby 5-0).
110 pm
Los Angelis (Nomo 2-6) at Houston (Lirns 6-2).
305 p.m
PhiSidephia (Portugal 2-1) at Montreal (Moore
2-5). 605 pm
Chicago Cube (Tapani 6-2) at Atlanta (1.411sood
6-1), 6.10 pm
San Diego (Ashby 5-3) at Anzona (Daal 1-2).
805 pm
Only gamin scheduled
Tuesday's Games
NY Mats at Fkirlda. 6 05 p m
San Francisco at Cincinnati, 605 pm
Montreal at Atlanta, 640 p in
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee, 705 pm
Los Angeles at Houston. 705 pm
San Diego at Arizona. 905 pm
Only games scheduled
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#1 for the Job
#2 on the Ballot
Calloway County is my home. I want to make it the best it can
be for future generations. Elect me for your next magistrate &
together we will make it the best.
Paid be by RAckdey Alexander
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10 WEEK—AMATEUR CONTEST

.10 Minute Oil Change
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(Left to right,front row)Lynda Harrington,student at Murray State
University, instructor at Martial Arts America, and employee of
Sirloin Stockade; Pat Harrington. court reporter; David Harrington.
Calloway County Attorney; Kim Harrington,student at Murray High
School and SWAT assistant instructor at Martial Arts America;(back
row) Elisabeth Harper, student at MSU, and employee at Kenlake
State Park; and Eric Harper, student at MSU,former employee of
SuperAznerica, and painting contractor.
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Farmers more aware of migrant labor laws
The recent arrest of more than 80
illegal migrant workers at one central Kentucky tobacco processing
facility has renewed interest among
the state's farmers in making sure
they comply with federal laws pertaining to migrant workers.
A University of Kentucky agronomist estimates that up to 70
percent of the state's tobacco farmers use migrant laborers sometime
during the growing and harvesting

season.
"Migrant laborers have proved to
be a reliable source of seasonal
labor. Kentucky's tobacco crop depends on migrant labor," said Gary
Palmer, Extension agronomist with
the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
A federal law enacted in the late
1980s requires that all employers
must have all employees fill out an

"1-9" form prior to hiring. The "1-9"
form, which the worker must sign,
auests to his or her status of being
legal to work in the U.S.,according
to Butch Quire, with the Kentucky
Department of Employee Services.
These forms need to be kept on file
by the employer for three years
following the worker's leaving the
job.
Thefederal law also mandates

that employers see documentation
proving the worker's identification
and his or her right to work in the
U.S., Quire said.
"A green card will suffice to
prove both identification and the
right to work," Quire said.
A driver's license and a social
security card also will suffice for
documentation, unless the social
security card is stamped that it is not

valid for employment purposes,
Quire said.

mer,however,to make sure workers
are in compliance with the law,
Quire said.

"The federal law generally holds
the employers in good faith if the
documentation provided by the
worker looks authentic. Obviously,
documentation that looks as if it
were forged or altered would not
suffice," Quire said.

Growers who need more information about using migrant labor in
their operation can ask their county
Extension offices for a copy of
"Migrant Farm Labor Guidelines,"
or can obtain a copy op the world
wide web 15t: http//www.uky.edu/
Agriculture/AgProgramsiMigrant/

Using a contractor does not relieve the responsibility of the far-

Rains provide mosquito population boom
Abundant rain early in May has
caused a sudden burst in the mosquito population. And those pesky
pests not only bite, they also can
cause disease. Control of them can
make life more pleasant this sum-

mer and help reduce the chance for
disease.
"Knowledge is the most powerful
weapon in the quest to combat
mosquitoes. Knowing the biology
of the mosquito helps you take the

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing In Dean and General Tires
Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
Owner, Ronnie Melvin
401 N. 4th
Street

right measures to minimize their
numbers," said Mike Potter, Extension entomologist with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
In Kentucky,two groups of mosquitoes can be problematic. Both
groups need quiet, nonflowing water for development, Potter said.
Mosquitoes of the Culex group
lay their eggs on the surface of water
in rain barrels, bird baths, tin cans,
roof gutters and the like. Mosquitoes of the Aedes group lay their
eggs at the base of vegetation
bordering streams or in low-lying

areas subject to flooding. They also
can deposit their eggs above the
water line in old tires and other
water-holding containers.
Mosquitoes develop rapidly,
transforming themselves into biting
adults in as little as a week. And a
neglected bird bath can produce
hundreds of new biters each day.
The first item of business when
controlling mosquitoes is to eliminate their breeding sites. That
means cleaning up debris around the
house that can hold water. Rid the
yard of old tires, empty bird baths

and make sure that clogged gutters
don't collect water.
It's also important to keep weeds
and brush cut down around the
house because mosquitoes like to
rest in dense vegetation," Potter
said.
Because mosquitoes can fly long
distances, it may be necessary to
take added precautions in controlling the pests.
Keep mosquitoes outof homes by
making sure window and door
screens are tight and doors sealed
properly and in good repair. For
those mosquitoes who fly in when

the door is open, use a fly swatter.
When you have to be outdoors in
mosquito-infested places, consider
using mosquito repellent.
Avoid depending on bug zappers
and other mechanical devices, unless you like the sound of the "zap"
when a flying insect goes to its
reward. Such devices are generally
ineffective.
Citronella candles may provide
some protection; however, their
protection is usually limited to a
small area next to the candle and
several candles may be needed.
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DALLAS WILLOUGHBY
Magistrate District #4 - #4 On Ballot

LAST CHANCE
If you think there is someone who has more ability,

Paid foe by Dania Willougby

Scientists warn of blue mold
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Plant pathologists are warning tobacco growers not to take the
threat of blue mold lightly, calling the disease the biggest short-

term threat to Kentucky's $1 billion crop.
"We could easily look at a
$200 million loss this year if the
industry doesn't respond in a

is more available, and is more conscientious for this
position than I, vote for them. If not, please vote for
me on Tues., May 26, 1998. You will be proud.God
bless you and thanks.
Help me, so, I may help you!
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Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times
Local Delivery

Mail Subscription

RATES
RATES
3 mo.
$18.00 3 mo.
$49.50
6 mo.
$36.00 6 mo.
$59.50
1 yr.....$72.00 1 yr.
$85,00
Check

Money Order
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PET
TALK

!City

State
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Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071-1040

by
Dr. Bob Salley

Or call

(502) 753-1916
11

Num

The best time to "fix" a male dog is
when he reaches sexual maturity at
about 6 to 8 months. Expect the pet
to change gradually, becoming less
aggressive and better behaved.

Too-long nails on a dog can snag
or rip off. If the animal doesn't get a
chance to wear down his nails on a
rough surface, clip them regularly.
Ask the vet to teach you how.

as
Kidney disease is a common killer
in older cats. A special low-protein
diet, together with dietary and fluid
therapy, may keep the pet comfortable for a long time.

growers realize that what they
choose to do or not do with their
crop could affect a neighbor's.
He is advising against buying
transplants grown outside Kentucky, and now even from western Kentucky. "The best place to
get transplants is on your own
farm. After that, in your own
county.
"Ultimately, you have to ask
ethical questions. What may be
best economically has to be
weighed ethically," Nesmith
said.
All tobacco in Kentucky is
grown from transplants — small

Elect

To Subscribe,
Call
753-1916

(PHIL HAZLE)
22 Years Corrections Experience
Democrat for

'Name
'Street Address

timely manner," said William
Nesmith, a world-renowned blue
mold expert at the University of
Kentucky.
The disease is destructive, but
what he and other scientists are
fighting even harder is the mind
set of some farmers who won't
see that the battle has changed
dramatically since blue mold first
surfaced in the 1930s.
"They're not fully appreciating the problem. Blue mold is a
public health plant disease,"
Nesmith said. "Management of
this disease has got to involve
cooperative efforts of tobacco
farmers and the tobacco business
community."
Nesmith says it is vital that

Calloway County Jailer
Paid tof by P%11 H•de

A Corrections Professional Committed To
Community SAFETY and EFFICIENT
Jail Management

Thefriends ofJames(Mark)Ramsey askfor your vote on May 26thfor
Magistrate of District No. 1.
Mark is an honest and qualftd
man for this Job. He knows about
your roads and needs of Calloway
Cotutty. He has lived in District 1 all
his 10.
Hisfather Johnny Ramsey was a
magistrate of this district.
Mark has also workedfor the County. Mark is a man ofhis
word. He is No. 1 on the ballot and he'll be therefor you.
Thank You.
Friends of James (Mark) Ramsey
Paid fat by tl.• friss& of the esadidata.

plants grown in a sheltered bed
either outside or in a greenhouse
and then replanted in the field.
In the last seven years, the industry has moved toward starting
tobacco in containers — usually
in float beds.
Growing the transplants themselves has became a major industry in Florida and Georgia and is
the fifth-largest plant industry in
Kentucky.
To the farmers' dismay, however, this combination of the
modern transplant production
system and commercialization of
the transplant industry has increased mold dissemination.
Blue mold has turned up in
several western counties this
year, starting in Todd, then Simpson, Logan and Daviess — all
from plants brought in from out
of state. Other counties have
since joined the list.
Farmers in the first four counties bought tainted transplants
from Florida. But subsequent
blue mold discoveries in Calloway and Warren counties had no
direct connection to Florida.
Both sites are 15 miles north of
Tennessee farms that used Florida transplants, suggesting to
Nesmith that the spores are blowing across the state line.
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In case of fire, try to take your pet
out with you. But if you can't find the
animal right away, don't stay behind
or return to look for it. Do leave a
door or window open so it can
escape.
4;11

CUTTHE JOB
DOWN To SEE!
• Dependable, smooth
running, 30.2 cc gaspowered engine
•Finger tip controls make
rt easy to use
• Quick starting electronic
ignition

• Double line,"Autocut"
mowing head
• Adjustable II
handle
•Includes safety
glasses
2-YEAR
How OMER WARRAivre

Murray Home 8 Auto
Chestnut

753-2571

As the weather gets warmer, keep
your pet's water fresher with ice
cubes. As it melts, it provides cool
water all day. Some dogs like to
chew ice cubes, too, especially if
they're teething.
&ought b you as a public service
by the vetatnanans who care br
your animals at

Westside
Veterinary
Service

YOU'RE COVERED
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THE MURRAY INSURANCE
AGENCY
Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY • 753-4751

1271 Robertson Rd. South

753-8749
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Goodbye El Nino, hello hurricanes?
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MIAMI (AP) — Sometime this
summer, the waters of the eastern
Pacific will cool and the most intense El Nino on record will vanish. The climatological change
could mean a decidedly more menacing Atlantic hurricane season.
Only seven named storms
formed last year, three of which
developed into hurricanes. Only
Hurricane Danny in mid-July
made landfall, taking nine lives
and causing $100 million in damage in the Carolinas.
This year, meteorologists are
armed with more tracking technology, and emergency directors
in coastal communities from
Texas to Maine are preparing for
the worst.
As El Nino fades, it's typically
replaced by its mirror opposite,
La Nina. The timing of this turnabout will play a significant role
in this year's hurricane season,
which runs from June 1 to Nov.
30.
"There are some who say it
will go to La Nina very quickly
and, based on past data, there
would be a lot of land-falling
hurricanes in the later part of the
season," says Jim O'Brien, an El
Nino expert and meteorology
professor at Florida State
University.
El Nino, a periodic ocean
warming and air pressure change
in the eastern Pacific, causes
weather changes worldwide. La

Nina turns the Pacific waters colder than usual and plays the same
weather tricks, in reverse — wet
where it was dry and vice versa.
Yet some meteorologists,
O'Brien among them, believe La
Nina will merely make the Pacific waters temperate, producing
a run-of-the-mill Atlantic hurricane season. These forecasters
believe La Nina will probably
play a larger role next year. The
annual average is 9.3 tropical
storms, 5.8 hurricanes and 2.3 intense hurricanes.
In 18 prior El Ninos, the probability of two or more Atlantic
hurricanes hitting land was less
than 25 percent, according to
O'Brien's studies. In a La Nina,
the probability jumps to 75 percent, his studies show.
Emergency planners poring
over projections worry about an
exploding coastal population and
wonder if all the new technology
will be enough if evacuation is
necessary.
"It's the age-old problem —
are we keeping up?" said Jerry
Jarrell, director of the National
Hurricane Center in Miami. "We
may be, but we are not making
progress and we started out behind. We are not being able to
get people enough warning to do
what we think they ought to do,
like prepare their homes."
It costs about $I million to

Indian heat wave
claims 15 more lives
NEW DELI-II, India (AP) —
India's smgldering heat wave has
killed 15 more people, pushing
the death toll from heat-related
illnesses so far this summer to
70, weather officials said.
Daytime temperatures hovered
around 113 degrees in several
parts of the country, and hospitals
overflowed with victims of heat
stroke, dehydration and other illnesses, officials said.
Apart from a freak shower in
parts of New Delhi last week,
there has been no rain. Monsoon
rains will not reach the southern
tip of the country in the coastal
Kerala state for at least a week,
weather officials predicted.
In the western desert province
of Rajasthan and the northern
states of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and
Madhya Pradesh, the summer has
been the worst in three years,
domestic news agencies reported.
In New Delhi, angry residents
took to the streets this week,
some of them attacking

government-owned power stations because of frequent power
outages and insufficient drinking
water.
United News of India said 15
people were reported dead due to
heat-related diseases by Saturday
night in Rajasthan, where more
than 40 have died so far. At least
25 people have died in the western Maharashtra state, newspaper
reports said. Three people have
died in West Bengal state and
two in Uttar Pradesh.
The highest temperature of the
season — 120 degrees — was recorded in Rajasthan two days
ago. Several people including
children and the elderly died as
the temperature surged, reports
said.
Meteorological officials in
New Delhi emphasized earlier
this week that the sudden rise in
temperatures was unrelated to the
five underground nuclear tests India carried out on May 11 and
13.

Threats won't stop
nuclear tests: Sharif
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)
— India's nuclear testing is a
challenge to the World community and Islamabad will not be deterred from its own tests by
threats of sanctions, Pakistan's
prime minister said Saturday.
However, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, in his first news conference since India set off five
nuclear tests the week before last,
gave no indication of when Pakistan might test its own nuclear
device.
"Threats of sanctions do not
rattle us," Sharif said. "We have
learned to live with these punitive measures."
Fearing a nuclear arms race in
the latest crisis, both President
Clinton and British Prime Minister Tony Blair have telephoned
Sharif to urge restraint.
The international community
also has warned that a nuclear explosion by Pakistan could result
in economic sanctions.
In 1990, Washington cut off all
military and humanitarian aid to
Pakistan because it believed Islamabad had developed a nuclear
weapon.
Sharif said the West had ignored the latest signs of a possible confrontation on the Asian
subcontinent, saying "the balance of power in the region has
been violently tilted ... our security cannot be ignored."
He also blamed the industrialized world — particularly Russia
and France who refused to sanction India — for ignoring Pakistan's warnings that New Delhi
was moving toward nuclear
development.
India has said it needed a nuclear defense against China, an
acknowledged nuclear power and
Pakistan, which allegedly has received Chinese nuclear
tochnology.
Pakistan and mostly-Hindu In-

-e

dia have fought three wars since
the South Asian subcontinent
gained its independence from
Britain in 1947. Pakistan was
created as a homeland for
Muslims.
Two of the wars have been
over the disputed state of Kashmir, a former princely nation divided between the two neighbors.
The third war was over Bangladesh, or what was then East
Pakistan.
Since detonating its nuclear devices, India has issued almost
daily threats against Pakistan and
threatened to step up its military
presence on its Kashmiri territory, where bloody skirmishes appear to have intensified.
Pakistan has denied allegations
its soldiers have fired the first
shots, and has reported several civilians have been either hurt or
killed in the crossfire.

evacuate every mile of populated
coastline.
About 85 percent of the coastal
population — some 47 million
people — has never been through
a major hurricane. And
emergency managers believe
many coastal dwellers are new
residents who may not respond to
warnings.
"I'm a little concerned the
next time they tell people to evacuate, they will say, 'No way,
Jose,— said Stan Spears, who
commands South Carolina's National Guard. "They ought to be
concerned we could get hit again
this season."
Audrey Landers, whose twostory townhouse is a block from
the Atlantic Ocean in Myrtle
Beach, S.C., said newcomers are
quickly educated by those who
went through Hurricane Fran two
years ago and Hurricane Hugo in
1989.
"People are listening to the
news media. We don't want to
take a chance," she said. "You
have to be prepared."
Forecasters and emergency directors are most concerned about
motorists who could become
stranded along evacuation routes.
Coastal communities in Florida,
Texas and the Carolinas could
become death traps for stragglers.
The last major hurricane to hit
the Florida Keys, the -fragile
string of islands stretching out

into the Gulf of Mexico, was
Betsy, in 1965. But 40 hurricanes
this century have come within 65
miles of Marathon, in the central
Keys,
"We just hope for the best that
we don't get it," said John
Klausing, manager of Sloppy
Joe's Bar in Key West "Y.ou are
always, a target when ou live in
the Keys."
When a strong hurricane
looms, both hospitals in the Keys
shut down, and emergency workers need about 50 hours to get residents to safety. The only highway connecting the Keys to the
mainland is mostly two lanes
with occasional passing zones,
including the elevated Seven
Mile Bridge.
Billy Wagner, the emergency
management official in charge of
evacuating roughly 77,000 yearround Keys residents, also worries about the tourists. "One of
the problems we have is the RVs
in the campgrounds. We've got to
get the non-residents out," he
said.

the island and the storm was 300
miles offshore."
William Gray, the hurricane
prognosticator from Colorado
State University, has already predicted an average Atlantic season
with 10 tropical storms. Six of
those will develop into hurricanes, he said.
Of course. Gray is still smarting from last )'ear when his fore-

DISTRICT 1
Questions and Facts
FACT:

*************************

QUESTION: Can you TRUST the information your candidate provides you?
FACT:

,„fr • .
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Only four candidates showed up for the
Concerned Citizens Forum.

QUESTION: Did your candidate attend? If not, how concerned is your candidate?
FOLLOW YOUR HEART

ELECT

GREG HENDRICK
MAGISTRATE DISTRICT 1
Paid far by Greg Hendnck

Quality Pre-Owned
Vehicles at Peppers

ELECT
11,111;

There is no official poll involving t.v.,radio,or
newspapers.

On Padre Island off Texas, Jarrell said a building boom is
threatening to slow evacuation
efforts.
"There's a lot of building going on out there, and it's just getting worse and worse to try to
evacuate," he said. "Hurricane
Opal in 1995 closed the road to

Read the classifieds

FLOYD
DAWSON
JAILER

cast flopped. And what does he
blame?
"There is no way we could
have foreseen the most intense El
Nino on record would occur,"
Gray said.
"We had a bad year," he
added, chuckling. "But it's better
to have forecasted and busted
than to not.. have forecasted at
all."

- CARS & TRUCKS —
1998 Chevrolet S10
LS package, V-6 engine, automatic, 7,000 miles, red
with grey cloth.

1997 Toyota Corolla DX
Full power, automatic, AM/FM cassette, 9,000 miles.

1997 Chevrolet S10
I. Floyd Dawson. do solemnly pledge:

13 • THAT FOR THE SAFETY OF THE COMMUNITY
1 will report any escapees from the work release program
Immediately to the proper law enforcement agencies, and
that under no circumstances will I be too pusy to do this
promptly.
Pahl fee by the eeetasittee It sleet Floyd Diatom, tielaat• Demme. tetaser•ri.

*************************

Extended cab, V-6 engine, automatic, white with
graphite interior, alloy wheels.

1997 Toyota 4Runner
SR5 package, black with tan interior, sunroof, 28,000
miles.

1996 Honda Accord LX
Burgandy with leather, fully loaded, 53,000 miles.

1996 Buick LeSabre
Beige with beige cloth, full power, 1 owner, new car
trade.

1996 Dodge W250 4x4 Extended Cab
SLT package, green with beige cloth.

1996 Nissan Maxima GXE

Trust
Your
Grange
Agent To
Help You Stay Afloat.

Sunroof, beige with beige cloth, 43,000 miles, local 1
owner.

1996 Pontiae Grand Prix SE Coupe
Red with graphite cloth, sunroof, loaded.

1996 Dodge 250 SLT
Long wheel base, 3/4 ton, four wheel drive, burgandy
with driftwood cloth, 36,000 miles.

1996 GMC Sonoma Extended Cab
Red with graphite cloth, SLE package, alloy wheels.

1996 Chevrolet Beretta
V-6, automatic, cassette, 20,000 miles, 1 owner.

1996 Mazda 626 LX
Every boat owner knows that boats come with special
problems - like where to get boat insurance that won't scuttle
your plans for fun. Fortunately, as an independent Grange
Insurance agent, I can offer you the coverage and personal
service you need to keep you sailing
smoothly for years to come. Call me
today for more information about
Grange Boat Insurance,
Yourpartner in protection

INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

David R. King

White with tan cloth, 31,000 miles, full power, cassette.

1995 Dodge Intrepid
Chargold with beige cloth, 29,000 1 owner miles.

1995 Chevrolet C1500 Extended Cab
Green with beige cloth, 350 automatic, Silverado
decor, 1 owner car trade.

1995 Toyota Camry LE
Classic green with tan cloth, full power, cassette.

1995 Ford Taurus
LX package, leather, alloy wheels, fully loaded, 47,000
miles.

1995 lsuzu Trooper
Limited, pearl, white leather interior, CD, alloy wheels,
loaded.

1994 Ford Mustang GT
Dark green with tan cloth, alloy wheels, 51,000 miles.

1994 Chevrolet Silverado
Four wheel drive, extended cab, 53,000 miles, 1
owner, new truck trade.

1994 Ford Tempo GL

NOTICE...Doi.

be fooled.

Grey with grey cloth, 45,000 miles, automatic, all the
buttons, clean.

1993 Buick Regal GS
White with grey leather:, sunroof, all the options.

1993 Buick LeSabre
White with blue cloth, 1 owner, 39,000 mile car, nice.

1992 Nissan Maxima SE

I will not wait until 3 to 4 weeks before election to fix
the roads in District #3 just to get your vote for reelection. The road improvements should be done continuously throughout each year. When elected I will work
on the roads, weather permitting all year.

sleet
MARCIA BRANDON
MAGISTRATE DISTRICT #3
Paid for by Marcia Brandon

Black with black interior, 79,000 1-owner miles, fully
loaded, sharp.

1992_ Ford Bronco
Full size Eddie Bauer, four wheel drive, alloy wheels.

1990 Buick LeSabre
Limited with 69,000 miles, fully loaded.
"Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company'

PEPPt-ief
2420 E. Wood St., Paris•642-3900
CHEVROLET

1-800-325-3229
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In Memory of Those
Who Gave Their Lives to
Keep Us Strong and Free
World War I

Vietnam War

Korean War

James Scarborough
Billy L. Lauffer
Gary Wilkinson
Larry Hosford
Dickie G. Keeler
Ronnie Colson
Billy Wayne Reed
Edwin F. Sholar
James L. Futrell
Richard Glenn Willis

Bobby Gene Burchett
M.C. Geurin, Jr.
Clarence Grogan
Bobby Joe Thornton
Chester Leon Pritchett
Billy Burkeen

Robert Hart
Henry Cunningham
Carney Dunn
Holland J. Cole
Fred Sherman
011ie James "Pat" Clark
Ira Wade Creekmur
Herbert Cole
T.H. :'Tom" Cochran
Ernie G. Sheridan
Timothy Albert Parker
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World War II
Albert Bradford Armstrong
Billy Ray Atkins
John Brent Bedwell
S.C. 13yerly
Thomas P. Crawford
Codie Campbell
Alvin Calhoon
Parvin Cook
Coy H. Darnell
William H. Doran
Lewis Chester Dodds
Ruble Leo Dunn
Hugh Grey Erwin
Ordest Houston Erwin
Bailey Watson Docker'
Kyle Brooks Ferguson
William L. Edwards
Randall Griffin
Max B. Guthrie
Henry Clay Garland
James Max Grogan
Earl V. Grogan
Tommy Harris
Eugene D. Hutchens
Lilburn Van Huie
Carlis C. Hurt

On
Memorial Day
we pay special
tribute, but it's every day
that we benefit from their
brave and selfless deeds.
Our thanks and prayers go
with those courageous men
and women, who made the
greatest sacrifice so that ,we
may prosper in freedom.
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Please Note: An attempt has been made to obtain a complete list of
Calloway County's war dead. If any of our war dead are not listed here,
please call the Ledger & Times and their names will appear on the next
Memorial Day along with the heroes listed here.)
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There was no loss oflives from Calloway
County in Operation Desert Storm in the
Persian Gulf.
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James Knight Parker
James Ralph Pate
Daryl Parks
Herman Eddie Roberts, Jr.
Charlie T. Rowland
Keith Ross
Robert Lee Skinner
Rufus G. Stubblefield
Chester Emery Stafford
W.L.N. Simpson
In M. Smith
Hilton Stafford
David Ewing St. John
James Hafford Smith
Joseph Brown Wilson
Vernon Thompson
Leland W. Thompson
Edward West
Billy Ray Walston
Milburn Ray Wrye
Charlie Cooper
James Robert Lamb
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Loyd G. Hodges
C.C. Hughes
Edward Hopper
Albert V. Hughes
Cody Jones
Herschell C. Johnson
Royce E. Jones
Orville Joseph Kuhn
Earl Knight
Troy Ivel Lewis
Joe L. Lyles
Lex Lilliard, Jr.
James Talmadge Lovett
Ellis Cartelle. Lassiter
Herman Maynard
Tom Moffitt
John Hugh Mason
Guy McDaniel
James F. McDougal
Newbern McCullar
Raymond McDaniel
William Thomas McCage
Gordon W. McCuiston
Preston Norman
Tom Olive
James Orville Osbron
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College doubtful for illegal immigrant
WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP) —
He speaks two languages and
graduated near the top of his high
school class, but Julio Rodriguez
has little chance of attending
college.
He is an il!egal immigrant
from Mexico.
A 1972 U.S. Supreme Court
ruling held that all children living
in the United States are entitled
to free public education through
the 12th grade — regardless of
their legal status. No public
school in the country is allowed
to question whether a child is residing in the United States legally, said Albert Macias, an official with the U.S. Department of
Education in Washington, D.C.
Last week the 20-year-old was
honored at George Rogers Clark

High School for maintaining a
3.5 average for four years. But
the legal protection for illegal immigrants in school does not extend beyond high school.
Rodrigeuz's story shows how
the federal government's tightening immigration policy is at odds
with central Kentucky's growing
economic dependence on illegal
immigrant workers.
Just last week, 86 illegal immigrants were arrested in a raid at a
Lexington tobacco company.
Federal officials say they plan
raids on other businesses that
have hired illegal workers.
Cassie Felty, a case worker for
U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler, DLexington, who specializes in immigration, calls Rodrigeuz's case
" a heartbreaker." Felty tried to

help Wallace and Lana Guerrant,
the Winchester couple who took
in both Rodriguez and Erick Garcia, 20, an illegal Guatemalan
immigrant.
**They've gone down every
road that's open," Felty said of
the Winchester couple. "We .
tried, and no one in Immigration
and no one in the embassy could
think of anything."
Three years ago, the Guerrants
even took Rodriguez back to the
U.S. Embassy in Mexico City so
that he could re-enter the United
States legally.
But when embassy officials
said they couldn't arrange a legal
entry, the Guerrants left the
then-17-year-old behind with money to pay a smuggler who would
help sneak him over the border

again.
Rodriguez made the trip in a
week and a half, walking six
hours in the dark and hiding in a
network of smugglers' homes. He
was back in Winchester in time
to attend the first week of school
and play on George Rogers
Clark's soccer team.
Rodriguez first came to the
United States at age 15 with a
brother.
There were hours of walking in
the dark and lots of hiding on
that first trip, Rodriguez said.
"On the border, when we saw
Immigration coming in the helicopters, we just had to hide under
the bushes and hope for the
best."
Joining cousins in central Kentucky, Julio spent a few weeks

Lyme disease vaccine mulled
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
parts of the country facing a
bumper crop of disease-bearing
ticks this summer and even more
predicted next year, the government this week considers the first
vaccine to protect against Lyme
disease.
It's not a panacea: the vaccine
won't prevent all Lyme disease,
requires over a year to build up
immunity, and nobody yet knows
how often people will need booster shots.
But in regions where fear of
Lyme disease is so great that
many people head for a doctor as
soon as they spot a tick, public
anticipation is high as the Food
and Drug Administration prepares to debate Tuesday whether
SmithKline Beecham's LYMErix
vaccine is safe and effective
enough to sell.
"We're very excited about it,"
said Tom Forschner of the Lyme
Disease Foundation.
Lyme disease struck about
16,000 people in 1996, the latest
data available. Typically, it
causes a telltale bull's-eye rash
plus fatigue, chills, fevers and
joint pain. Antibiotics can cure it
— but if left untreated, Lyme disease can severely damage the
heart and nervous 'system.
First recognized in Lyme,
Conn., in 1975, Lyme disease is
caused by a bacterium carried by
pin-sized ticks that live in
wooded and grassy areas around
the country, but especially in
Northeast and North -central
states.
A warm winter and lots of rain
had health officials reporting an
unusual increase in ticks early
this spring, and experts already

Former POW
weds Vietnamese
woman in Hanoi
HANOI, Vietnam (AP) —
When U.S. Ambassador Pete
Peterson and new wife Vi Le
completed their weekend of nuptials today, they were the only
ones who looked cool on one the
hottest days of the year.
Guests fanned themselves as
the wedding candles melted before they were lit. Sweat poured
down the faces of the photographers and cameramen who recorded what was the social event
of the season in Hanoi.
Their marriage at the Roman
Catholic cathedral also represented a healing between the United States and Vietnam: Peterson
is a former prisoner of war, and
his bride is a Vietnamese native.
The Rev. Nguyen Van Thai
said the marriage was "a great
encouragement to us," as the ultimate sign of reconciliation.
Lc was raised abroad and now
is an Australian citizen. Peterson
spent eh years imprisoned and
tortured after his F-4 Phantom
was shot down over the former
North Vietnam.
About 200 people were invited
to a civil ceremony and dinner
Friday night. The same size
crowd showed up today at the
century-old, Gothic-style Grand
Cathedral near the city center.
A red carpet led all the way
from the street to the altar.
Nearly everyone was soaked with
sweat by the time the Vietnam
National Symphony Orchestra
finished Beethoven's Symphony
No. 7.
Vivaldi's "Four Seasons" followed as Le walked down the
aisle.
Peterson is a 62-year-old widower who took up his post a
year ago as the first U.S. ambassador to Vietnam since relations
were normalized.

have environmental evidence that
1999 will bring an even larger
population of ticks that carry
Lyme and other serious diseases.
Doctors' advice: Use insecticide; check carefully for ticks:
and when going into a tick-prone
area like unmowed grass or
brush, wear long sleeves and
pants tucked into socks or boots.
But the tiny ticks are hard to
spot and some patients don't suffer early Lyme symptoms, so not
everyone at risk knows to seek
help.
SmithKline's LYMErix, and a
similar vaccine being developed
by Pasteur Merieux Connaught,
promise the first immune protection. The shots create antibodies
that recognize an outer protein of
the Lyme bacterium in a tick's
saliva, called Osp-A, and neutralize it.
Unlike typical vaccines that
work once an infection is inside
the body, the Lyme vaccine CSsentially blocks the bacteria's
transmission at skin level, explained Phillip Baker, a Lyme ex-

pert at the National Institutes of
Health.
On Tuesday, SmithKline researchers will tell the FDA's scientific advisers that a study of almost 11,000 adults given either
LYMErix or dummy shots
showed the vaccine was about 80
percent effective.
There are caveats: It took three
doses, the last given a full year
after the first, to achieve maximum protection. SmithKline still
is studying how often people will
need booster shots. It worked better in people under 65. Studies in
children, most at risk of Lyme
because they spend more time at
ground level, are just beginning.
And if the FDA ultimately approves LYMErix, that doesn't
mean the vaccinated can get careless about ticks. It's not 100 percent effective and ticks carry
more than Lyme.
But "precautions go in one ear
and out the other," sighed Dr.
Vijay Sikand, a Lyme, Conn.,
physician who enrolled 1,200 Patients in the trial. "You can't ask

Joe's Top Priorities If Elected Are:
1. To strengthen the sheriffs office by having patrol
cars provided for the Deputies.
2. To work closely with Park and Recreation on
permanent funding.
3. To work toward a county solid waste disposal
system.
4. To work to bring more Federal Grants to Calloway
County.
5. To work with the State and Calloway County Road
Departments to upgrade roads and bridges.
• Joe is a native Calloway countian. He and his
wife Hope have lived in Almo for the past four
years.
• Joe is an active member in the Dexter Baptist
church.
• Joe is the father of three and the grandfather
of five.
Put a litte sunshine in your l(fe, vote for
JOE "Sonny" McKinney on May 26, 1998.

a kid, or anybody for that matter,
to dress in longsleeve shirts in
the middle of July. ... It's
unrealistic."
SmithKline hasn't announced a
price for LYMErix, and government researchers say routine vaccination may prove cost-effective
only for the high risk — like park
rangers or frequent campers in
Lyme-infested areas, but not city
lovers.
NIH's Baker says scientists are
trying to develop more effective
vaccines. While LYMErix just
blocks transmission, the NIH is
funding studies into ways to kill
Lyme bacteria that sneak past
that barrier.
"I know the vaccine is only
going to work so well," said
Gary Allyn, West Hartford,
Conn.'s assistant fire chief, who
successfully tested LYMErix.
From an outdoors-loving family,
he's now attempting to enroll his
4-year-old nephew in the children's study. "You still have to
take preventive measures ... but
it's nice to have something that
helps."

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

traveling around Winchester, Rodriguez. "When I started ninth
Richmond and Lexington in
grade 1 put a lot of time in my
search of a boss who would treat studies and started paying attenhim fairly as he worked in the totion to class even though I didn't
bacco fields.
understand English."
Rodriguez was thinking of goBut as the young men proging back to Mexico when he was
ressed, the Guerrants realized
spotted on. a. farm by the Guerthey had been naive about imrants, who had befriended a nummigration laws. They wrote imber of migrant workers, taking
migration officials, explaining
them to church and getting young
that both boys were doing well in
people into school. Still unable to
school and that the family would
speak English, Rodriguez condo whatever it took to help them
vinced his brother to approach
gain legal status.
the Guerrants about helping him.
"Immigration just wrote back
"It was something I had
and said, 'Forget it. we can't help
prayed for. I couldn't go to
you,"' Walter Guerrant said.
school without support," RodriBoth Dennis Clare, an immigguez said.
ration attorney from Louisville
The Guerrants allowed Rodriwho has studied the Rodriguez
guez to move in with them and
and Garcia cases, and Felty, from
enrolled him at Clark Middle
Baesler's office, said they would
School in the eighth grade, where
be willing to try again to help the
he spent one year learning Englyoung men enroll in U.S. colish, Lana Guerrant said.
leges. But, said Felty, the immig"In eighth grade, I didn't make
ration process "is tightening up
hardly any good grades," said
rather than loosening."

TIME
FORA
CHANGE!
* Long-Range
Planning

* Work To Alleviate Jail Tax

* Cut Fat From•
Budget

* Listening To and
Working For The
People

* Community
Meetings

*

* Better Roads

Please Vote

GREG WILLIAMS
Magistrate District #2
Paid for by Greg Williams

*************************************

FOR
A

JOE McKINNEY
Magistrate District #1
Paid far by Joe Mettrawy

FLOYD DAWSON
and his three grandchildren
(L to R) Elizabeth, Ashley and Jordan.

• Emergency Medical Technician - Murray Ambulance
Since 1992
• Firefighter/Engineer - Murray Fire Dept. Since 1990
• Instructor with MSU Occupational Safety & Health
Training Center Since 1993
• State Fire Instructor Since 1991
• Instructor - American Red Cross Since 1988
• DES Rescue Squad Member Since 1988, Chief 19911994, Assistant Chief Since 1994
• Previous Training in Investigations
• Volunteer Coach for Calloway Co. 6th Grade Football
• Married December 17, 1983 to the former Robin Allen
of Murray
• Two sons; Ray, age 13 and Kent, age 4
• Dedicated to developing a local school program to
educate children about violence and death

KENNETH RESI9Lp§

t.yF.911

CORONER

You Can Trust This
Jailer Candidate To Keep
This Community Safe For
Your Grandchildren And His Too!
Thank you for your confidence and vote on
May 26th - Democratic Primary

No. 2 on the Ballot, No. 1 in Experience
Paid for by the committee to elect Floyd Dawson Jailer, Melanie Dawson, Treasurer
.
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PICK
,AW'RE CLOSE,
TEN AS
THE NUMBER
BEING
TAENTY
THE Ri6Wr
NUMbER

The Citizens of Calloway County are hiring a new Jailer.
Ask yourself:
Who has 22 years Corrections experience and is trained and educated?
Who has worked with Calloway Co. law enforcement, and the courts since 1976 &
dealt with felons in a firm and fair manner?
Who has a proven record of corrections leadership over his career?
Who has been a member of corrections-related organizations to stay current on
legal issues such as how to avoid costly prisoner lawsuits?
-) Who has worked on budgets and will demand the best prices on goods and
services for Calloway County?
Who will treat the public with respect?
Who has worked in every state prison and most of the jails in western Kentucky?
Who knows the Department of Corrections officials peirsonally and will ask them for
assistance to help with our Jail costs?
-) Who is committed to reducing the Jail's 1.125 million dollar budget and paying the
jail debt early?
Who is committed to be a full-time jailer without business or family conflicts?
Who believes inmates should work and should be given opportunities to improve
themselves?
Who would you want running YOUR business or dealing with YOUR FAMILY?

)HERE?
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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Your vote to hire a Jailer you cart be proud of is precious. Do
what is best for the future of Calloway County. Compare the
qualOcations of each candidate closely.
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#4 On The Ballot

Paid for by Phil Haile

Hire Phil Hazle
for the best interest
of Calloway County

GARFIELD
WHEW!THERE'S NOTHING WORSE
, THAN WAKING UP FROM A
15AP DREAM
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753-6981

Please Vote
for

DAN MILLER
Calloway County Judge Executive
My name is Dan Miller and I am seeking the office of
Calloway County Judge Executive. I am married to Jean
Seay Miller and we have three daughters: Dana, married
to Darrell Beane; Sheri, married to Terry Paschall and
Sandy, married to David Cunningham,Jr. We are blessed
with three grandchildren: Brittany Beane, Lindsey Paschall and Zachary Cunningham.
I was raised in a family of 12 brothers and sisters. I
know what it means to make do with what you have and to
strive to better your quality of life.
Ifelected my office will be open to listen to you and your
concerns and to work with you and for you, the citizens of
this community.
For proven leadership, experience, honesty and fairness to all, elect the man that will continue to handle the
taxpayers money in a manner that he handles his own.
I ask for your vote on May 26th as your next County
Judge Executive.

GERALD
DUNCAN
Magistrate
District #1

Vehicl,
Motor(

City re
displa;
Nonrei
requirl
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INFO!
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Licens

PENA,
PENA;
City Ci
St.
Office

I would first like to apologize to those voters in District #1 that I
haven't met personally. It's next to impossible to meet everyone; if
you have any questions, please call 753-6425 or 753-5669. I would
appreciate your input on our district.
I have lived in District #1 all of my life with exception to 1 year in
Business College & 4 years in the service. Eight generations"the
Duncans & Brooks"were born in District #1. My father Stanley
Duncan, my mother Estelle Brooks-Duncan, my wife Della Wolfe,
son Jerry Duncan & wife, Karen Kennedy-Duncan, daughter
Sandra Duncan-Thurman & 3 grandkids Jonathan Duncan, Kate
Duncan & Duncan Thurman.
I know the concerns of District #1. Your concerns are my
concerns for your best representative in Fiscal Court.

Please vote for

PLEASE ELECT

Gerald Duncan

DAN MILLER

#7 ON THE BALLOT
#1 IN THE POLLS
#1 FOR THE PEOPLE

YOUR NEXT COUNTY JUDGE EXECUTIVE
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Paid for by Dan Miller

Paid for by Gerald Duncan
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

DispLii% ‘d.„
$6-25

Column Inch, 40%
0.411 3 Ads
S2 25

pe r

DiK06111 2ad Rue, 60% Dimmest
Wialtia 6 Day Penal)
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Reader Ads

OFFICE HCURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare-)
Business Opportunfty
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Horns Furnishings
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165
180
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240
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280
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300
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Route 6, KY Highway 94 East
Murray, KY 42071
SITE IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT
Separate sealed bids for the construction of;
site demolition, site grading and drainage,
stone, dga, asphalt pavement,concrete curb
and gutters, concrete sidewalks, and concrete aprons and ramps will be received by
Trinity Engineering, Inc. at 402 Industrial
Road, Murray, KY 42071 until 2:00 pm local
time, June 9, 1998.
Plans may be examined and/or purchased
at: Trinity Engineering, Inc.
402 Industrial Road
Murray, KY 42071

Notice

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free local claim serv,ce-

Notice

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502 753-5323
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

AVONWhether you want to buy,
sell or just look through a
book call Tony. at
435-4028
BIBLE Message 759-5177

NOTICE • NOTICE

/

1998 CITY OF MURRAY
STICKERS ARE NOW DUE
Vehicle Stickers
Motorcycle Stickers

$35.00
$10.00

City residents are required to purchase and
display a sticker on each vehicle owned.
Nonresidents who work inside the city are
required to purchase and display a sticker
on the vehicle driven to work.
INFORMATION REQUIRED:
Name/Address of Vehicle Owner
Year and Make of Vehicle
License Plate Number
PENALTY DATE June 1 10% ($38.50)
PENALTY DATE July 1 100% ($70.00)
City Clerk's Office is located at 207 So. 5th
St.
Office Hours:

Monday through Friday
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
762-0350

Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

/ ALPINE
•)ockrordrosqab.

clarion
r"

CANCER
INSURANCE

020

4CIP

ILJ1 C.• 411:::.

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland canter

753-0113

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be igsued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

ADJUSTMENTS

ATTENTION PARENTS
Young enthusiabc college
student maionng in Early
Educabon is starting Story
Time for your children All
children ages 4-10 welcome, 1 or 2 hour sessions,
beginning in June For signup & more details call
753-7130 ask for Brandi
Please hurry spaces are
filling quickly
FREE Pregnancy Tests
bfehouse 753-0700
HOUSE of CLOTHES
Open Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun
1 to 5 Nice consignment
clothing $1 00 Buys rnens,
womens, childrens leans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles CaJI
489-2243 or 753-6981

JONES'
STRAWBERRIES
Pick your own, 60t/ quart
Hwy 94W to Lynnville, turn
right onto Hwy 381, 38
miles north of Lynnville
(502)328-8543 .

320 Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Horne Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
4-40 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
330

Yard Sale Prices
25 wd. max.
ad
$7.50
1 Insertion
1x2

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 Insertion

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

070

Help
Manta/

Domestic
CNIdcato

SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America
Call
11am 4pm
Mon Sat,
753-2971

STAFF NURSE
HEALTH SERVICES
Nine month, full time staff
position to begin August
1998 Qualifications A BaMACHINE quilting, regular chelor's Degree in
nursing,
size $31 50 Murray Sew- licensed
as a registered
ing Center 502-753-5323
nurse in the state of Kentucky, and a minimum of
030
three years of nursing experience is required, preRnancial
ference will be given to
candidates who have exALL CREDITS
perience in providing primWELCOME,
Debt consolidation & loans ary heath care in an ambuavailable We will take the latory facility, and in pretime to help you consoli- senting health education
date your debts Call programs Successful candidates must be able to
1-800-496-3389
demonstrate strong communication and interpersonal skills, and a willingn60
ness to be part of a profesHelp
sional team providing
Wanted
health care for college stuAVON- $8 $20/hr No doo dents Primary responsibilito door Quick Cash' 'Bo- ties include health assessnuses• 1-800-296-0139
ment and planning care acind/sIs/rep
cording to clinic protocols
Additional responsibilities
CHEROKEE HILLS
include
health teaching for
STEAK HOUSE
individual students in the
Accepting applications for
Prep cooks 1yr experi- clinic, and for student
groups on campus Health
ence, servers 2yrs expen
Services offer comprehenence, line cooks 2yrs ex
penence, dishwashers no sive primary health care
experience If you enjoy services for the students at
being a member of an excit- Murray State University
ing team please call Salary commensurate with
90 1 2 3 2 6 006
or qualifications and experi502 436 5566 Or come by ence. and a comprehensive employee benefits
and NI out an application
Located Paris Landing plan is provided Screening
of applicants will begin in
Tennessee area
June and continue until
position is filled Applicants
COLDWELL Banker
Woods and Associates is should submit resume's
expanding
Agents along with salary require
ments and names and ad
needed training available
dresses of three references
753-1651
to Roberta Garfield, Direc
COMMUNITY Rep to work for, Health Services, Mur
with High School Interna- ray State University, PO
tional Students & Host Box 9, Murray, KY
Families Experience re- 4 2 0 7 1 - 0 0 0 9
quired, should be willing to 502-762-3809 EOE/
host 800-765 4963 or MFVH
502-575-3010
THE United States Depart
ment of Agriculture will be
COOK'S
hiring temporary summer
Anna's Farmhouse Re
workers as field assistants
staurant, Aurora
to measure Dark Fire and
DOLLIES World Class Dark Air-Cured tobacco
Men's Club now hiring en- crops in the field Applica
tertainers Earn $1000 lions may be secured at the
FSA Office 88 Robertson
plus per week Managers
waitresses 8 door persons Road South Applicants
also needed Work for the must be 18 years of age or
Call 17 years of age if a high
best around
school graduate -EEO
(901)247 3965

460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles
480 Auto Services
485 Sport Maly Vehicles

490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utilfty Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

120
Business
Opportwilty

FULL-time position open
BABYSITTER wanted in FOR Rent
Approx
for Department Director of my home for
1700sq ft warehouse
9 & 6 year old
Social SerNices & Activities Would prefer
a female age space or convert to office
at Henry Co Nursing 16-25 Call
753-3474 after space 12th & Story street,
Home MSW & nursing 6pm to 8pm
Murray 1211 overhead
home experience predoor Contact Nathan at
ferred We offer an excel- CLEANING houses is my 502-575-6200
lent benefit package Apply business Reliable Call
SMALL trailer equipped
at HCMC Human Resour- Linda 759-9553
with beauty shop equipces, Mon-Fri 8am-4pm or
DO you have a loved one
ment for one operator
mail resume to. PO Box
who needs care? I have
$1000 489-2697
1030, Paris, TN 38242
over 10 years experience
STAFF PHARMACIST
(and excellent references)
position available at Henry
12n
taking care of the sick &
Co Medical Center We
elderly Please call me if
offer an excellent benefit
Computtrs
you need help, ask for
package Apply in Human
Brenda, 753-2637
Resources, Mon -Fri
COMPUTER & printer
Barn-4pm
TWO ladies looking for Packard Bell 200 MHZ
large house to dean, or Pentium,5 months old CaPART-time church recep- basic small house
non color bubble Jet printer,
tionist needed Computer Experience/ references
fast $1500 together
skills required. Hours 436-6183 or 489-6172
762-4456
8 30-1200 Mon-Fri Send
resume with references to
PO Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071
POSITION available immediately in CPA office for
individual with computerized accounting software
experience Duties require
ability to work effectively
with clients Excellent salary and fringe benefits
Please send personal resume to Richardson, Howe
& Melton, 301 Maple St,
Murray, KY 42071

Deadline
Day 8 Time
r. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
_ Mon.3 p.m.
Turas. 3 p.m.
Wad. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

VISA

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger 8 Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

trio

020

Legal
Notice

020

Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling
Business Rentals
Want To Rent

Ad Deadlines
Publish Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

GE1NISOLD
Tobacco Workers Needed
6/21/98 - 9/30/98
7/1/98 - 10/1/98
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid
when 1/2 contract met. $7.00/hr. - cutting/housing. $5.92/hr. - setting/stripping.
Contact local State Employment Service

Computers
COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662
PENTIUM MMX 200Mhz
32 MB RAM 3 2 GB Hard
Drive, 24x CDROM, 56k
voice/ fax modem, 3D stereo sound system, microphone, large 15' fiat monitor, Win 95 plus software
new in March Warranty
$1100 Call 762-0032
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call
753-9433
CASH for G.I. Joe toys old
or new 753-718.5
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633
TOP Prices Paid For
Standing Timber 30yrs Experience Master Logger
Degree Class A Rating
Insured Swift Logging &
Lumber, 931-232-7978
Work, 931-232-7404
Home Jerry Swift Owner
WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867
150
•

Office,

Tobacco Workers Needed
6/20/98 - 1/15/99
7/1/98 - 1/15/99
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2
contract met. 1.6.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
S5.92/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.

Tobacco Workers Needed
6/27/98 - 12/20/98
6/27/98 - 1/3/99
6/27/98 - 1/5/99
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2
contract met. S7.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
S5.92/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.

Tobacco Workers Needed
6/25/98 - 1/31/99
7/1/98 - 1/26/99
7/1/98 - 1/31/99
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2
contract met. $7.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
S5.92/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.

Tobacco Workers Needed
6/27/98 - 1/13/99
7/1/98 - 1/15/99
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2
contract met. S7.00,/hr. - cutting/housing.
$5.92/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local
Stale Employment Service Office.

-Need Extra-i
Cash?
Run a Classified. --1
Harvest Workers needed. Employment
dates are as follows: 6/17/98 to 2/28/99
Guaranteed 3/4 contract hours. All tools
provided at no cost. Free housing provided for non-commuting workers.
Transportation and subsistence reimbursed to worker upon completion of
50% of contract. Pay rate is $5.92 per
hour. Interested workers should contact
the local ES office.

Established Local Company Seeking Qualified

Receptionist/Secretary
Must possess computer skills/working knowledge of
basic software programs. The individual we are seeking
must have a pleasant, enthusiastic attitude while
maintaining a professional work standard. Full benefits/
401 K piaNprofrt sharing.

Please send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-0, Murray, KY 42071
EOE

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION

PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I neve an OPPORTUNITY tor 3 to 4 extremely talented
successful in home ciosers

$45,000 + Per Year
Articles
For Sale

Maw beneMs Company supplied preset appointments
No credit refusals Company training Hours worked
days & evenings

18X37,'MUSKIN above
ground pool Used lyr, includes vacuum, Aqua sand
filter, ladder, skimmer,
manual Originally $1400.
asking $500 436-5392

stout a career & we wiling to work 1'1.1 TIRED OF INTERVWWING people who only want to earn $300-$400 per reak
ard that don't rent to work • Call between 11-4 Mon -Sit

MAY SPECIAL
LP Gas Refills, 20Ib cyl.
$5.95 Wed. B&B Brokers,
701 S.12th St. 753-4389.
Expires 5/30/98.
2 BURIAL plots for sale,
Memorial Gardens Info
492-8723
ARCH Style Buildings
Drastically Reduced,
Factory Nightmare
Southeastern tornados
caused shipping delays
and cancellations (1)
25X30 (1) 40X60 (1)
45X120 (3) 50X180 with
blue
prints
1-800-581-5843
DUE to personal injury from
auto accident. Betty's Blue
Bargain Barn will not reopen Selling all inventory
at reasonable prices to
clear out the stock No reasonable offer refused 7
dining room suits from
$35-$125 maple, oak &
others Over 25,000 pieces
of glassware, bedroom
suits, poster bed, 1940s
parlor furniture, (2) 1972
Marx electric train sets in
original boxes, twin beds,
queen size hide a beds,
old oak mantle, new & antique tamps, lots of china
sets. 50 in 1 gym set $80
stair stepper $30 Sale begins Thursday 14th thru
Tuesday 26th Located on
121 N, 1 .4 mile past Stella
Grocery 489-2905

Call if you are serious

Full-The Only • Must Be 25 • 753-3261

Main Street, Inc.
Employment Opportunity

Murray

The Murray Main Street Manager Search
Committee is accepting applications for a
full-time Main Street Manager. Under the
direction of Murray Main Street, Inc. of
Murray, Kentucky, the manager is responsible for all facets of the Main Street Program
which focuses on revitalizing the downtown.
The ideal candidate must poscsses strong
organizational and administrative skills, the
ability to coordinate volunteers, property
owners, merchants, and various committees,
and must be able to work with the public.
Must also have an interest in historic preservation.
The preferred background would be in business, marketing or design. A Bachelor's
Degree or equivalent of five years of responsible work experience is required. Public
speaking, leadership skills, creativity and a
strong work ethic are a must. Experience in
fund raising for public enterprises is helpful.
Work is performed with considerable latitude
of decision making. Work is reviewed
through conferences, observation, repora
and results obtained. Performs other work as
required.

KENMORE washer &
dryer Washer works fine,
dryer works but makes
noise, $150 obo Blue sec
[tonal couch, recliner on
each end, 1yr old $350
obo 753 7393 8am 5pm
only

Salary will be commensurate with experience
and successful track record. Upon hiring,
residency in Calloway County, Kentucky is
required. A complete job description is
available for review at 414 Main Street,
Murray, KY 42071, Monday through Friday
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
For additional information call (502) 7533366 or submit a resume by June 15, 1998 to:
Manager Position
Murray Main St.
PO Box 143
Murray, KY 42071

MOVING
Kenmore
washer. perfect condition,
$150 Copy machine
Maternity clothes
Couches, $25 & nusc furniture Call 753-9070

Murray Main Street, Inc. is a drug free
workplace and an equal opportunity employer that does not discriminate on the basis
of race, color, national origin. sex, religion.
age or disability.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

!Mt I1I I LIMIT 11111SLIO
NEM'

Lastisespe 1Plarining
sad Installation
Rainbird brigstioa
Systeme
, Quality Trawl & Shrubs
Heritage Vinyl Aiming
Outdoor Lighting
Patio Furaitura
Fountains
Plastan
Statuary

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to iength Covets 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722

WERE MQVING!
For Sale King-size
waterbed with nice mirrored headboard, asking
$75. Lawn TWAIN (engine
good, needs handle), $50_
Golf Clubs, $50. Good
wooden desk. $40 Kay
Guitar, $50 759-9905
1SS

Appliances

YOUR FULL SERY1(1 NURSERY
NEWLY EXPANDED GARDEN CENTER S PATIO SHOPPE

FOR A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
CALL HOFFMAN'S NURSERY
MURRAY
SUNDAY 12-5

3YR old washer, 4mo old
electric dryer GE, almond
shade $430 firm 759-3528
or 436-5309
PORTABLE washing machine & 10,000 BTU air
conditioner. 753-9466
150

Horns
FurnisNrigs

C505(CiPCc(C,C>C,

e• WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
Charley Miller Rd. Almo, KY

i•

Picking Tuesdays Thursdays & Saturdays!
Starting May 7th Until Season End
Hours 8 a.m.-11 a.m. ,
502-753-5410 ;

4
ccc5cc(ic%X”csic!
4 STRAWBERRIES

"STOP"
Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S

BEDDING SETS
Discontinued floor samples, twin, full, queen, king.
Starting at $209 while they
last. Crass Furniture, 103 S
3rd, downtown Murray.
MUST Sell! Misc. furniture
at Garage Sale on May
29th & 30th. For more information please call
753-2378.
180
Lawn
Garden
JOHN Deere rear engine
rider, new 84'ip Briggs &
Stratton engine. Many new
parts. As is. $375.
759-9451 evenings,
762-1117 days.
190
Fern
Equipment

Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
town for cars. custom vans, and vans for moving.

BEST DEAL ON
PRIMESTAIr
SATELLITE TV

'99

FREE mont of PRIMEValua•
Prografnmng •

PRISIEFINDERUniversal Plarrxes

Installed

SW
'
Rotate
tR, included
.149 Instated
PRIMES
is that good.
Call Terry at 1-800-639-9251
$
0141

nen ••••••••• SPL• ma... won 1••••••..as
•••••••tann Cnior me.
••••••••1•••••••0•11•11
AN•donennor In•Mrs
n•••• You, don weary* roan •••
nom,•
• moo In non= •••••own ••••Wdlt
••••Ff MINA••now..0 1.••••nd ••••••• P 410••+pow. Ern.. •••••
•••••• l.__CowardCA

LIMITED

TIMEcrJLV

JOHN Deere round baler,
16' roll $1,500. 753-0062
NEW three point hitch, two
row carousel tobacco setter Never been used.
$4,000.
Phone
901-498-8363.
220

ROWLAND D20 plus
sound system, $800
489-2979

WOODED 1 acre lots
767-9435

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum).

1972 14X65 2BR, 1 bath
gas heat in Remora Cis. Lot
S99. Great shape. Call
Sieve 759-4782 Sam-4prn
can be moved.
1987 CLAYTON Eastwind
14X65 2br, 1 bath, $7.000
759-2419.

\<Iip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

ANTIQUE BOOTH SPACE AVAILABLE

NIAIN

SIII PA IA

303 Male St., P.O. Box 196 • Haul, KY 42049
E-Mall: Charlles10(6sol.com
Owner: Ray Gough • (502) 492-8175
10:00-5:00 • Sal 10:30-5:00 • Sun 1:00-5:00

(Insured

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
"We Specialize in Cleaninx'
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
David Borders
Phone (502) 7594734

(Commercial Waste

.77?
4*:

Disposal

All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does notpay.S760on Part A;5100on Part B. Call me for
more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

A21 Park 'N' Sell
121 By Pass

753-3985 4.-d6.4
'
.-1
1141M
Next to Hickory Log

AucrtoN WEB SERVICE
GET THE MOST FOR YOUR ITEM
Let us put your item an the largest suction on the world
wide web (intern). This femme is especially great for
the itan that would take that special "hard to find" buyer.
Results in sist 7 days. No item is to large or small in
value. Give us a call and we will talk with you about the
compatibilrry of your item for this type of auction. We
handle every detail for you including the shipping of the
item.
PRICES FOR OUR SERVICES
Nun-Refundable Insertion Fee Per hem: 912.00
CommLssion Of Selling Price: 20%
If your Item doesn't seU no commission Is owed
Contact Us For Details
I'MiltIIU.'S ANI1911:

Ed's Wheel Alignment
ito

Alignment A Complete Brats Service,
Struts and Shocks etc.
#041

A , '.•0401•11

Mon.Frt

Dimon Jones, Owner

7:1111-4.11111

(5021 75)-1351

I TAX SHOP
B
Southoide Shopping Center

753-4668

4.•

SMALL business or office
space Paid utilities
753-6106

1,2 & 38R units available
immediately Apply at MurCal Apartments,902 Northwood Dr Equal Housing
Opportunity 759-4984
TDDS 1-800-247-2510.

KENTUCKY Lake. Lakeland Wesley Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & odder. or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
1994 16X80 BUCCAapartments with great
NEER, central h/a, 6X10
price, central h/a, laundry
front pcmch After 5pm.
facilities. 011411 hours
IBR apartment near cam- 8am-5pm, Mon -Fri.
436-5692.
pus. No pets 753-1203
(502)753-8668, Equal
1997 DUTCHESS 14X72
2br, 2 bath, vinyl siding & 1BR apt available, al ap- Housing Opportunity
shingled roof, gas heat & pliances, larger than most. NEW 21x, 2 bath, all apCall Mur-Cal Realty.
stove, central air $23,000
pliances furnished Avail753-4444.
753-3716.
able end of May 708-A
2 BANK Flepos. Located at 1BR, available now, stove, Bagwell. 753-7813 or
Jim Wilson Homes in Mur- refrigerator, all utilities, 753-7903 leave message
ray. 16X80's, low monthly furnished. Coleman RE NICE 1-2. & 3br
apts or
payments. Call today 753-9898.
3-4br house wavasher &
502-767-0000.
1BR Diuguid Dr Cal Cole- dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
CLOSE to lake at Cypress man Realty 753-9898.
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
Bay 28x60 Doublewide on 1BR,
low utilities, refer753-0606 after 5pm
1 acre wooded lot. 3BR, 2
ences & deposit required.
bath, fireplace, deck, car- No
pets. $225/mo. NICE 2br, 1 bath apart
port, storage & workshop, 753-3949.
ment, all appliances Great
$69,900 436-2499.
1 LARGE bedroom apt, wa- location Call Mur Cal ReFOR Sale or Rent: Kirksey ter & garbage furnished. alty 753-4444
area, 16X80 3br, 2 bath 221 Woodlawn. 753-7662. NICE
2br duplex, $450/mo
trailer on 1 acre, fenced
753-7457
property $45,000 or 1 OR 2br apts. near down$425/mo rent. Negotiable. town Murray starting at NICE 3br apt, stove & re$200/mo. 753-4109
(502)898-4646.
frigerator, central gas hie.
2BR, 1.5 bath in Cam- 105 N 161h. No pets, $465
280
bridge. $500/mo, lease, no plus deposit. Available
Mobile
pets. Has all appliances June 1st. 753-0870_
Homes Foe Rent
plus full size washer/ dryer.
Brand new unit on two NOW renting lbr apts
3BR. $260/mo 753-6012
levels. Call Grey's Proper- $215/mo Call 753-6716 after 5pm
2BR on 121 south No pets ties, 759-2001.
753-5086
2BR, 1 bath in Sherry Lane SOUTHWOOD Dr, 2br du2BR, Rent to own. Central Estates. $500/mo, lease, plex including appliances,
h/a, appliances. Coleman no pets Has all appliances &455/m0 plus deposit. No
Available June 1
RE. 753-9898.
plus stack washer/ dryer. pets.
435-4294.
Quality
downstairs
unit
2BR trailer No pets References needed. Call Call Grey's Properties, VERY nice 2br, 1'4 baths
759-2001.
Townhouse. Appliances
753-9866.
furnished w/washer &
FURNISHED 2br, large 2BR, 2 bath with garage, dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
yard, small quiet court, central h/a, appliances 1 mo deposit. No pets
furnished, S525/mo, lyr
$190/mo. 753-8216.
753-2905, 753-7536.
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets, 753-2905 or
285
330
753-7536.
Mobile
Rooms
Home Lots For Rent
2BR, 2 bath duplex with
For Rent
garage, yard is maintained,
LOTS for rent in new park.
appliances furnished. lyr BIG clean home near
Concrete drive, parkway & lease,
Imo deposit. No downtown, hospital & insidewalk Water, trash p/u.
pets. More info Rogers En- dustry. Share large living
lawn mowed included. terprises
753-5140 or night room, kitchen & bathroom
$110/mo. Located on MurW/D,satellite tv, from $175
767-9230.
Call
ray Paris Rd
753-9211, 759-6000
2BR apartments in North492-8488.
room
wood. Appliances. SLEEPING
$325/mo & up. 759-4406. $150/mo. Coleman RE,
300
753-9898
Business
2BR brick patio, carport. No
Rentals
pets. $345/mo. 753-6931.
340
Houses
2BR Brick duplex in nice
4 CAR shop for rent
For Rant
neighborhood, 1 mi from
753-4509
town. Large kitchen & living 2BR, 1 bath, stove, refrigerOFFICE or store space in room,
deck, stove, refriger- ator, w/d furnished. LoSouthside Shopping Cen- ator, w/d hookup,
attic, cen- cated 2 blocks from MSU
ter. 753-4509, 753-6612.
tral h/a, $375/mo plus de- $400/mo. Call 436-5917
posit. 1906A Greenbrier Dr.
2BR, carport, stove/ re753-2506 after 4:30pm.
frigerator furnished Gas
2BR,
central
gas h/a, ap- heat_ $325/mo + deposit
Various Size Suites
pliances furnished. Lease required 415
Walnut Plaza
$300/mo Coleman RE, S. 10th St 759-4696
104 N 5th
753-9898.
753-8302 or
2BR duplex, central h/a, 2BR in town, central h/a,
753-9621
dishwasher, microwave, $350/mo $350 deposit. No
w/d hook-up. No pets pets Phone 753-8630
$420/mo. Security deposit 2BR, stove/ refrigerator
492-8393.
furnished. $375/mo + •de2BR, duplex, central h/a, posit Lease required 711
stove, refrigerator, dis- Payne St. 759-4696
hwasher, w/d hook-up. Col- 2YR old, 3br, 2 bath house
eman RE 753-9898.
in East Y Subdivision
2BR near campus No pets Lease & deposit required.
$600/mo. 753-7091
Cali 753-1203

Cell 753-1916
ter Al Tao Newqrspy N•sig

DIAL '%0 753-1916

4'1141J111L'S Avnituu MAIL

Lots for Sale

14' WIDE sailer for sale
437-4465

Wes=

Apsitissaila
For Real

Office Space

iDial-A-Service

Charlie's Antique Mall in downtown Hazel. Ky. is
currently renting space. Charlie's is the largest
mall in Hazel with heating and air. 10x10'spaces
are 555.00p/month and 10% commission. We are
open year around 7 days p/week.If you want good
sales and friendly service drop by or give us a call.
No tax number or lease required. You bring and
price/we do the rest. Remember, your first month
is always rent FREE at Charlie's.

1111L. Homo

*Me
Haw Fat We

Ardeles
"(sale

TV Beanie Babies lor sale
Ears, Ouacitars, Gracey &
more Call 492-8566 after
5Prn
dryer,
WASHER/
Call
$19 95/week
753-4663

40,111
1 1,
Hoffman's

H14:11WAY 94 EAST
HOURS MON.-SAT. 8-5

MONDAY, MAY 25, 1998

SODA 111INIAIN
HO Mal. St., P.O. Ras 194 • Hazel, K Y4111411
E-Mall: CharltaalftgaoLcom
°weer: Ray Gough • (502) 492-1175
11:00-5:110 • Sal 10:341-5:110 • Sun.1:00-5:041

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100 _

2BR near Robertson
school, retired persons in
adjoining apartment, appliances, at 753-8096
3BR, stove/ refrigerator
furnished. Central h/a. Deposit & leave required
1303 Chestnut St
759-4696

3BR, 1 bath. 1 car attached,
garage, new carpet
$510/mo, plus deposit No
dogs Woodlawn & Sycamore area 502-474-2520

313R. 2%, bath house, extremely good "condition
$650/mo Lease, deposit &
NICE 3br, 2 full bath du- references required. Walkplex, appliances furnished, ing distance to the univer
w/d hook-up. Lawncare say Available July 1st
753-1787
provided $475/mo
753-4342
CURRENTLY taking appli- 3BR, 2 bath 9 miles on 121
cations for rental assis- north $500/mo plus depotance on 1,2 & 3br units for sit 489-2296
qualified applicants Apply 3BR brick, central h/a,
at Mur-Cal Apartments, Hazel. Coleman RE
902 Northwood Dr Equal 753-9898
Housing Opportunity
3BR brick, 2 car garage,
TDDil 1-800-247-2510.
refrigerator, stove, w/d
DUPLEX, 2br, 2 bath, all hook-up. No pets
appliances, extra nice, best $525/mo Lease & deposit
location 753-5344
required 436-2113
EFFICIENCY apt near
campus No pets Call 4BR. 2 bath home in Murray 1 704 Farmer Ave
753-1203
Central h/a, appliances, 3
EFFICIENCY apt, utilities car
parking, w/d hook-up,
paid. Furnished with car- great family
home
port across the street from
$650/mo Lease & deposit
MSU. lyr lease, lmo depo7518413.
sit No pets Available mid
June More info Rogers En- 3BR, 2 bath 753-4444
terprises 753-5140
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 bath
duplex in Cambridge near
MSU Ref, stove, dishwasher, washer & dryer
$475/mo. Deposit & lyr
lease
required
901-642-5369.

AVAILABLE Immediately
1602 Tabard, new home,
double garage. 3br, 2 bath,
dining room, fireplace,
great room, kitchen
$750/mo Call 753-0090

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available
753-5585
13x24 STORAGE Bid with
1 ax 10' overhead door Location at 5 Points More info
Rogers Enterprises
753-5140

EASTSIDE

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

Hasse
For Sob
FOR SALE lit ACRES, 2 STORY brick house, *on Highland Rd, East of pros 3600 sq h. 4 bedMurray 280FT Road fron- rooms, upstairs bonus
tage. nioe building site, ma- room, 21, bathrooms, forture trees, 9/10 of a mile mal dining room, office or
from Ky Lake. $7500 Call lying room, family room,
474-8704 alter 5pm
kitchen, utility Nice hardware floors. Berber carpetKOPPERUD Realty has ing and
tee flooring Great
buyers waiting to purchase sewage and
closet space
homes-all price ranges If House has
2 heating & air
you are thinking of selling- units City utilities,
electric
contact one of our courte- & gas Great
extras such as
ous and professional 1Q11
ceilings, doors, warsagents at 753-1222 or stop rts, etc CaN
753-3966 for
by office at 711 Main St
appointment to see
PRIME PROPERTY
3-4BR house for sale 105 tt
Only minutes from downcommercial road frontage
town, convenient to lake
521 S 4th St $34,900 RePrivate, peaceful, setting
cent appraisal for $38,000
on 3+/- acres with blacktop 753-8767
frontage 14X74 partially
furnished mobile home & 3BR, 16 bath, fenced
40X32 wired workshop Ad- backyard w/storage buildditional 15+/- acres with ing, landscaped, 3yrs old.
generous road frontage & Located on the north edge
stocked catfish pond avail- of town Low 80's
able For appointment call 753-6725
753-0321, leave message
3BR, 1 bath brick, extra
at ext 444 if no answer
nice 559-1037
435

C-STORAGE, 10x15 storage units, 4th St & Sycamore E Next to Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536.

3BR. 2 bath, central h/a,
garage, appliances Coleman RE 753-9898

Lake
Property

753-3853

LAKEFRONT point lot on
KY Lake. Beautiful panoramic view. Protected
shoreline with dock permit
in place Call Carol, Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
ssn
Lots
For Sale
150X129 RESIDENTIAL
corner lot at Richardson &
Cardinal St 436-2266
LOT for sale near KY Lake,
well/ septic 753-0441
450

Homes
For Sale

370

1318 OLIVE Blvd, 4br, 2
bath, 2,684 sq ft, completely remodeled, new
4) 4 bay garage in city roof,
Pella windows. Shown
Chambers Realty, by
appointment only
759-9989
753-9317. $192,500.
Commercial
Property for Saki

380
Pas
& Supplies
AKC chocolate Labs, 1st
shots & wormed, vet
checked. Ready 5/21/98.
753-1573.
AKC Golden Retriever
pups. Dame/ Sire on premise_ Vet checked First
shots/ wormed. Deposit required Ready June 6.
502-522-6770

1900 SO ft home 4br, 2
bath, living room & bedrooms remodeled, patio &
big front porch, great neighborhood. $72,500. Great
value. Must see. 753-8413
2BR Brick WD/ refrigerator
& stove, garage with storage, fenced yard, almost
new roof. 319 lrvan
$47,000. 753-4074.

AKC miniature Schnauzers
pups, males & females.
Ready June 1st. Great for
Father's Day gift. Call
436-2573 after 430pm.
ABCA registered Border
Collie puppies. All working
bloodlines, guaranteed
working stock, $150.
502-753-8506.
AKC St. Bernard puppies.
AKC Samoyed puppies.
Shots & wormed.
382-2331.

3BR, 2 bath rentovated
older home approx 3 miles
of city limits Chambers Realty 759-9989
3BR brick, private fence,
central h/a, 703 N 18th
$63,000 753-4074
518 S 6th ST, 3br, 2 bath,
brick 2 story with deck,
hardwood floors, fireplace,
new roof and siding, central
h/a, family neighborhood,
1500 sq ft. asking $558,750
PH* 759-2128.
By Owner
2000+ sq ft, 3br, 2 bath, 5+
acres. Open house May
2nd & 3rd 436-2832 for
appointment.
FOR Sale or Trade. 2 story
log home, 3800 sq ft, 13
acres fenced with pond,
30'X60E shop, 120*X50'
barn, 24'X36' barn, 18'X36'
barn, 24'X40' equipment
shed. Phone 753-7687.
FRESH on the market, this
charming 3br, 2 bath home
located near MSU campus
features spacious kitchen
remodeled in 1995, new
roof 1998, central h/a, large
deck. Take possession with
nothing to do, call Kopperud Realty 753-1222 for
additional information on
MLS#3001288.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
fi(0
.1
.4
4

:
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719#
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;
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1197 Crossland Road
Immediate possession.3 Br brick. 1 bath,fireplace
in den on 1.5 acre lot with many trees. Located 4
miles from MSU. Patio connects house with
storage building. Make an offer.

Call 489-2756 or 489-2260

DOG KENNELS- 10x10x6,
$18995 Set-up & delivery
available. Farmers Farmacy, 759-2248.

iesdoweso8oda&

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
FLEA SEASON IS HERE!
New Power Spot & Bio Spot
in stock now. Hugh stock of
flea collars, shampoos, etc
Farmers Farmacy,
759-2248.

For Sale

Lots

JUST west c
West Grove
nwood Hei
WOO, 2br, 2 bi
porch, cath,
oak cabine
759-2571, 5!

LAKE area
nestled in a
homes Wel
$49,900 Ca
perud Realty

OPEN Daily
bath house a
Dr in Camp
100X175 wi
sale Call 7!

OWNER rem
3br brick rani
approx 185C
acre lot M
Nice subdivi
southeast of
ing $78,900
for appointrn

RANCH styli
3-4br, 2 ba
garage, dock
central h/a,
436-5576

SOUTHWES.
bath, living
cathedral ce
room, kitchei
fast room, dc
age, lots of st
backyard wit
building. Call
appointment.

SPRING
Country calli
offer in this 1'
with many g
Bsmt, Ig de
porch. 1.4 aa
town. Priced
Jean, Grey'i
759-2001 or

THREE bedrc
two car gaa
cated in a
neighborhooc
modeled in 9
modeled in
corner lot, $1
Bagwell I
753-1765 lei
or 759-1212

Motor

1978 CB 1
4,000, $600. •
Enduro 175,
Suzuki Tourin
40,XXX mil
753-0062.

1984 HONE
1200, excel)i
with extri
759-2174

1995 SUZUt
4,XXX miles,
kit, micron ha
limited prod(
251-9687

1995 WARRI
cellent conditi
gear. Hi-Poin
never been
753-4563, nic,
ask for Mike

YAMAHA Ve
Burgundy, ar
radio, removE
side saddle
condition 3
753-6187

1111111

A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487

FREE 7mo old black, female Lab Ternor to a good
home 767-0092, leave
message

vrvew.kentucky.homes.com
E-mail: carolwood@msn.com

:111

1988 JEEP C
4dr, red, eic
cruise, air,
$4500. Call •
1994 BLAZE
Pkg, 2dr, lea
w/red interior,
81xxx miles
Days 492-8
753-6984
490

JACK Wattiey Blue Diamond Discus, tank raised in
Murray City water $15/ea.6
for $75.00. 753-0919_
REGISTERED PePe Sand
Badger for hire 492-8723
390
Livestock
& Swolles
HAY for sale hybrid Bermuda grass horse quality
high tdn protein large rolls
wrapped square bales
available. 901-469-5436.
PASO Fino 4yr old registered gelding Good dispo
siton, great trail horse
436-5076

.1110_•1111/0 111 2000 0 0

• EXPRESS TAXI

759-8294 :a

A BETTER CAD FARE I 10 4 ItHIFILS

'-‘12 1.0ADRATE)24 TO .200 MILE TRIPS SI PER WILL

NASHVILLE 'AIRPORT).1125
140
FULTON. KY(AMTRAK)
UI
MAYFIELD (BUS STATION)
$48
PADUCAH BUS STA MALL
150
PADUCAH AIRPORT
11111
METROPOLIS,IL .CASINO
WE CHAIIINGE ANY(All CO.TO MEAT OUR RATES

OFFICE

HOURS( MOWSAT II AN • II PM
CLOBLD SUNDAY(

UHLER' arrournaurr

Al= NOUNS PREPAID
TRAVEL APPOINTMENTS
are Se HOUR 7 DAY DIUMICI5
$41 KRA KINIMUll

11011

NICE 2br, central air, stove.
refrigerator, w/d Lease, no
animals, storage shed,
near college $465 deposit
$465/mo 753-7920.

GARAGE Apt 404 S 8th St
$200/mo No pets Call
759-4771

SPACIOUS well kept 3br, 2
bath brick, large garage,
appl , central hie, nice yard
& neighborhood $650/mo
Lease & deposit 489-2741

NEW Ibr apt, all appliances
including w/d, $325/mo
Deposit required
436-5725

US Hwy 641 South, 4 miles
from town- 2br, washer No
Pets please $300/mo plus
deposit Call 492-8566 after 4 30pm

ACREAGE
4+ Acres, off of Highland
Rd. Mature trees, private
road, good building site,
9/10 mile from Ky Lake,
$10,000 Call 474-8704 after 5pm

tcr7-

NEED A HELPING HAND???

Nick's

HANDS
HANDY
work!
Oa•

inside Or
No Job's Too Small
Call Nick at (502) 767-0728
Murray. Kentucky

tio

References Available

1101

1987 NIS&
GXE, one c
roof $5.900
1988 FORD
grey with grey
car $1,300
1989 BMW a
auto, air & pi
miles $8
753-3862

Need Furniture? Bedding?

1990 NISS
100,XXX
runs strong,
transportat
753-0365

For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to

1991 GEO M
automatic,
miles. $1800

Wiggins Furniture

1992 CUTLA!
V-6, 73,xxx,
inside & out.
$7,000. 753
5pm.

2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

1985 BUICK
$400 1981
preme 2dr,
$1,100 For r
753-4777
1986 0 L I
Brougham,
miles, run
good $3,500

do the

10+ ACRES, Hardwood
trees,9/10 of a mile from Ky
Lake Good hornesite, private entrance off of main
road, $28,000 Serious inquiries only please Call
474-8704

1978 FORD L
clean inside
tires, low mi
753-9302

•••••01MMIMIIMIIIIIMMIRMIXIMM12

let
Estate

cs

1984 ESCC
transportation
sonable offer

430

3 126 ACRES. Custom
building site in the county 3
miles east of downtown
Murray. Paved frontage
road Shared well Restricted 753-5231.

EXTRA nice duplex. 2br, 1
bath with whirlpool tub &
shower, washer & dryer,
central h/a, dishwasher
garage, large deck Close
to MSU Lease & deposit
required Call 753-5719

460

9-5

Mon.-Frt., Sat.

9-3

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

1993 MAID/
vertible, red,!
adult driven,
Make offer

/

„

• --

. •

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

41%0

510

Hasse
For Side

Used
Cars

Services
Offered

JUST west of Murray, 382 1994 CHRYSLER LHS,like A-1 Tree professionals
West Grove Dr in Lyn- new, loaded, CD player. Stump removal, tree spraynwood Heights Subdtvi leather interior, 52xxx ing, serving Murray, Callosion, 2br, 2 bath, deck,front miles Call 753-8809 or way County since 1980
porch, cathedral ceiling, 753-9038
Free estimates 437-3044
oak cabinets $84,000 1994 CORSICA, iikk, V6
or 492-8737.
759-2571, 559-2031
115xxx miles, $3,500
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS:
LAKE area ranch home 767-9501
nestled in area of larger 1994 OLDS Cutlass Su- Additions, Remodeling,
homes Well maintained preme red, 80xxx miles, Repairs, Roofing, Decks,
$49,900 Call Carol, Kop $7500 obo 753-8146 leave etc One Cat Does It ALL
No Job Too Small
perud Realty 753-1222
message
759-9906
OPEN Daily New 4br, 3
MUST SELL
bath house at 2006 Rugby 1991 Maxima SE, 80xxx AFFORDABLE all around
Dr in Campbell Est Also miles, white, loaded, hauling, junk clean-up,
100X175 wooded lot for $7500 Days 753-0212, cleaning out sheds, tree
sale Call 753-3903
Nights 753-9644 Serious work 436-2867
only
calls
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
OWNER ready to sell Neat
foundations, slabs, sidew3br brick ranch style house,
495
alks, driveways, buildings,
approx 1850 sq ft on 'I.
remodeling, repairs, AGC
acre lot Many updates
certified. 489-2214
Vans
Nice subdivision 4 miles
southeast of Murray Ask1991 FORD Aerostat, mar- ANTIQUE refinishing, furing $78,900 Call 753-1159
oon, pAy, WI, excellent con- niture repair & custom
for appointment
woodworking. 753-8056.
dition $5,250 527-1897
RANCH style lake house, 1991 MAZDA van, loaded, APPLIANCE REPAIR
3-4br, 2 bath, detached just beautiful; $5,850 PROFESSIONAL garage, dock access, patio, 753-9302.
DEPENDABLE
central h/a, $85,000 Call
502-767-9552.
436-5576
500
• PPLIANCE REPAIR All
SOUTHWEST Villa- 3br, 3
brands; Kenmore 30+
fraeilebath, living room with
years experience. BOBBY
cathedral ceilings, dining 1971 CHEVROLET,
327 HOPPER, 436-5848.
room, kitchen with break- motor, new
exhaust Sharp! APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
fast room, double car gar- 767-0734
Factory trained by 3 major
age, lots of storage, fenced
backyard with 12X20 out- 1979 FORD F-150, 4wd, manufacturers. All work
building. Call 753-5761 for new tires, $1950. and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
appointment.
345-2270.
Works, 753-2455.
1985 FORD Ranger, V6, 2
SPRING is here!
ASPHALT SEAUNG
Country calling" Much to wheel drive, manual 5sp,
otter in this 11
/
2 story brick, cruise, a/c, white, topper Travis Asphalt Sealing.
with many good features with wing doors. $1,200. Driveways, parking lots.
Free estimates. 753-2279.
Bsmt, Ig deck, screened 474-8340 after 5prn.
porch. 1.4 acre just north of
1985 GMC S-15, V-6, air, BACKHOE Service - ROY
town. Priced $70's. Call
auto, with utility bed. HILL. Septic system, driveJean, Grey's Properties,
ways, hauling, foundations,
68,XXX miles. 767-0734.
759-2001 or 753-3584.
etc. 436-2113.
1986 FORD F150 with
THREE bedroom, two bath,
camper top, bedliner, run- BACKHOE Service- small
two car garage home loning boards, 6cyl, high mi- jobs, driveways, box blade,
cated in a nice, quiet,
leage, well maintained. rottertilling, snow removal.
neighborhood. Interior reHeavy duty suspension, 753-0834 or 759-9835.
modeled in 96, exterior relimited slip rear, long bed,
modeled in 97-98. Large
BASEMENTS & Homes.
a/c, auto trans. $6,400. Call
corner lot, $105,000, 813
Sub & General contracting.
753-9213 after 5prn.
Bagwell Blvd. Call
Insulated concrete forms
753-1765 leave message 1987 DODGE p/u & Holi- (R32) StyroCrete builders.
or 759-1212 ask for Nicole. day Rambler camper.
502-436-2007
or
Trade in on low mileage 502-436-5264.
i170
conversion van, obo.
753-6275 leave message. BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed. Free
Motorcycles
1991 S-10 4X4, 4.3 V-6, estimates. 753-1134,
1978 CB 125-S Honda 5sp, 122,XXX miles. 492-8584.
4,000, $600. 1978 Yamaha $4,800. Call 753-7443.
BUSHHOGGING
Enduro 175, $500. 1986
Suzuki Touring Calvacade, 1992 MAZDA 8-2600 pick- Gardens and lawns ro40,XXX miles, $3,600. up. 1985 Ford van, low totilled. Tractor with 5ft romileage. 1980 14' Lowe totiller. Also, haul gravel for
753-0062.
boat & trailer with 251ip driveways and spread. Jon1984 HONDA Goldwing motor. 436-2069 anytime. esy 437-4030.
1200, excellent condition
BUSHHOGGING
with extras. Phone 1993 CHEVY work truck, 1
owner, p/s, air, 78xxx miles, Gardens and lawns ro759-2174
good condition. 753-2925. totilled. Tractor with 5ft ro1995 SUZUKI RF 900R,
totiller. Also, haul gravel for
4,XXX miles, burgundy, jet 1993 FORD diesel crew driveways and spread. Jonkit, micron headers & pipe cab dully. Customized esy 437-4030
limited production. Kevin body Very sharp. Towing
package with 5th wheel CARPET Cleaning
251-9687
bat. 5sp, excellent condi- Emergency Water Re1995 WARRIOR 350, ex- tion. 502-435-4595 after moval. Free Estimates. Sacellent condition. Fox riding 5Pm.
tisfied References. Call
gear, Hi-Point riding boots,
Less
TODAY....
never been worn. Days
753-5827.
1996
Dodge
Ram
ext
cab,
753-4563, nights 759-3366
black, loaded, 2wd, new CARPET cleaned by Cert.
ask for Mike.
tires/ brakes. 54,xxx hwy Techs. Murray Carpet &
YAMAHA Ventura Royale. miles, 1 owner, towing pkg, Upholstery Cleaning.
Burgundy, am/fm cassette excellent condition. Negoti- 753-6300 anytime.
radio, removable trunk and able. 435-4039.
CARPORTS for cars and
side saddles. Excellent
trucks. Special sizes for
condition 3,XXX miles
510
motor home, boats, RVs
753-6187
and etc Exoelleta protecCampers
tion, high quality, excellent
1979 PROWLER,27ft, very value Roy Hill 436-2113
good condition. $2,900.
Vehicles
CLEANING SERVICE
753-0444 No Saturday
for real estate, rentals, new
1988 JEEP Cherokee, 4x4, calls please.
construction, also painting
4dr, red, 6cyl, 5sp, tilt,
& repair. 759-0484.
cruise, air, am-fm tape,
520
$4500. Call 759-4044
COLSON Home Repairs
Boats
Additions, garages, decks,
& Motors
1994 BLAZER Sitverado
Pkg, 2dr, loaded up, white 1980 ALUMACRAFT, 16ft remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
wired interior, full size, 4x4, Deep V. 60hp
Evinrude
753-5592
81xxx miles. Like new. 753-6740.
Days 492-8676, nights
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
1989 24FT pontoon boat,
753-6984
decks, fencing, pole barns,
100hp, good condition
sheds,carports Also repair
490
Best reasonable offer
& rebuild. Excellent workUsed
753-7629
manship. Affordable rates
Care
753-7860
1978 FORD LTD 4dr, extra 1995 SUNCRUISER,teal &
clean inside & out, new salmon color, bimini top, CUSTOM bulldozing and
tires, low mileage $950 115hp Evinrude. Apprx backhoe work, septic sys30hrs, like new, $11,900. tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
753-9302
Horace Sholar.
559-8510 or 753-8767.
1984 ESCORT, cheap
transportation Make rea- 1996 POLARIS SLX 750, DAVID'S Cleaning Serjet ski & trailer with acces- vices. 'Cleaning" vinyl sidsonable offer 753-0114
sories. Used approx 20hrs ing, homes, mobile homes,
1985 BUICK Skylark 4dr, 435-4318 after 6pm
boats, brick driveways,
$400 1981 Cutlass Su
parking lots, all exterior
preme 2dr, all power, ASTRO glass bass boat, cleaning, acid cleaning
$1,100 For more info call 17ft boat, 110hp Johnson available. David Borders,
motor with power lift, two Insured, Completely Mo753-4777
fish finders, Johnson troll- bile. Phone 502-759-4734.
1986 OLDS Ciera ing motor with foot control,
Cellular 502-853-1108.
Brougham, only 63,6XX all necessary safety equipmiles, runs & looks ment, travel cover. All in
good $3,500 753-3584
excellent condition. Call ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construc1987 NISSAN Maxima 354-6346.
tion, rewiring, mobile home
GXE, one owner, moon
hookups, electrical maihteroof $5,900 753-3651
GALAXY ski boat, seats 6, nance and repair. Call any$1,500 obo
time. Murray, 762-0001,
1988 FORD Tempo GL, 65hp Mercury.
cell, 519-1592.
grey with grey interior, good Call 753-8413.
car $1,300 753-0779
HOBIE Cat 16 sailboat & FENCING- Midway Fence
Ready to sail with all Company. Chain link, wood
trailer.
1989 BMW 325i Red, 4dr,
equipment. Asking $1200 & vinyl at reasonable
auto, air & power. 96,XXX
prices 759-1519
miles. $8,000 Call 753-6187
753-3862
GARDEN tilling, bushhogging, small jobs, driveways
1990 NISSAN Sentra,
530
graded with box blade. Ger100,XXX miles, engine
Services
ald Carroll 492-6159
runs strong, no a/c, good
Offered
transportation $700
3-D DOZING, backhoe,
GUTTERS
753-0365
septic, & gravel hauling
Quality seamless gutters.
1991 GEO Metro, 4dr, red, Driveways, foundations
Gutter supplies and mainautomatic, air, 55,XXX 502-437-4969.
tenance, variety of colors,
miles. $1800 376-2146
Al Al A TREE SERVICE, affordable prices, licensed.
1992 CUTLAS Supreme S stump removal, dee spray- West Ky Seamless Gutters.
V-6, 73,xxx, extra sharp ing, leaf raking, hedge trim- 753-0278.
inside & out. Garage kept. ming, landscaping, mulch HARDWOOD FLOOR in$7,000 753-9384 after hauling & mulch spreading, stallation and finishing.
gutter cleaning Licensed 8 Custom design Affordable
5pm.
insured, Full line of equip- rates 753-7860
1993 MAZDA Miele con- ment.
Free estimates Tim
vertible, red, 5sp, 1 owner,
adult driven, 73,XXX miles Lamb
436-6744, LAWN mowing, reasonable
Make offer 759-4480
1-1100-648-6262.
& satistactory. 759-4659.

JAILER CANDIDATE:
22yrs experience as a COI
rections professional
Trained & educated to provide full Sme community
protection & save taxpayers money Compare the
qualifications & hire PHIL
HAILE to be your nevi
kind of jailer Paid for by
Phil Hazle

Elko wity
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ljP" Ft'alp, Paint Upl

oea

•.
r Black's Decorating
A
Center
Of Murray, Kentucky Inc.

•

Ressdenual - Commercial
'
Free Estimates - Fully Insured
'
t7
'41

-

-e

Cali (502) 753-0439 between Al
_
7:00 a.m. sad 5:00 p.m. Y
pas!-.,
*•
Call (502) 759-0409 after 5:00
-

LOOKING for a change in
your lawn care with a
superior cut" Call Yard
Teck Grass Bagging avail
able 437-4723
MIKE SMALL CONSTRUCTION
Free estimates Remodeling, fencing, decking, roofing & electrical 489-2832.

50.2-436-574.4
2.-5300-541.13-5.20.2

o4

'SEPTIC TANKS
'LANDSCAPING

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, in- .
sured Estimate available.
759-4690
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592

WATER DRAINAGE.
HAULING.

Jim
Free Estimates

WELDING
753-1729

Call Nance

WOOD VCR
Repairing VCR's, Microwaves. Free estimates. Authorized dealer for 18-inch
Digital Satellite & Dish Network. COMPLETE SYSTEM $89. Mon-Fri, 1-530
753-0530.

550

Utility
Trailers
1996 AVENGER
16FT ENCLOSED
CARGO TRAILER. Dual
axle, electric brakes, double doors on back, single
door on side, roof air vent,
stone guard on front, white,
excellent cond, $3000 firm
Call 474-8704 leave
message.

All Types Of:
•

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY 1.1JRRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
'53 594C
• Xek

lotereNt rat.,
, are

building costs are dm% n

& spring is here.Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we wimt to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake
homes, large or small.

Bruce

Green

'Built(;ifs Contractors, Inc.

753-8343

LANE'S BACKHOE SERVICE
Dozing
Driveways
Septic Systems (New & Repairs)
Gravel Hauled
Excavation

14FREE ESTIMATESjj
Phone: (502) 436-5348

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
_
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

Visa and Master Card
753-1916

Call toll-free 1-800-4C5-2345

NOTNING
AllIANTIIITNAN TNT MOD

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

HOROSCOPES
Liew friend, even if he is difficult.
Tonight: Be with your friends.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Pace yourself, even when
May 26, 1998:
Take strong action to manifest goals you encounter some unanticipated
this year. Energy soars, and you're hurdles. Your high values and inspivery magnetic. Express ideals and rations need to play a greater role in
spirituality in a new way. Others get your work. A partner or associate
a clearer impression of who you are goes overboard with advice, but he
and what you believe. Travel and wants to help. Know that others
education could play a role in your value you. Tonight: In the limelight.
decisions. Avoid office gossip, re- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
main clear and direct your energies ***** Take off at the drop of a
positively. Your affairs flourish, es- hat. Be willing to take a risk, and
pecially pertaining to career. If you break patterns. Understand what a
are single, you are likely to choose loved one or child expects. You might
someone unique to relate to.Through be taken aback by an exchange. Your
this tie, you grow spiritually and impression of this person changes
ernotionally. If attached, you both substantially. Start a new exercise
enjoy planning a special trip. program. Tonight: Have fun online.
GEMINI seeks your companionship. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You get feedback from famThe Stars Show the Kind of Day ily,a partner and a child. Creativity,
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; fun and flirtation mix. Be careful,
though; you might be on thinner
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
water than you know. Understand
what someone expects, both emoARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Take a stand,and you'll get tionally and financially; they are
the result you have wanted. Keep tied together. Tonight: Make nice.
discussions going, clear your desk SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
and vigorously start off the work **** Good news sparkles throughweek. Your imagination goes hay- out your day. A family member is
wire with possibilities. Brainstorm enthusiastic and positive, for a
with a buddy, but don't tell all. To- change. Expectstrong opinions from
an associate. Your views are mixed.
night: Out and about.
Brainstorm, and be open to others'
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Become a financial wizard. ideas about how to further a project.
You can only blame yourself for a Tonight: Accept an invitation.
bad money decision. Make time to CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
research and study before investing, *** Insisting upon always having
even in a savings account. Someone things go your way sometimes rein the know shares some important pels others. Try accepting all the
knowledge. Be eager to learn. To- feedback offered. Someone has a lot
more energy at work; be receptive to
night: Review your budget.
it. Remain the responsible financial
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Putting your best foot for- party. You will be happier if you feel
ward comes naturally. Make a call secure. Tonight: Off to the gym.
or inquiry that you have been hesi- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
tating to make. Take a risk; you are ***** Your energy is well-refeeling lucky. Enhance your profes- ceived, though you are confused
sional image. Clearly, a boss or key about how to proceed with a project.
significant other cannot do enough Others are innovative. Someone you
meet could become a lot more than a
for you. Tonight: Just ask nicely.
flirtation. Honor your feelings. ExCANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Sometimes, it is best to do penditures get out of control. Tonight: Allow more joy in your life.
little. You, however, are ready to PISCES (Feb. 19-March
20)
take action with a key partnership. **** Sometimes, you
spin your
Listen to someone's views, and play wheels without any results. Today
is
devil's advocate. You gain even more a good example. Dealing with
a faminsight. Start planning a vacation; ily member takes intuition
and incheck out the costs involved. A call sight. You have both, so you are on
reveals good news. Tonight: Relax. good footing. It might be
time to
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
reorganize or arrange furniture a bit
***** Aim for what you want. differently. Tonight:
Easy does it.
The unexpected puts a smile on your
face. Make time fora get-together. A BORN TODAY
male friend lets you know precisely Actress Genie Francis
(1962),singer
what he thinks, which spurs your Stevie Nicks (1948),
actor Philip
imagination. Do not push a child or Michael Thomas(1949)

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
247-9300
IMO-874-0256

U.S. Highway
45 South

csn

436-5363

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

(502)
WANTED
Mobile homes to move HM
& Sons has 16 years experience Insurance for public
502-437-3939

(14,11.16

ot o „

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

Tree Truffaut
Cleaamp &mace
Fall Li.. e of
Equepafeai

BACKHOE da EXCAVATION
Brad
436-5790

mayfleid
Kentucky

*5*

Illl..Y211 _Ltd/
r'i'J'

Free
Column
FREE to good homes_ 3
healthy, rambunctious orange Tabby's, all male
lOwks old Call 436-5334
for details Leave message
please.

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company
We do any & all types

of roofing.
Family Owned & Operated
Paul Lamb
759-6081 • 436-2269

1-800-821-6907

I_Irl
Strike Up Fathers Day
Soles With An Ad In

Free Estimates • 24 hour Emergency SOTVICO

A
.4

....ef
". 1

YARD
SALE
SEASON

ADVERTISE
'7.50
'12.50
'15.00

SAVE

Your Yard Sale 3 Times and
1:2 ad 25 word max.
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

'14.00
'19.00

2:2 ad 70 word max.
1 insertion
2 insertions

'23.00

insertions
Ads must Ar pmd

0,11fInce

DEADLINES ARE I DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Yndfly Ii am
Monday Edition
Fnday 3 p.m
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m
Thursday Edition
.. Wednesday 3 pm
Friday Edition
. Thursday 3 p m.
Saturday Edition
For aasilatance call, 753•1915 or come hy

Miiiray Ledger & Times
(1admif1ed Drpartmenil

••••
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BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

MULCH delivered Murray,
436-5560
PAINTING interior- exterior Free estimates
437-3879

Free Esamodusir
21 Hr. Service
Hale Truffaut
Tree Spray..g
Tree a &MOW
11411110*111

or'

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Tree Service Help Us Save Lives

LICENSED it INSL'RED

•••-

MONDAY, MAY 25, 1 998

mb Brothers

Air

MITCHELL Bros. Paving.
Oldest paving company in
Calloway Co. For estimate
call 753-1537, 492-6141
MOODY'S Mower Repair.
Pick-up & delivery.
753-5668.

,
..••••••••t
r."-**".**

Call Us Today!

e-

LAWNS, trees bushes
flowerbeds General out
side yard and building
maintenance 0 B Lawns.
Etc (502)7670768
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Let us clean your Carpets
Upholstery Pet odor removal Commercial or Residential Serving Murray
for 26 years Free esti
mates 753-5827 Vlsa/MC

11,

N ,

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & in
Luke Lamb
sured
502 436-5950

Ir

••-•
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FATHER'S
DAY
A Special Supplement
To The:

Murray Ledger
8 Times

a

Publication Date:
June 16, 1998
fellwea
._•••weseeost
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Space Reservations:
June 9, 1998

Whether you're a retailer.restourontowner or offer
some other service ofinterest to Dad,now you can
Improve your 'father figures' by advertising in our
POPular Fathers Day section, now POPtilorty priced to suit any ad budget!
For rates and Infannahon, contact our
advertising representatives at:

753-1916
1

. • ••••• ••••-••••••
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Camps more careful in hiring counselors
BOSTON (AP) — When Pat
Hammond was a camp counselor
two decades ago, campfire songs
about little Indians were corn-

Get Your
Auto Insurancc
From An Agent
%%rho Cares
As Much About
Your Coverage
As You Do.

OSUMI
INSURANCE
Your partner in protection

Western Kentucky
Insurance Agency, Inc.

mon, games were competitive
and patting a kid on the back was
OK.
"Twenty years ago we
wouldn't have thought twice about letting kids sit on our laps at
campfires or making sure their
shoulders had sunscreen on
them," said Hammond, a standards director at the American
Camping Association. "But we
have to be really careful now."
Today, camps and otlferinstitutions are skittish about possible
lawsuits over sexual abuse, discrimination and malpractice.
Counselors once were expected
only to be trusted leaders and
role models. Now, accredited
camps require them to undergo
background checks, and to complete training in sensitivity as
well as pitching tents.
"Being a camp counselor has
become more of a profession,"
said Charlotte Shire, director of
the Wildwood Camp in Gardner.
Counselors at Wildwood take a

302 N 12th St., Murray

753-5842

SUBSCRIBE

two-week course that covers medication precautions, Lyme disease, reporting sexual abuse, dealing with children's emotional
needs and what are considered
"appropriate" ways of touching.
The Indianapolis-based Camping Association suggests training
guidelines and accredits camps if
they meet certain standards.
Training varies from camp to
camp and state to state, but the
biggest change over the last 20
years has been a heightened
awareness of sexual abuse and
molestation, Hammond said.
Last year, the parents of four
boys sued the Boy Scouts for $72
million, claiming older campers
sodomized their sons, ages 6
through 10, with a broomstick in
1996 at Camp Keowa in Narrowsburg, N.Y. The case is still
pending.
"These days, camps are most
concerned about getting enough
insurance to protect them against
sexual molestation and automo-

system the union claims will jeopardize traveler safety.
The Professional Airways Systems Specialists union wants to
delay implementation of the sys-

ELECT

Elect Walter M. King
LE

DISTRICT #3
HONEST
DEPENDABLE
EXPERIENCED

1, No New Taxes or
Increases

VOTE 12 ON YOUR BALLOT

2. An Open Meeting Every
Quarter
3. Hold All Accountable To
Stay Within Budget

part by teaching kids the rules in
advance.
"They send us the rules of the
road before we send the kids,"
said Donna Edwards, 51. of Richmond, Va. She has two children
who have attended Camp Friendship in Palmyra, Va.
"If we agree and the kids
agree, we both sign contracts saying that we will obey the rules.
It's different from when I was A
kid, but so far I've been very
pleased."
Counselors also have to be
mindful of children's ethnicities
and religions, and are reminded
to be sensitive to campers with
low self-esteem or behavioral
problems.
"We make every child sign a
form to say they will not tease or
compete with other children,"
said Nancy Lenhart, who runs
Camp La Jolla, near San Diego.
The Camp Association encourages camps to use noncompetitive games that don't focus on

winning.
"The trend is to get into games
that aren't so much about beating
the daylights out of the other
team," Hammond said.
Other changes have been made
to traditional songs and prayers.
"Obviously, we don't sing
'One little, two little, three little
Indians' anymore,— Hammond
said. "In nondenominational
camps, we also suggest that saying Jesus be replaced with something else."
Hammond said the added
guidelines don't have to mean a
sanitized camp experience for
children.
But to some, summer camp
was better when it was about fun
and games.
"Political correctness is an extension of Puritanism — it's a
witchhunt," said David Horowitz, director for the Los
Angeles-based Center for Study
on Popular Culture. "Luckily, I
think it's receding."

FAA to probe control system claims
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Aviation Administration
says it is confident it can satisfy
a technical union's objections to
a billion-dollar air traffic control

FOR PEACE OF MIND
DURING YOUR TRYING
TIMES

bile accidents," said Ed Lang, an
underwriter for Marque' Insurance, a Glen Allen, Va.-based
agency. that insures more than
700 summer camps nationwide.
It's normal for camps to carry
an average of SI million in general liability insurance to protect
them against lawsuits over such
things as falls and accidental
deaths.
But it's also becoming cornmon for ca-mps to take out additional insurance against lawsuits
alleging sexual abuse, harassment, malpractice or neglect,
Lang said.
Because of the fear of sexual
molestation, it's no longer acceptable for camp counselors to
give children hugs or affectionate
pats on the back. Some camps,
like the Cambridge School of
Weston, prohibit counselors from
rubbing sunscreen on children or
being alone with individual
children.
Some parents said they do their

Paid

i
EDDIE STUBBLEFIELD
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a ter M King 156 Haynes Creek Drive, Murray, KY 42071

I Elect Rickey Alexander - Magistrate District #4

4. See All Roads Are Seen
After In District

Magistrate District #2

THANK YOU....
To all who gave their support during this
time. May the best person win for you.
Paid for by Rickey Alexander

Paid for by Eddie Stubblefield

tern beyond its scheduled start
next March.
The union complains that the
system, called the Standard Terminal Automation Replacement
System, or Stars, lacks alarms
and monitoring features to give
warnings necessary for adequate
protection.
"We're continuing to talk towards full agreement on the remaining issues," FAA spokeswoman Drucella Andersen said Saturday. "We believe ... we will
have an agreement."
She would not elaborate on
what a compromise could
include.
The SI billion system is slated
to begin in March 1999 at
Washington's Ronald Reagan National Airport, with later installations likely in New York and
Dallas. The union also says that
those areas, among the nation's
busiest airports, are poor choices
to test the new system.
"Pocatello, Idaho, where there
is not much traffic, doesn't deserve this system either," union
president Mike Fanfalonc told
The New York Times.
Current technology sounds
alarms and lights if there is a
glitch that drops an airplane from

a controller's screen. The union
said the new system doesn't do
that, that a controller has to keep
constant watch.
The FAA has acknowledged
shortcomings in the new system
but said the current system is
falling apart and needs to be
replaced.
Andersen said the aircraft
agency has worked over the past
year to settle more than 50 union
complaints about the system.
"It shows constant progress
and commitment on both sides,"
she said, adding that the agency
will continue to address concerns
this summer.
"We will not field or deploy a
system that is unsafe, unusable or
inefficient," Andersen said.
Concerns have also been raised
about whether the system will
function properly when the calendar rolls over in 2000, and computers may have problems
adjusting.
Raytheon, which made the system, has assured the agency the
system will not be hindered by
the millennium bug. Andersen
said the FAA has told Raytheon
to conduct tests to make sure of
that.

• To The Citizens Of Calloway County
My name is Larry Elkins and I am a candidate for Calloway County Judge
Executive.I am a life long resident ofCalloway County having grown up in the
Faxon community.
I am married to the former Janie Kemp. We have three daughters; Tracy,
Michelle, and Cortnee. My father was the late. Beauron Elkins. My mother,
Joluiie Elkins, and my sister Jo Ann Harmon and husband, James, reside in
Murray.
Most of my adult life has been spent as a member of the Murray Police
Department,beginning in 1972 as a dispatcher and retiring in 1995 as Chiefof
Police. As Chief,I was responsible for the supervision ofthirty employees and a
budget in excess of one million dollars annually.

There's No Doubt
Calloway County
Needs
A strong, aggressive
prosecutor

A prosecutor who is
accessible to the public

As your Judge Executive I will:
*Use the same service oriented approach and conservative financial
management that was successful during my tenure as Chief of
Police.
*Work to maintain and improve county roads. I will propose to the
Fiscal Court that a long-range road plan be developed that treats
all sections of the county equally and is based on need rather than
politics.
*Work with the Sheriff and the Fire Department to secure grants
and otherwise provide the resources necessary to maintain a safe
community:

,...„, ,.....,..

*Take an active role in economic development, working closely with
the Chamber of Commerce and others in the areas of industrial
recruitment and the promotion of small business, farming and
tourism.
*Support the park and other youth programs.
*Appoint a board to study long-range solutions for solid waste
disposal and the expansion of the water districts.
Elect a County Judge Executive who will Tisten to the public
and maize informed decisions!

•
,

— ELECT —

Randy Hutchens

LARRY
ELKINS

COUNTY ATTORNEY

On May 26th

A Proven Manager...
...A Proven leader

"No Doubt About It!"
Paid for by Commas, io Elect Randy Hutchens, Larry England, treasurer

Paid for by the candidate, Lorene Falwell, Treasurer

